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ABSTRACT 

Despite the rapid growth of software use in foreign 

language education, many language-specific issues in 

computer-mediated instruction have not been investigated in 

research. One exanqple is L2 orthography in CALL. When the 

target lemguage is a non-alphabetic type, such as Japemese, 

decoding the unfamilieur script becomes a difficult task. 

Although the type of current Japanese language software 

remges from immersion to translation-mediated, the method for 

script presentation is not spelled out with a clear 

pedagogical principle. Furthermore, due to the lack of 

empirical evidence, we have yet to find out which feature of 

CALL assists most effectively the Japemese beginner's L2 

voccUauleury acquisition. 

The present study attempts to evaluate the iŝ ct of 

using Romaji, or alphabetic spellings of Japanese, on 

beginners' learning of Japemese vocabulary. Sixty-one 

students enrolled in first-semester Japanese were recruited 

from two Americem universities. Individually the subjects 

participated in a voced3ul2u::y CALL experiment created with the 

HyperCeurd authoring system. The control and experimental 

groups were exposed to CALL lessons that taught 40 new 

Japemese words in conversational context. Immediately after 

the instructional phase, both groups were assessed on their 

retention of the vocabulary items in the same computer 

program. The only difference was the inteirvention of the 

Rcxnaji script added to the vocaUsulary instruction of the 
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experimental group. Both learner processes and performance 

data %̂ re collected and %«ere analyzed. 

Major findings from this CALL study are 1) contrary to 

the prediction, the aid of Rcnaji did not facilitate the 

leaumer's short-term vocabulary retention, 2) the subjects 

who used the "sound" button more frequently recalled more 

words, and 3) the CALL vocabulary instruction assisted the 

leetmers of beginning-level Japanese in retaining a majority 

of the vocabulary items for recognition posttests but not for 

production tests. It is implied that the orthographic 

accOTsnodation in CALL is not effective in assisting English-

speeUcing students' Japemese vocabulary learning. Regardless 

of the presence or eUt>sence of Romaji, the intensive use of 

audio recordings was found to play the most crucial role in 

Japeuiese beginners' short-term vocabul«iry retention. 
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ZVTRODUCTZOV 

The study of a second lemguage (L2) requires learning 

its lexicon right from the beginning. When American college 

students leam basic L2 voceUsulary in a context of Caiiq;>uter-

Assisted Lemguage Learning (CAZJL), how do they approach the 

task? What if the new vocabulary is from a non-alphabetic L2, 

such as Japanese? Isn't it much easier for them to leam the 

words in Romaji (i.e., the script which transcribes Japeuiese 

orthography into the Roman alphabet) than in Japanese? This 

dissertation research atten̂ ts to explore these questions by 

investigating the effects of Romaji on beginning-level 

Japemese vocabulary leaming in a CALL experimental setting. 

As em introduction, this chapter offers a synopsis of 

research findings emd theoretical positions in order to aurgue 

why the proposed study is timely and worth exploring. The 

following three topics are discussed in each section 

respectively: 1) background information regarding the theme 

of L2 vocabulary leaming, 2) other theoretical 

considerations necessary for an L2 vocabuleury experiment, and 

3) the vocedsulary model used in this study. 

1.1 Background 

This section first presents the historical development 

of L2 vocabulary research «uid then answers the following 
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question: why another vocabulary study? Here, needs analyses 

emd problem statements are provided to highlight the main 

issue of the dissertation, namely, beginning-level Japanese 

vocabuleiry learning. 

1.1.1 Historical Trends in L2 Vocabulary Research 

Words make a lemguage, as Clark (1993) states in 

reference to first language acquisition. Similarly, %rords are 

of primary in̂ rtance in second language acquisition. 

Especially at the beginning stage, the L2 leeumer's lexicon 

is the foundation for acquiring a new language. In spite of 

the significemce of vocabuleiry acquisition, there used to be 

little attention given to the issue of vocabulary learning. 

In the past decade, a large number of voceibuleury studies and 

theoretical discussions have been published, euid the field of 

L2 vocabuleury research is no longer a neglected area. 

Although L2 lexical models vary and long-running debates on 

pedagogical approaches still persist, we now understand that 

acquisition of new lexicon requires more than familiarity 

with words' meaning emd form. 

Almost two decades ago, Meara (1980) pointed out that 

"the study of vocabulary acquisition is an area where the 

sort of research work that has been carried out is far from 

satisfactory, and where a large number of cpiestions still 

remain to be answered" (p.240). In the 1970s and 1980s, a 

strong emphasis on the top-down approach for reading and 

speaking led to the assumption that L2 voceÛ ulary learning 
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was singly an 'incidental' learning task (Sokmen, 1997). In 

the late 1980s, it still appeared that "most lexical studies 

eure not centrally concerned with the establishment of a 

theory of the lexicon; rather, the majority deal with 

descriptive aspects of the lexicon" (Gass, 1988, p. 92). Up 

until the early 1990s, as Maiguashca (1991) decleures, ''(i)n 

syllabuses euid course materials the focus has invauriably been 

on morphology and syntax, while vocabulary only served to 

flesh out greumnatical structures" (p.84). Allen (1992) 

laments that since Meara's 1980 statement little has changed, 

emd that "(n)o unifying theory of second language vocabulary 

acquisition has yet been proposed" (p.l). 

It was during the 1990s, however, that several pioneer 

works on word knowledge and reading processing identified emd 

empirically investigated various aspects of L2 vocedsulary 

learning (Schmitt & McCazrthy, 1997). Important issues of 

current vocabuleury research include the differences and 

similcirities of LI euid L2 vocabuleury acquisition (e.g., Nagy, 

1997; Stoller 6 Grabe, 1993). Research has also revealed that 

comprehension euid production of vocabulaury are asymmetrical, 

(e.g., Cleurk, 1993; Melka, 1997; Ryan, 1997). Various factors 

that influence vocabulary acquisition have also been 

identified in LI (e.g., Cleirk 1993, Meirkman 1994) and in L2 

literature (e.g., Laufer, 1997; Nation, 1990, 1993) as vrell 

as in the studies of psycholinguistic experiments (e.g., 

Dufour & Kroll, 1995; Job et al., 1992; Kroll, 1993). 

Resezurchers have used a variety of methods to estimate the 

vocabulary size of the native speeUcer (e.g.. Nation, 1993; 
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Nation & Waring, 1997) and have evaluated the reliability of 

the different measurements (e.g., Zechmeister et al., 1993). 

Mamy now claim that the issue of L2 vocabulary is central to 

SLA (Coady, 1993; Gass & Selinker, 1994; Nation, 1990; 

Schmitt & McCarthy, 1997), and that lexical learning plays a 

conspicuous role at the beginning stages of SLA (Ellis, 1994; 

Higgs, 1984; Ryan, 1997). 

Currently, one of the most frequently debated issues is 

the one over guessing from context versus explicit vocabulary 

leeuming (Coady, 1993; 1997). Nation and Coady (1988) have 

eurgued that guessing from context is the strategy most 

effectively used by advanced students, but not by those less 

adveuiced; in fact, guessing from context is susceptible to 

incorrect guessing. While there is gain in vocabulary 

acquisition from free reading (Krashen 1989), there is also 

eui increase from deliberate study of individual L2 words 

(Coady, 1993). Moreover, incidental L2 vocabulary learning 

may not substantiate the accuracy of meaning learned from 

systematic vocabulary instruction especially at the initial 

stages of SLA (Kelly, 1990). On the other hand, according to 

Milton emd Mecura's (1995) estimate, advanced L2 learners may 

possibly acquire as mamy as 2,500 words per year. Since this 

rate reflects incidental %irord learning, advocates of the 

guessing strategy value context more strongly than the value 

of definition in vocabulary instruction (Nagy, 1997). 

Using their own empirical evidence as %irell as others' 

research, many SLA scholeurs have uncovered different aspects 

of L2 word knowledge and processing in the 1990s. Nowadays, 
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as Laufer (1997) describes, ''(v)ocabulary is no longer a 

victim of discrimination in second language learning 

research, nor in language acquisition process, native, or 

non-native" (p.140). 

1.1.2 Orowing Significance of Vocabulary 

Recently, word-level processing has received renewed 

attention in the atrea of literacy development research. That 

is because L2 reading is now deemed a delicate balance of 

both top-down and bottom-up processes (e.g., Bernhardt, 1996; 

Huckin & Haynes, 1993). Importantly, L2 reading experts 

(e.g., Ehri, 1980; Katz & Frost, 1992; Koda, 1992, 1993, 

1995,1997) euid psycholinguists (e.g., Dufour 6 Kroll, 1995; 

Grainger, 1993; Kroll, 1993) recognize the significemce of 

reseeurch on bottom-up processing, namely, the process of word 

recognition autoaaticity. 

Moreover, unlike the mastery of oral language skills, 

academic literacy skills are not acquired naturally through 

every-day interaction (Carrell et al., 1988; Saville-Troike, 

1984; Collier, 1989). In Adamson's (1993) study, it is eurgued 

that the attainment of "academic competence" (a coinage from 

Saville-Troike, 1984) necessitates instruction geared towards 

college-level reading eund writing including vocabuleury 

training of academic subjects. Similarly, Coady (1993) 

asserts that a vital part of teaching an acadonic subject 

matter is teaching concepts and through voceibuleury related to 

it. 
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Pedagogically speaking, word-level teaching is nofw 

believed to be a critical component of L2 instruction. 

Profound in̂ lications from L2 vocabulary research have led to 

increased focus on vocabulary teaching (Zimmerman, 1997). 

Various teaching approaches euid vocabulary learning 

strategies have also been discussed (Chem, 1993; Cohen, 

1990; Ellis, 1995; Hulstijin, 1997; Nation, 1990; Oxford, 

1990; Seuiaoui, 1995; Smith et. al, 1994; Sokmen, 1997). The 

progress of L2 vocabulary research has "marked a turning 

point for communicative syllabus design and language 

teaching" (Zimmerman, 1997, p.16). 

To scholars such as Lewis, Meeura and Nation, L2 

vocabulary learning is critically central to SLA. For 

instemce, Lewis (1993) argues that ''(l)anguage consists of 

grammaticalised lexis, not lexicalised grammsur" (p.89), 

suggesting that the teaching of lexical items be the core of 

language instruction. Zimmerman (1997) comments that such a 

strong pedagogical claim for L2 vocabuleury "signals a 

departure from the post-Chomskyan focus on syntax as the 

basis for a speeUcer's internalized lemguage knowledge, euid 

holds considerable implications for future research and 

pedagogy" (p.17). 

Indeed, word-level learning plays a crucial role at very 

beginning levels both in first (Cleurk 1993) and second 

language acquisition (Higgs, 1984; Meara, 1997; Nation & 

Waring, 1997). In their Relative Contribution Model, Higgs 

and Clifford (1982) hypothesized that the relative 

contributions of L2 skill areas (e.g., vocabulary, greumnar. 



pronunciation, fluency, sociolinguistic competence) would 

vary at different proficiency levels. The model depicted 

vocabulary as the most contributive area at survival levels: 

"If the goal is to produce students with Level 1 survival 

skills, then the optimum curriculum mix would be entirely 

different, with a primaury emphasis on the teaching «uid 

practice of vocabulary" (Higgs & Clifford 1982: 73). Later, 

Higgs (1984) empirically verified the significance of 

beginning-level vocabuleiry learning by working with about 50 

foreign language instructors of the CIA Language School. More 

recently, Meeura (1997) proposes a new model of L2 vocediuleury 

growth. Using a diagram of vocabuleury uptake and proficiency 

increase, he predicts that "the uptake parameter starts off 

neeu: zero, then goes through a period of rapid acceleration 

before it gradually slows down as it approaches some maximum 

level" (p.115). Nation emd Waring (1997) seem to support 

Meeura's position, arguing that teaching basic vocedsulary is 

necessary to bring beginning-level learners "to the threshold 

where they can steurt to leam from context" (p. 11). 

1.1.3 Probleas with L2 Vocabulary Research 

In spite of this growing interest in vocabulary 

research, there exist some problems with our current 

understeuiding of L2 vocabulary acquisition. First, Meara 

(1997) argues that psycholinguistic research is still far 

more advemced than SLA reseeurch in producing viable models of 

vocabulary. According to him, the problem is derived from a 
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persistent gap between psycholinguistics and applied 

linguistics: in contrast to fine-grain LI lexical models, "LI 

reseeurchers have tended to work with a set of loosely 

developed metaphors as a way of thinking about the 

acquisition of ̂ trords" (p. 117). Meara (1997) also criticizes 

applied linguists' resistance to use experimental 

methodology: Mauiy postulate that vocabulary experiments add 

little to our understemding of SLA because subjects are 

likely to leam only a small number of words on laboratory 

conditions. This skepticism of experimental studies, Meeura 

contends, has led to a lack of well-developed, formal 

voceibuleu:ry models that euce critically necessary in our field. 

The second problon, which permeates other eureas of SLA 

reseeurch, is a shortage of studies conducted on non-European 

Icuiguages such as Japanese. Omaggio (1986) points out that 

the amount of time a student needs to achieve high 

proficiency levels veiries among different languages. Citing 

Liskin-Gaspeurro's (1982) report prepared for the the ACTFL 

Proficiency Guidelines, Omaggio concludes that attaining 

high-proficiency in Arabic, Chinese, Japanese or Koreeui is 

the most demanding endeavor of foreign language leeuming. 

More recently, a published document of the Stemdeirds for 

Japanese Lemguage Learning (ACTFL, 1999) confirms the level 

of difficulty associated with Americem students' learning of 

Japanese: The Foreign Service Institute of the State 

Depeurtment defines Japanese a Category 4 leuiguage (i.e., the 

most difficult in the rating from 1 to 4), which is assumed 

to require American learners a normal training time of 88 
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weeks for full-time study, as compared to that of 24 weeks 

for Spanish and Fretich (i.e.. Category 1 languages). This 

meems that learning Japanese is considered three times harder 

them Category 1 languages. Still, a majority of the languages 

studied for SLA are alphabetic Indo-European languages, such 

as English, Spanish, French emd German. Naturally, of the few 

existing L2 vocabulaury models, such as Nation's (1990), most 

2u:e based on those alphabetic languages. 

The third problem is that many critical issues of 

Japanese learning have been overlooked by both researchers 

and educators. One such case is the question of how to deal 

with the non-alphedsetic orthography of Japanese especially at 

the entry level. The complex %irriting system of Japamese makes 

the lemguage 'non-cognate' to American students, in contrast 

to their learning of European languages, such as French or 

Spanish (Samimy 1994). Despite the demanding nature of 

acquiring this language, as Koda (1997) stresses, "relatively 

little attention has been given to orthographic 

considerations" by SLA researchers (p.35). Consequently, in 

contrast to growing interest in L2 vocabulaury and reading 

acquisition, little is known how the orthography of a non-

alphabetic language affects L2 learners' word-level 

processing. Insufficient understanding of orthographic 

influences in the current SLA literature is a challenge to 

both teachers and learners of Japanese. 

For all these reasons, it is essential to add an 

experiment of the non-alphabetic lemguage to the current 

corpus of L2 vocabuleury research. While SLA research has 
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yielded substantial pedagogical implications for Category 1 

languages, much is yet to be discovered for this Category 4 

leuiguage. The current dissertation project was initiated 

primarily because of this strong need for a better 

understanding of Japanese word-level processing within the 

framework of Second Language Acquisition. 

1.2 Other Theoretical Considerations 

The main SLA issue of the cxirrent study is beginning-

level Japemese vocabulary learning. The other characteristics 

of this study are: 1) the examination of learner-related 

veuriables, and 2) the application of computer technology to 

L2 reseeurch and instruction. 

1.2.1 Learner-Related Variables 

The first issue of ' leeumer-related variedsles' connotes 

learner background, leeuming strategy use as well as 

affective variables, such as learner attitudes emd anxiety. 

First, empirical observations of L2 leeumers suggest that 

individual veuriation in L2 attainment is often due to 

differences in learner backgrounds. For example, previous 

experience with a foreign language study might be a 

significant veurieible that affects the rate and route of SLA 

acquisition (Cook, 1992, 1993; Enomoto, 1994). Thus, it is 

important to test if any type of learner background 

influences the process and amount of L2 learning in this 

voce±>ulary experiment. 
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Second, research has frequently pointed out the strong 

correlation between the use of L2 learning strategies, L2 

achievement emd L2 proficiency (Oxford, 1996). Yet, many 

vocabuleury strategies previously identified (e.g., Hulstijin, 

1997; Nation, 1990; Sanaoui, 1995) are, again, based on 

alphabetic languages. Thus, this study intends to discover 

what strategies the successful learners of Japanese are 

likely to onploy in practicing and remembering L2 vocabulary. 

SLA researchers have also pointed out that other 

learner-related factors, such as beliefs about language 

lejuming, language anxiety, and motivation, may affect the 

outcomes of language learning (Ellis, 1994; Larsen-Freeman 6 

Long, 1991). For instance, Okita's (1997) study reported that 

students of Japanese at the University of Hawaii expressed 

strong preference toward the use of authentic L2 (i.e., the 

Japeuiese orthography) over the alphabetic version (i.e., 

Romaji script). Factors, such as orthographic preference and 

fear of learning a non-alphabetic script cem potentially 

confound the outcomes of eui experimental study which involves 

Americein leeuniers of Japanese. Thus, it is worth 

investigating these factors influence their overall retention 

of the Japanese vocabulary to any measured̂ le extent in the 

current study. 

1.2.2 The Coaputer as a Research and 

Instructional Tool 

The second issue of the current study is computer-

assisted language learning, which was selected as a tool for 
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L2 research auid instruction in this study. Singly put, CALL 

is a relatively new medium to present foreign language 

learning material for both classroom and individual use. 

However, in the current research of L2 vocabulary, the 

function of CALL is multi-faceted: It provided vocabulaury 

instruction in conversational context, recorded how 

individual subjects approached new L2 words in during their 

learning period, administered a series of vocedsulary tests, 

and automatically stored test results in individual files. 

Currently, there are different types of foreign lemguage 

multimedia, varying from tutorials to simulations to 

explorations. Experts have identified many issues relating to 

CALL, which range from the selection of CD-ROM courseweure to 

the authoring of language programs programs (Bush 6 Terry, 

1997). However, less-comnonly-taught lemguages (e.g., 

Chinese, Japanese, and Hebrew) not only have a shortage of 

CALL programs, but also "present some difficult CALL design 

problems such as displaying ideographs or right-to-left 

writing" (Ariew, 1991, p.34). Most of the conmercially 

available courseweure for these languages are, in fact, 

adaptations of the original platform designed for English or 

Spanish. As a results, CALL programs made in the process eure 

likely to present non-Westem conversations and vocabuleury in 

an awkweurd translation from the Western lemguage. 

The growing use of computer technology has also had a 

tremendous impact on research methodology (Biber, 1992; 

Johnson, 1992; Pennington, 1996). Most relevant to this 

study of CALL vocabulary learning are technological 
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capedsilities 1) to control extraneous variables (i.e., the 

issue of validity) atnd 2) to assess accuracy for data 

collection and analyses (i.e., the issue of reliability). 

Both research validity emd reliability eure critical 

requirements for em experimental study. In contrast to 

traditional classroom research, using CALL instructional 

programs minimizes the impact of intervening factors, such as 

teacher V2iriables, on the research outcome. Another strength 

of cOTiputer•mediated research is the gathering of leeumers' 

data not only in large quantity but also in different 

contexts (Wildner-Bassett, 1994). The task of collecting 

individual data can be accomplished with a relatively high 

degree of reliability, as well: CALL data collection reduces 

humem errors in calculation as well as subject sensitivity to 

test items through the machine's edsility to remdomlze the 

items. 

1.3 The Scope of the Current Study 

The main issue of this L2 vocabuleury study is word-level 

processing. The study adapts Nation's (1990) ESL voceibuleury 

model, with its focus being on the sound-script-meaning 

correspondence of Japanese lexis. Therefore, his work needs 

to be explained first. Then, a modified version used for this 

Jap2mese study is described. At the end, the goals and main 

reseeurch questions of the study eure summarized. 
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1.3.1 Vation'• Nod«l 

To investigate how L2 beginners process new words, it 

was necessary to first schematize what specific tasks would 

be involved. According to Nation's ESL model (1990), L2 

vocabul2u:y is stored in several features of the word: form 

(spoken versus written), position (grammar emd collocation), 

function (frequency and appropriateness) as well as meaning 

(concept ̂ md association). Since the L2 vocabulary items of 

the current study are commonly used Japanese nouns with no 

contextual density, the aspects of grammar and function are 

irrelevant. Of primary importance to this study, however, 2ure 

the other three components of his model: the spoken form 

(i.e., pronunciation), written form (script) emd meeming of 

the L2 word. 

With regard to L2 written form, or script, an unfamiliar 

script meUces L2 lexical learning quite taxing, as in the case 

of a native English speeiker learning em non—alphabetic 

language (e.g., Laufer, 1997, p.144; Nation, 1990, p.36). 

Moreover, research show that different orthogaphies require 

different types of processing printed words (e.g., Ehri, 

1980; Katz & Frost, 1992). Also, some studies indicate that 

the orthographic discrepancy between student:s' LI and L2 may 

have a significant impact on their learning (e.g., Koda, 

1992, 1995). At low-proficiency levels, familiarity with the 

orthographic form of L2 vocabulary is a prerequisite for the 

successful bottom-up processing of text recognition (Ryem, 

1997). In this regard, how Japanese beginners deal with a 
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script of the L2 material is the primary focus of the study. 

The second salient aspect of the study is the saneuitic 

feature of beginning-level Japanese vocabulary. A word is 

'the smallest semantic unit' in LI vocabulary acquisition 

(Clark, 1993). The availability of sonantic information is 

critical in adults' L2 leeuming, because word recognition and 

production mandate the connection of linkage between meanings 

(or concepts) and L2 lexicon (Kroll, 1993). 

1.3.2 A Revised Model for ^he Current Study 

Focusing only on the form (spoken emd written) and 

meaning of Nation's (1990) model, one C2ui hypothesize three 

processing links that connect these components: the sound-

script-meaning of a basic Japanese word. From this linkage 

schema, emerge six lexical retrieval processes, that is, 1) 

sound to script, 2) script to sound, 3) sound to meaning, 4) 

meaning to sound, 5) script to meeming, and 6) meaning to 

script. 

However, in the reality of L2 word leeiming, the first 

two processes (i.e., sound-to-script and script-to-sound) are 

irrelevant to the context of foreign language learning. 

Logically, it is unwarranted to claim that the learner knows 

a Japemese word without understanding its meaning in the 

foreign language learning context. There may be a certain 

learning stage in which the nonnative speaker knows the 

meaning of a word from its pronunciation and is not edale to 

produce it orthographically. Following the same line of 

reasoning, the opposite is also probable when the leeumer 
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understemds the meaning from the script but cannot pronounce 

the word correctly. Yet, in either case, the meaning of an L2 

word has to be intact. 

From this reasoning, four processes of L2 lexical 

retrieval eure hypothesized: 1) sound to meaning, 2) script to 

meaning, 3) meetning to sound emd 4) meaning to script. A 

description entitled Four Processing Types is provided in 

Appendix A to illustrate each process. With this study's 

focus being on the connection between sound, script and 

meeming, as explained above, L2 vocabuleuiry learning is 

defined as learners' gained knowledge of both pronounced and 

spelled Japanese words based on their corresponding meaning. 

An assumption here is that there would be some increase in 

such voceĴ uleury knowledge immediately after learners 

experienced the CALL program. Of course, it is ideal to 

measure long-term lexical development of L2 leeumers to 

identify different stages of L2 vocabuleury acquisition, as 

Jiang (2000) argues. However, that is not the intention of 

this ledx>ratory-based experiment. 

An iiî )ortant question is how to access a "gain" in L2 

vocabulary knowledge. Recent L2 voced̂ ulary research has shown 

that one's receptive and productive word knowledge are 

interrelated and yet are different in capacity and processing 

(e.g., Clark, 1993; Nation, 1990; Melka, 1997). This formed 

the rationale for testing the learner's abilities to 

recognize and to reproduce the L2 words in the current study. 

Other L1/L2 models and specific studies of vocabulary 

leeuming are discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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1.3.3 Goals of This Study 

The primary goal of the present study is to investigate 

the role of L2 orthography on beginning-level Japanese 

vocabulary learning. It is hypothesized that the use of a 

romsuiized version (i.e., the Romaji script, %î ich transcribes 

Japanese into Roman alphabet) positively influences English-

speaking beginners' short-term vocabulary retention. Using a 

total of 61 college students enrolled in first-semester 

Japanese (i.e., Jap«uiese 101), this experimental study asks 

whether or not the use of the Romaji script facilitated their 

voceQsulary acquisition in a CALL context. 

The study's secondeury goal is to examine a correlation 

between L2 word retention and other factors, such as the use 

of a peurticuleur learning strategy and the learner's 

linguistic background. As mentioned previously in this 

chapter, SLA research has identified a host of learner-

related veuricibles that may influence L2 acquisition. 

Therefore, the present study also measures the impact of some 

learner-related factors on CALL vocabulary learning in 

elementcury Japemese. Below are the main research questions 

formulated with regard to these goals. 

Ql: Does the use of Romaji facilitate beginning-level 

Japanese vocabulary learning in the CALL environment? 

Q2: Regardless of the script type (i.e., Romaji script vs. 

Hiragema script), does any background factor positively 

influence beginning-level Japanese vocabulary learning 
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in the CALL environment? 

Q3: Regeurdless of the script type, does the use of a 

particular strategy positively influence beginning-level 

Jap€mese vocabulary learning in the CALL environment ? 

This CALL-based L2 vocabuleury study is intended to 

uncover how entry-level students of Japanese approach the 

non-alphedaetic lexicon. Furthermore, the study utilizes 

cOTiputer technology to collect student data because of many 

methodological advantages of CALL in conducting experimental 

research, which were already described in this chapter. 

Using the computer as a reseeurch and instructional tool, the 

current study attempts to provide strong validity amd 

reliability necessary for em experimental study. 

As a summation, the current study is an investigation of 

L2 vocabulary learning in three different perspectives, the 

effects of the Romaji script, leaimer backgrounds etnd 

Icuiguage learning strategies. It is hoped that the study 

yields the following contributions to the field of SLA: to 

illustrate what factors influence introductory-level Japanese 

word recognition and production, to offer pedagogical 

implications for developing CALL softwaire of non-alphabetic 

foreign languages, and finally, to provide insight for the 

teaching of beginning-level Japemese. 

1.4 Conclusion 

This chapter quickly reviewed the representative issues 
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that svirround this CALL vocabulary experiment. Detailed 

discussions of previous studies in L2 vocabulary, Japanese 

orthography/ and learner-related variables are offered in 

Chapter 2, Literature Review. 
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LZTBRATURB RBVZBW 

2.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide details on the 

theoretical eurguments and empirical support that lend the 

rationale for this study. The first section discusses the 

theme of the study, vocetbulary learning, and presents LI emd 

L2 theories on how words are stored emd retrieved. Both the 

second and. third sections svunmeurize previous studies 

regeurding the two other key issues of the study: the learning 

of L2 orthography and leaimer-related variables. The final 

section discusses the value of CALL in lemguage instruction 

and research. 

2.2 Vocabulary Learning 

Since much of Second Language Acquisition reseeurch is 

based on LI research, it was decided to examine LI vocabulary 

studies prior to the discussion of L2 lexical models. Thus, 

the first topic taken up here is the modeling of LI lexical 

access. Much of the previous psycholinguistic work on 

voc£d3uleury examines the way in which we comprehend and 

produce the words of our own language. Three representative 

models of LI lexical processing aure described emd critiqued. 

Recent models of L2 vocabulary processing are presented 

after the discussion of the LI vocabulary models. These L2 

vocabuleury models sure evaluated in light of this study's main 
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theme: beginning-level L2 voc«d>ulary learning in Japanese. 

Several models selected for discussion are those proposed by 

current researchers in L2 vocabulary. These L2 models will 

illustrate the following points: what L2 vocabulary knowledge 

consists of and how the second language learner accesses the 

lexicon of one language over the other. 

2.2.1 Models of Li Lexical Access 

Through empirical evidence, psycholinguists have pointed 

out two striking characteristics of word comprehension: 1) we 

use a great deal of information in deciphering the words we 

hear or read, and 2) we do not process words from one 

linguistic level (e.g., phonology) to another (meaning) in a 

single, lineeur fashion. A well-known theory of lexical access 

is the psycholinguistic approach called Parallel Distributed 

Processing (POP). 

The PDP approach eurgues that we use several separate but 

"parallel" processes when trying to understemd spoken or 

written language. These process are assumed to work 

simultaneously at all levels of linguistic emalysis. This 

mental system of parallel processing is thought to play a 

conspicuous role in language c<xî rehension. In the context of 

lexical processing, Scovel (1998) illustrates that lexical 

components such as spelling, pronunciation, and grammatical 

functions eure the basics of word comprehension: PDP triggers 

a network of the associations, through which the meaning of 

the word is identified. 

The PDP approach yields a model of word recognition, the 
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logogen model, proposed by Morton (1970). The model was 

originally designed to account for both %irord comprehension 

euid production. Of particular interest is the model's 

expleuiation on how we recognize word stimuli. First, 

logogens, or "word detectors," eure thought to be responsible 

for our ability to access a particular word stored in our 

mental lexicon. For instance, upon hearing a word, Hawaiir or 

seeing it in print, we automatically stimulate an individual 

"logogen" (i.e., our lexical detection device) for that word. 

One individual's logogen for Hawaii may be different from 

emother individual's logogen for Hawaii because personal 

experience related to the word vauries among individuals. 

Logogens are also described in eui emalogy of nerve cells, 

with a capacity to perform in concert with one emother in a 

parallel mamner in order to yield comprehension. Moreover, 

word frequency is believed to affect the activation speed of 

logogens. Thus, for a spesOcer residing in the isleuids of 

Hawaii, the English word ocean is a high-frequency word 

because of Hawaii's geographic cheuracteristics, thus the 

logogen for ocean gets into a rapid activation of lexical 

processing. On the other hand, for a speeUcer living in 

Arizona, the logogen for ocean may not be as quickly 

activated. 

Another cognitive model that accounts for human 

comprehension is the connectlonlat model (McClelland 6 

Rumelhart, 1986), in which very similar assumptions are 

involved. The connectionist model sees our information 
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processing as a highly complex circuit through which the 

activation of different cues spreads. In other %«ord8, the 

mind is a single circuit in which cues are connected only in 

different degrees of strength. Therefore, learning is 

considered as a task of building up cue-strengths in the 

network by means of frequent practice. 

How does the connectionist model explain our lexical 

access? Forster (1990) asserts that there are four layers of 

connections for ttford recognition in the connectionist model: 

detecting visual and semantic features, letters, and words. 

The major distinction from the logogen model are the 

assumptions of varying strengths of connection as well as of 

competing connections of these layers. As Figure 2.1 shows, 

every layer of lexical units is connected to each other in 

equilibrium. Although the figure cannot depicts this, it is 

believed that when a stimuli (e.g., a teurget word) is 

provided, connections bet%«een different cues act in 2m 

inhibitory manner, with some connections strengthening while 

others weakening. 
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Fiurthermorer the connectionist model explains that this 

activation pattern is more diffuse for some words than others 

due to frequency effects. For exaiq>le, in reaction to the 

word Hawaii, the connections between one person's network 

units may initially be somewhat weak. After experiencing 

travel to Hawaii, that person's recognition of the name is 

strongly activated. 

There is yet another psycholinguistic model that 

explains the operation of lexical processing. Levelt (1989) 

proposes a model for LI lexical access in an algorithm of 

information retrieval. In other words, contrary to the two 

comprehension models previously presented, Levelt's model 

accounts for the process of word production. To him, the 

driving force of the speaJcer's sentence production is nothing 

but his/her vocabulary. His proposition of speech production 

is, therefore, that a %irord is retrieved based on its lexical 

properties appropriate for the selection. 

What does Levelt mean by "lexical properties"? To him, 

our mental lexicon is "a repository of decleirative knowledge 

cdsout words" of our own language (p.182). Furthermore, our 

declarative word knowledge is stored according to four basic 

lexical features: meeuiing, synt», morphology emd phonology. 

These features eure "lexical properties" emd are considered to 

exist in our vocabulary reservoir in complex relations to one 

another, not in separate lists. For instemce, inflectional 

forms of a verb aure related within an entry while its 

derivational forms are related as separate entries. Consider 
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a verb to write. The %rord is a cousin of its inflectional 

vauriations (i.e., writes, wrote, written, and writing) all 

belonging to the same family called 'lexical entry,' although 

its derivations (e.g, writer) are members of different 

lexical entries. Simil2irly, groups of semantically related 

words ("semantic fields" as Levelt calls) are all 

intrinsically related members of an entry. For example, a 

word car emd its superordinate vehicle, hyponym bus and near-

synonym automobile, are the members of the same entry, or 

sememtic field. Interestingly, phonologically related items 

(e.g., walk emd wok ) are thought to be connected in our 

mental lexicon, as well. 

To summarize, our mental lexicon is thought to be a 

store of meuiy lexical entries, where every single word 

belongs to a certain lexical entry. In addition, some lexical 

entries are associated with other entries, as the entry for 

to write might be related to the entry for writer. However, 

the theory further elaborates how LI vocabulary is stored. 

Each lexical entry is divided into t%ra areas, one is a 

"lemma" to encode meaning and grammatical functions and the 

other, a "morpho-phonological form" to encode the other two 

lexical features. In other words, a person's vocabuleiry is 

hypothesized to be a collection of connected lexical entries 

with two boundaries, namely, the lenma and the form. Figure 

2.2 presents Levelt's illustration of a lexical entry. 
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Figure 2.2 symbolizes a person's mental lexicon, which 

is ccxnprised of the lemma and the form. As shomm in the upper 

boundeury, the lemma lexicon represents his/her semantic 

('meaning') and syntactic ('syntax') knowledge of the 

vocedaulary. The lower boundary, or the form lexicon, entails 

his/her morphological ('mozrphology') and phonological 

('phonology') knowledge of the vocabulary. The arrow in the 

figure is used to suggest that the lemma information of a 

word has its corresponding form in the mental lexicon. 

How do we retrieve the exact word %ie want (or 'encode a 

word,' in psycholinguistic terms) from such an interwoven 

lexical web? In Levelt's model, an appropriate lexical item 

is searched through four retrieval processes: semauitic, 

graimnatical, morphological, and phonological encoding. More 

specifically, a word is encoded when semeuitic and syntactic 

properties are sought out in the 'lemma' lexicon and 

morphological and phonological make-ups are selected in the 

'form' lexicon. However, Levelt stresses, actually producing 

a word is not that simple. To illustrate this point, one can 

imagine a situation where a person utters a word beach after 

viewing a picture of white-sand and pallet-blue oceem. Here, 

four basic stages are involved: 1) decoding visual features 

of the picture such as colors amd background images, 2) 

categorizing what it symbolizes conceptually 3) seeirching for 

a proper neune for the iconic figure, and finally 4) preparing 

our system of «urticulatory response to pronounce (or to 

spell) beach. A task designed to simulate these four steps in 

typical psycholinguistic experiments is called a "picture-
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naming" task. If a strong association bet%reen the visual 

image euid the label is already developed in lexical memory, 

this task of picture-naming c«m be performed through high

speed lexical access. That is because lexical search of 

strong image-label association is swiftly conducted through 

"parallel processing", so the task is completed in less than 

a second (i.e., high-speed lexical processing). (Levelt 

explains that from the presentation of a picture to their 

vocal response speakers normally take between 600 to 1,200 

milliseconds). The process slows down however if intervening 

effects (e.g., word-frequency and conceptual effects) eure 

present at the time of the picture-naming task. Naturally, a 

person living in Alaska, for example, may take a while in 

associating the white-sand beach with the name for it. 

The rapid lexical realization illustrated in Levelt's 

word-production model is remarkably similetr to the 

connectionist model of word-recognition. In contrast, a 

striking difference lies in processing styles between the two 

word-recognition models — the connectionist euid the logogen 

model. The former utilizes a net%irork of simultemeous value-

competitions, while the latter entails a type of peurallel 

processing for lexical search. The mainstream of cognitive 

psychology sees our vocabulary knowledge as a database in 

which all necessary lexical properties eure intrinsically 

connected. Our real-world knowledge and the word's core 

meaning (i.e., the most "salient" meeming of the word) are 

also thought to impact our LI lexical decision medcing. 
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2.2.2 Lialtatloas of ^he LI lexical •odels 

The theories just presented provide a conceptualization 

of how words eure stored emd retrieved. However, there is a 

limitation in applying these LI models to our understanding 

of L2 lexical knowledge euid processing. First, Levelt (1989) 

himself claims that his model may not fit some lemguages 

because agglutinative languages, such as Japanese, employ 

different word-construction systems. Therefore, it is self-

evident that Levelt's word production model is not suitable 

in formulating a processing model for learners of Japanese. 

The implication is that given the complexity of languages, 

one model cannot capture language-specific variations. 

Another cautionaury note is supplied by a psychologist, 

Kenneth Forster. In Forster's (1990) view, our mental lexicon 

has two types of memory: semantic memory (memory about the 

linguistic and physical properties of an object) as opposed 

to episodic memory (a record of personal experiences 

associated with the object). Because the two are distinct, 

retrieving a word from semantic memory may be done in 

different ways than retrieving the word from episodic memory. 

He also points out that the processes involved in recognizing 

a word in print differ from those in hearing it, saying it, 

or writing it. Forster concludes that lexical access is a 

complex endeavor and that one generic model cannot account 

for all lexical tasks (e.g., the lexical decision task, the 

picture-naming task, the experiment of eye movements etc.). 

Moreover, all three theories model the way adults 

speeJcers of an LI recognize or produce words; but they do not 
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explain hoiir adult speedcers tackle L2 %ford comprehension and 

production. Fundamentally, there is a significant discrepancy 

between LI emd L2 vocabulary acquisition. For instance, at 

the initial stages of LI vocabulary learning, children's 

lexical processing is mediated by sound but not by 

orthographic symbols, while it is possible that L2 vocabuleury 

is leeimed both through phonetic and orthographic forms 

simultaneously. Comparing the L2 adult's knowledge of lexical 

identities (i.e., phonological, syntactic, s«iuuitic, and 

orthographic), Ehri (1980) explains that children's 

voceUaulary database is mediated through sound. Later when 

leetming how to read and write, the child's ability to map a 

word's script to sound plays a critical role. However, 

adults' leatming a foreign language cem come in a veuriety of 

contexts (e.g., an adult immigreuit picking up the target 

Icuiguage at work vs. a college student learning a foreign 

leuiguage in the classroom). Other SLA experts suggest that L2 

lexical processes aure different from those of LI lexicon 

(Gass & Selinker, 1994) and that many aspects of L2 

voceQsulary acquisition do not resemble LI vocabulary 

acquisition (Nagy, 1997). 

Finally, and most importamtly, two critical features are 

absent from the aforementioned psycholinguistic models: 1) 

orthographic considerations (e.g., the influences of 

orthographic differences between the learner's LI and L2) and 

2) learner vauriadsles (e.g., vauriation in LI backgrounds auid 

in the use of leauming strategies). Detailed descriptions of 

how the orthographic amd leauner vau:iaU>les impact beginning-
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level L2 vocabuleury le«uming are offered in Section 2.3, 

learning of L2 orthography, and Section 2.4, leeumer-related 

vfiriables. 

2.2.3 Models of L2 Vocabulary Learning 

Between 1985 to 1990, many studies on bilingual lexicon 

were conducted by psycholinguistics. They attempted to 

explain how speakers of two languages recognize, store, emd 

reproduce two sets of vocabulary through different types of 

experiments. In the meantime, SLA scholars have applied 

theories etnd supporting evidence from allied disciplines, 

such as psycholinguistics, in constructing L2 vocabulary 

theories. For example, Sokmen (1997) eurgues that effective L2 

vocabulary learning results from reinforcing network 

association by adapting implications from LI theories of 

lexical memory. Sokmen's theory of network association in L2 

lexical processing is emalogous to the connectionist model 

just revievred in this section, and the model has been widely 

applied to other L2 studies (e.g., SeJceUci, 1994), as well. 

Meeura (1997) asserts that current L2 vocabulary studies 

conducted by applied linguists are "remaurkably model-free" 

(p.Ill) and "surprisingly reticent edsout the processes" of 

lexical learning (p.117). To test the proposition, it is 

necessary to examine some existing L2 vocabulary theories. 

The first three theories of L2 vocabulary knowledge au:e 

discussed in the framework of SLA. The last one is a model of 

bilingual lexical processing, which was recently formulated 

by a cognitive psychologist, Judith Kroll. 
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Na-tion (1990) offers a pioneering L2 vocad̂ ulary model of 

the 1990s, proposing that teaching vocabulary should be a 

vital coô nent of L2 instruction. First defining L2 

voceUsuleiry knowledge as the learner's receptive and 

productive vocabulary Icnowledge, he states that the former 

type of knowledge refers to our ability to recall the meaning 

of a word frcxn a cue (sound or spelling) as well as our 

understeuiding the nature of the word (e.g., its frequency and 

level of register). The latter is our ability to produce the 

word by pronouncing or spelling it in a grammatically or 

pragmatically appropriate context. Drawing from en̂ irical 

evidence, he €urgues that our receptive knowledge of 

vocedDuleLcy is much larger than its counterpart of productive 

knowledge. 

Second, Nation identifies four main features of a word: 

form, position, fiuiction euid meaning. In his model, the form 

is not only the word's spoken form (i.e., how it is 

pronounced) but also its written form (how it is spelled). 

The position refers to the word's collocation (e.g., how 

commonly it occurs with what words), as well as its 

graimnatical patterns including the part, of speech. The 

function consists of the appropriateness of usage and the 

nature of frequency (i.e., how frequently the word is used in 

the L2, how frequently its LI equivalent is used in the LI, 

and how common the word's form is in the L2 lexicon). 

Finally, the meaning connotes the word's conceptual 

underpinnings and its associative characteristics (i.e., with 

what other words it is semantically associated). Table 2.1, 
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adap-ted from his book (Nation 1990, p.31), shows em 

illustration of his classification. 



Tcible 2.1 

Nation'8 (1990) Model for L2 Vocabulary Knwledqe 

Form 
Spoken form 

Written form 

Position 

Grammatical patterns 

Collocations 

Function 

Frequency 

Appropriateness 

Meaning 

Concept 

Associations 

R What does the word sound like? 
P How is the word pronounced? 
R What does the word look like? 
P How is the word written or spelled? 

R In what patterns does the word occur? 
P In what patterns must we use the word? 
R What words or types of words can be expected 
before or after the word? 
P What words or types of words must we use with this 
word? 

R How common is the word? 
P How often should the word be used? 
R Where would we expect to meet this word? 
P Where can this «K>rd be used? 

R What does the word mean? 
P What word should be used to express this meaning? 
R What other words does this word make us think of? 
P What other words could we use instead of this one? 

R = Receptive vocabulary knowledge 
P = Productive vocabulary knowledge 

(Jl 
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Nation suggests that although it is reure for an L2 word 

to have the exact correspondence in the LI, le<uniing will be 

easier if the L2 has a large number of so-called 'cognates.' 

A case in point is English speakers' learning French or 

Spanish. Their voceibulary contains many L2 cognates, such as 

'passeport' in French and 'paaapoxrte' in Spanish, although 

meiny Japanese lo«ui words from English, such eis 'caado' (a 

card) emd 'deauku' (a desk), are also considered to have the 

same facilitative effects of cognates. On the other hand, he 

points out, there is some inherent difficulty in L2 word 

le£u:tiing regaurdless of languages. For exaflq>le, beginning-

level learners are found to store L2 words according to the 

form, while advanced learners' L2 lexicon seems to be 

organized in semantic characteristics. That is why words such 

as horse emd house are more confusing to beginners of ESL. It 

is also assumed that parts of speech of L2 voceUauleury possess 

a varying leaiming burden: adjectives and adverbs are harder 

than nouns and verbs. 

Nation identifies external factors that may equally turn 

L2 word leeuming into a challenging task. The leeumer's 

background (e.g., the learner's previous experience with the 

target language) as well as interference from the learner's 

LI are thought to influence the outcome of L2 vocabulary 

leeuming. There are also the effects of practice; the eunount 

of repetition and attention to the word may affect the 

learner's voceJsulary attainment. 

Coady (1993) advocates the importemce of word-level 
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knowledge by drawing from the literature on LI reading 

development. According to him# efficient reading requires the 

learner's ability to automatically recognize word forms, more 

specifically, the "morphographemic" aspect of the language. 

For insteuice, English speeUcers eire aware that the graphemic 

difference of -ly between casual and casually usually 

suggests the adverbial form. In the type of reading that 

lacks automaticity in decoding the lexical information of 

individual word forms, the reader's short-term niemory is 

heavily teuced and word-level processing becomes slow and 

leibored. Consequently, the reader's comprehension of the 

whole text suffers. Coady's argximent resembles Nation's 

(1990) in that simileurity in form is more confusing them 

similcurity in meeuiing especially to L2 beginners. To back up 

his position, Coady refers to the previous L2 reseeurch in 

which language learners were found to begin with the 

strategies of more form-oriented process, such as focusing on 

phoneme-grapheme correspondence and using syllable-morphane 

information, and then they gradually leam to teUce advantage 

of more meeming-oriented strategies that utilize semantic euid 

contextual information. 

Experienced readers eure familiar not only with the 

word's different forms but also with its different meanings. 

Included in Coady's definition of word-meaning knowledge are 

understandings of the word's 'register' as well as its 

syntactic behavior euid semantic features. Citing the theory 

of prototype semantics, in which words are thought to be 

categorized in reference to central, or "prototypical," 
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members of a lexical group, he considers one's lexicon as 

"natural categories of senses that form a chain, with each 

sense ultimately linked to a prototypical sense" (p.14). Each 

link to a prototype is seen to be a conceptual relationship 

with em edsstract ŝ antic domain. 

Coady subsequently points out the possibility of 

interrelatedness between LI and L2 lexical knowledge. 

Although connected, he insists, "the %rords in the L2 are less 

well orgeuiized and less easily accessible than those of LI" 

until the learner's L2 vocabulary knowledge starts to 

approximate that of LI later on (p.15). Therefore, he 

believes that the goal of L2 vocabulary leeuming is to 

fortify the mental association between concepts and L2 forms 

while suppressing the linkage bet%#een concepts emd LI forms. 

Laufer (1997) proposes another L2 lexical model, 

emphasizing the multiple features of L2 voceibuleury learning. 

A word is defined as having 1) form (spoken or written, i.e., 

pronunciation emd spelling), 2) word structure (free-

morpheme, derivations euid inflections), 3) syntactic pattern 

(the part of speech) 4) meaning (including referential 

meaning and connotations), 5) lexical relations with other 

words (e.g., synonymy, emtonymy, hyponymy), and 6) common 

collocations (the word's contextual relation with other 

words, e.g., operation is commonly used with to perform). 

Knowing aui L2 word, therefore, is knowing all these features 

of the word. 

Laufer advocates that increased attention be given to 
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what: factors affect word leamability. She describes 

"intralexical factors" (i.e., the elements of L2 vocabulary 

which may influence word leamability) by siimmarizing the 

previous studies that bear on the issue of word leamedaility. 

Intralexical factors identified in her intensive discussion 

eure: the L2 word's pronounceability, orthography, length, 

morphology, synformy (i.e., similarity of lexical form), 

grammeu: (i.e., part of speech), and semantic features. T2U)le 

2.2 is a summeury presentation adapted from her article. Ten 

characteristics of L2 voceQ>ulary eure listed as 'facilitating 

factors' (i.e., the factors which positively affects word 

leamed>ility), while 12 elements of L2 vocabulatry are 

presented as 'difficulty-inducing factors' (i.e., the factors 

which negatively affect word leeumability) in the table. The 

factors of word length, part of speech, and concreteness/ 

abstractness aire thought to have no cleeu: effect on word 

learning in her classification. 



Table 2.2 

Intralexical Facotrs in L2 Vocabulary Learning fLaufer. 1997^ 

Facilitating factors Difficulty-inducing factors Factors with no clear 
effect 

Familiar phonemes Presence of foreign phonemes 

Phonotactic regularity Phonotactic irregularity 

Fixed stress Variable stress and vowel change 

Consistency of sound-
script relationship 

Inflectional regularity 

Incongruency in sound-script 
relationship 

Inflectional complexity 
Word length 

Derivational regularity Derivational complexity 

Morphological transparency Deceptive morphological 
transparency 

Part of speech 

Concreteness/abstractness Synformy 

Generality Specificity 

Register neutrality Register restrictions 

Idiomaticity 

One form for one meaning One form with several meanings 
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'Pronounceability,' or the degree in which the L2 word 

beccxnes phonologically easy to master, is usually determined 

by the leeumer's LI phonological features. In other %fords, 

the acquisition of L2 phonology becomes easier if many 

phonemes of the L2 eire already present in the leetmer's LI. 

In contrast, some L2 phonemes that are absent in the 

leaxmer's LI eu:e likely to be perceived as more challenging 

and will probed>ly be learned later (i.e., less accurately 

remembered or avoided to use during the initial stages of 

acquisition). A case in point is Spanish speakers' trouble in 

pronouncing ban differently from van, or Hebrew speedcers' 

struggle in distinguishing between live and leave. Also cited 

are the studies which indicate the facilitative effect of 

some reguleurity in the L2 phonetic structure on the ease of 

word leeuming, regeurdless of the learner's LI phonological 

system. For example, 'phonotactic regularity' (i.e., the 

existence of common phonetic structures) as well as fixed 

stress patterns are thought to provide phonological 

predictability in the L2. If this is true, mastering Hawaiian 

pronunciation may be more efficient tham, say Japanese, 

because of the predicteUale stress pattern of the Hawaiiem 

language: most Hawaiian words have the stress placed on the 

second-to-last sylleÛ le as opposed to Japanese words, which 

have relatively v«u:iant stress patterns. 

The degree of sound-script correspondence in the L2 is 

considered to affect word leamability, as well. For exeunple, 

Italian speakers would find it heurd to leam the spelling of 

English words because the way the words are spelled in 
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English does not: provide clues to their pronunciation, 

whereas Italian %fords have a higher degree of sound-letter 

correspondence. Research also shows that English words of 

similetr spelling and yet different meaning (e.g., rational, 

rationale) are particularly troublesome to the speakers of 

Semitic languages such as Arabic. In their languages, the 

position of consonants indicates difference in meaning, while 

vowels are not a salient element in distinguishing one word 

from cinother. 

Research results relating to word length are rather 

conflicting. For example, it was found that long words are 

not necesseurily difficult to leeum. Laufer's interpretation 

of the results is as follows: Commonly used long words with 

morphological tremsparency (e.g., mismanagement and 

unavailekhle ) may be not as hard as learning long words that 

are rarely used. This is because of the learner's lack of 

exposure to the latter type. In other words, the conbination 

of length and infrequency could be a factor of difficulty, 

but not the length per se. 

Complexity in the inflectional or derivational form of 

L2 words includes the irregularity of plural forms and the 

grammatical genders of inanimate nouns. In relation to 

linguistic cheuracteristics of lexical items, previous 

research suggests a negative effect of 'deceptive 

transparency.' That is, some words have a misleading 

combination of two or three meaningful morphemes, yet they do 

not ceurry the semauitic connotation of each morpheme. An 

example of words with deceptive transpeurency is deadline. 
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which has no-thing to do with death and line. Naturally, more 

errors were found with the L2 %#ords of such morphological 

deception than with non-deceptive L2 words (e.g., preview ). 

Similarity in form, or "synformy," is also identified as 

problematic. A wealth of evidence shows that the words 

pronounced or spelled similarly (e.g., case vs. cause, 

decline vs.incline) are confusing to L2 learners. It is 

especially hard to leam a new L2 word which happens to sound 

or look very similaur to a familiar L2 word; synformy causes 

an interfering effect by preventing the leeumer from 

acquiring its correct form, or leading to a messy confusion 

between the already known and the new. Moreover, the 

classification of synformy also includes words that share the 

same number of sylleUsles, words from the same part of speech 

and words in the identical stress pattern. Although errors 

resulted from synformy are evident in native speakers' speech 

(e.g., slips of tongue) as well, L2 learners easily fall into 

the traps of synformy. Interestingly, Laufer's resejirch 

(Laufer-Dvorkin, 1985; Laufer, 1991) shows that ESL leeumers 

of different languages have persistent difficulty with 

English synformy pairs, such as adopt/ adapt and proceed/ 

precede, constantly failing to distinguish between them. 

In terms of greumnatical categories, a common belief is 

that nouns eure the easiest 2md adverbs are the hetrdest, 

whereas adjectives and verbs are in between. However, Laufer 

stresses that there is no empirical evidence to support this 

hierarchy of leeumability. Current research suggests that L2 

learners do experience difficulty occasionally. For instance. 
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it may be difficult to learn the verbs that look more like 

nouns than what they really are. A crucial aspect of word 

leameibility may not be the word's grammatical 

cheuracteristics but rather its semantic coô lexity: 

sibstractness, register restriction, or other specificity such 

as idiomaticity and multiple meaning. In the context of LI 

acquisition, abstract words are normally found to be the 

least accessible to young children. This is not always the 

case with adult L2 learners, who already have developed 

eUastract concepts during their LI acquisition. Leeuming is 

likely to be impeded when the abstractness of em L2 word is 

derived frcxn some contextual element. In addition, the 

concreteness of a word does not guaremtee efficiency in L2 

vocabul2u:y learning. Surprisingly, the L2 words with which 

adult learners often demonstrate difficulty eure simple words. 

One study Laufer cites found that English speeJcers tend to 

stiruggle with the two Hebrew words meaning blue, 'kachol ' 

£md *tchelet '. In euiother study, Arab learners of English 

sure found to have trouble using family terms such as cousin, 

which do not specify the gender of one's cousin in English as 

their Hebrew equivalents do. 

Any language has a number of words which entail internal 

sememtic complexity, thus affecting its word leameUaility. 

For example, some words have 'register restriction' (i.e., 

one semantically related lexical item is more appropriate 

over other choices in a certain pragmatic context). L2 

leeurners eure not quite sensitive to such restriction. 

Furthermore, previous research shows that L2 learners prefer 
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to use superordinates as opposed to co-hyponyms (e.g., do 

instead of a more specific verb such as perform), whereas 

they tend to avoid using L2 idioms and figurative phrases 

even if there may be their equivalents in the LI. In 

addition, there is not always a one-to-one mapping between a 

lexical item and its meaning, since many words have polysones 

(i.e., a single %irord with more theui one meaning) and homonyms 

(i.e., several different %irords in the identical form yet with 

unrelated meanings). To illustrate this point, an example of 

the polyseme would be foot as in "at the foot of Mt. Lemmon" 

and "I hurt my foot hiking on Mt. Lemmon", etnd a homonym 

would be bear as in "Bear down, Arizonal" and "I saw a beeur 

on Mt. Lemmon." There is ad̂ undant empirical evidence for the 

difficulty that leamiers face with L2 polysemy and homonymy. 

Kroll (1993) believes that L2 voceibulary acquisition is 

the process of developing strong L2 word-concept association: 

"For adults who already have a fluent and dominant first 

Icuiguage, £md for whom the second language is acquired within 

the cultural context of the first language, the problem is 

not to learn new concepts, but rather to acquire new mappings 

between concepts and second language words" (p.55). In this 

theory, concepts are defined as one's understanding of 

lexicon in eUsstract form. Drawing from the most recent 

findings of experiments on bilingual lexical memory, Kroll's 

psycholinguistic model is designed to account for how LI euid 

L2 are linked to concepts. She proposes two distinct routes 

of lexical processing, treinslating from LI to L2 that is 
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considered 'conceptually mediated' and tremslating from L2 

to LI, which is 'lexically mediated.' 

What does that mean? In her model, two independent 

linkages of vocabulary memory representations are 

hypothesized. First, there exists a 'conceptual' route that 

connects both LI and L2 words with concepts. Second, there is 

also a 'lexical' route that links between LI and L2 lexicon. 

Interestingly, she claims that orthographic differences 

between LI and L2 (e.g., alphabetic language like English vs. 

ideographic leuiguage like Chinese) have no impact on 

bilinguals' lexical memory. Thus, the issue of orthography is 

considered irrelevant in her model. Figure 2.3 shows a 

graphic representation of Kroll's (1993, p.69) bilingual 

vocabulaury theory. 



Figure 2.3 

Kroll^a fl993^ Model of Bilingual Laicieal Mamorv 
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Lexical Links 

Conceptual Links 

Concepts 
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Of most significance is Kroll's proposition that 

translation across languages is asymmetric, that is, 

processing from LI to L2 takes longer than the opposite 

direction. She claims that the pronunciation difficulty of L2 

words is not the main cause of this asymmetry; in her own 

previous research, she found a statistically significant 

difference only in the Ll-to-L2 translation task, but not in 

the naming task, in which L2 %irord production was also 

required (Kroll & Stewart, 1990). The proposition of 

asymmetry in language tremslation also assumes that the 

connection between the shared conceptual representations euid 

the L2 lexicon becomes reinforced as the bilingual 

individual's L2 proficiency increases. 

It is obvious that the magnitude of the tremslation 

asymmetry is bigger with novice L2 learners, because their Ll 

is dominant with a larger lexical bemk, as described in the 

model. However, Kroll argues that the process from Ll to L2 

taUces longer because it is mediated through concepts. To 

illustrate this point, consider the previous example of 

English-Hawaiian bilinguals. Suppose their dominant language 

is Ll, English. Their English lexicon is more strongly 

connected to concepts than their Hawaiian lexicon is. Upon 

viewing em English word (Ll) woman, they first access the 

conunon conceptual representation of woman. From there, they 

proceed to the Hawaiiem lexicon, seeurching for em L2 

equivalent, 'wahine'. Because of this by-product of 

conceptual mediation, translation from Ll to L2 requires more 

processing time. 
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Why is translation from L2 to LI quicker, by contrast? 

Kroll replies that this process is only lexically mediated 

(i.e., a direct passage from an L2 word to its LI 

equivalent), thus less time consuming. Later in new research 

(Kroll & Stewart, 1994), Kroll eurgue that the asymmetric 

mappings were empirically tested and found valid through a 

series of the picture-naming and translation tasks done on 

Dutch-English bilinguals. However, the logistics of the two 

lexical routes underwent scrutiny in another study (Dufour 6 

Kroll, 1995). 

Kroll's more recent experimental study with her 

colleague (Dufour & Kroll, 1995) proposes a modified model of 

bilingual lexical processing. Her original asstû tions 

(Kroll, 1993) are once again reviewed in that study: 1) Words 

in each of the two languages are stored independently at the 

lexical level, emd their meanings are stored in edsstract form 

at the conceptual level, 2) there eure sepeurate routes for 

word retrieval, neunely lexical processing emd conceptual 

processing, and 3) less fluent bilinguals process the L2 word 

lexically, while more advanced bilinguals can link the L2 

word directly to its concept without the lexical mediation of 

LI. In this study of sememtic categorization, 51 fluent and 

less fluent English-French speakers viewed category names 

(i.e. superhyponym like vegetables) and were asked to judge 

whether a target word such as peas was a member of the 

category,vegetables. Both the category emd target words had 

been selected from the subjects' two languages (English-Ll 
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and French-L2) and %irere used across different experimental 

conditions. 

Traditionally, psycholinguists have believed that the 

task of category matching requires access to conceptual 

memory, euid that only relatively fluent bilinguals are able 

to access meaning stored in the common conceptual 

representation directly frcm their L2 lexicon. Therefore, in 

Dufour and Kroll's study, it was hypothesized that the less 

fluent bilinguals (i.e., L2 beginners) would employ only the 

lexical tremslation strategy to complete the task of category 

matching. However, the study yielded a unexpected result: The 

L2 beginners categorized words faster when both the category 

euid the t2u:get were in the seune lemguage (i.e., French-

category and French-target; English-category and English-

target), theui crosslinguistically (i.e., French-category and 

English-teurget; English-category and French-target). 

Previous reseaurch showed that cognate words are 

translated more rapidly theui noncognates. Both subject groups 

from Dufour emd Kroll's experiments responded as predicted, 

that is, both the L2 beginners and more fluent bilinguals 

were better (both in speed emd accuracy) at categorizing 

French cognates them non-cognates. However, the L2 beginners 

were faster at categorizing within the same LI or L2 them 

across the two languages, whether the target was a cognate or 

a non-cognate. Had lexical processing been the only route the 

L2 beginners used, their rapid performeuice of categorization, 

although only interlingually, would not have resulted. Dufour 

and Kroll's interpretation of these findings is that L2 
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beginners eure eUsle to access conceptual information, yet 

limitedly, from L2. 

An ioqportant question with regard to this study remains 

to be amswered: Why were the beginners able to use conceptual 

mediation in the 'interlingual' categorization? An 

explanation they provide hints at the relatively small L2 

lexicon at the initial stages of bilingualism: "Because the 

less-fluent subjects have a smaller L2 lexicon and )cnow fewer 

category exenplars in the second language, the presentation 

of an L2 category cue activates a small but well defined set 

of conceptual representations in L2'' (p. 176). Therefore, 

matching between em L2 category name and an L2 target word 

were performed more rapidly than the cross-lingual task. On 

the other hand, an inefficient lexical search teUces place 

when L2 beginners try to match an LI category name with an L2 

tcurget word. Because the LI category cue probably evokes a 

large number of concepts associated with the LI word, it 

becomes a struggle to access the L2 teurget word in the 

learner's small L2 lexicon from this huge set of conceptual 

representation. In other %rords, the subjects efficiently 

mapped a small set of L2 category neunes, such as ÎSgume' and 

'vShlcule', onto a few known L2 target words through 

conceptual processing, while they mapped from a leurge set of 

LI categories to the few L2 targets in a roundabout way. 

By definition, balanced bilinguals should be equally 

swift at categorizing LI and L2 %#ords. However, the more 

fluent subjects of this study took a little longer with 

French (L2) them with English (LI) categorization. Thus, 
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Dufour smd Kroll concluded that they did not represent the 

population of balanced bilinguals. However, they discovered 

that this group's processing speed was not affected by the 

language of the category name. That is, when the category 

name was an L2 %irord, their cross-lingual mapping (i.e., 

matching the L2 category with the LI target) was as fast as 

their interlingual mapping (i.e., matching the L2 category 

with the L2 target). The parallel processing speed was also 

evident when the category name was an LI %rard. These results 

were interpreted as the more advanced L2 leaortiers' eJaility to 

employ conceptual mediation across the two lemguages. On the 

contrary, the L2 beginner subjects %«ere greatly influenced by 

the choice of the category language: their cross-lingual 

processing (i.e., matching the L2 category with the LI 

target) was much slower them interlingual processing (i.e., 

matching the L2 category with the L2 teurget). Kroll emd 

Dufour argue that the L2 beginners' inability to use the 

conceptual linkage was attributive to the slow process of 

the cross-lingual task. They suspect that the L2 beginners 

possibly started with lexical processing (i.e., treinslating 

the L2 category into its LI equivalent), and then moved to 

conceptual processing (i.e., retrieving the conceptual 

meaning of the LI category name) before searching for the 

correct target word in the LI. Such a processing style 

indicates a learner's failure to bypass the dominemt LI. 

All of these findings and interpretations «rere 

incorporated into Dufour and Kroll's revised model of 
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bilingual lexical processing. Figure 2.4 is the revised 

version given by Dufour and Kroll (1995, p.177). 



Fiqure 2.4 
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Figure 2.4 illustrates differences in conceptual 

representation betvreen advanced L2 learners (i.e., the top 

illustration) and beginning-level L2 learners (the bottom 

illustration). The dashed lines, as seen from LI to L2 as 

well as between L2 auid concepts in both illustrations, 

indicate weeik connections, whereas the solid lines symbolize 

strong connections. In contrast to the conceptual 

representation of advanced leemiers, v̂ ose nodes are leurgely 

activated by both LI and L2, less advanced L2 learners aure 

described to have a much smaller set of such nodes. 

2.2.4 Bvaluation o£ bhe I«2 Vocabulary Models 

In sum, three ways of modeling L2 voceUaulary have been 

discussed. One concentrates on seeing vocedaulary knowledge in 

lexical components (i.e., form, position, function and 

meaning) as proposed in the seminal work of Nation (1990). A 

second approach is to view L2 vocabuleury learning in terms of 

factors that may affect word leamability, exonplified in the 

recent contribution of Laufer (1997). An alternative approach 

is to describe L2 vocabulaury in light of word-level 

processing. This approach was taken by Coady (1993) in his 

discussion of L2 reading ability, euid was the core of the 

theory of bilingual lexicon proposed by Kroll emd her 

colleagues (Dufour & Kroll, 1995; Kroll, 1993; Kroll & 

Steweurt, 1990). All three approaches offer different 

perspectives and help to shape a fuller picture of L2 

voceUsuleury learning. 

One importemt perspective is Nation's distinction 
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between receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge. 

Regeirdless of L2 proficiency levels, learners possess both 

"comprehension" and "production" vocabulary. Research has 

revealed that comprehension and production of vocabulairy are 

asymmetrical (e.g., Clark, 1993; Melka, 1997; Ryem, 1997). 

Cleurk (1993) mentions that the LI lexicon the child 

understands is much greater than the lexicon he/she can use 

in speaking. Melka (1997) adds that recognizing a word is 

faster than producing it because no complete information of 

the word is required. Although she criticizes the dichotomous 

view of receptive vs. productive knowledge, Melka admits that 

there is a clear distance between the two: The gap between 

reception emd production is a matter of degrees in knowledge. 

In other words, the learner does not possess two sets of 

distinctive L2 voc2d>ulary knowledge; however, it is likely 

that sOTie features of an L2 word have become productive with 

other features still being at the receptive stage. The most 

significant point here is that the size of the L2 receptive 

voceU3ulary emd that of productive voceUsuleury are 

asymmetrical, thus they should be sepeurately measured (Melka, 

1997). 

Another significant insight from Nation's discussion 

regards the facilitative effect of cognate words. Both 

teachers and students of foreign languages attest that the 

cognate vocedsulary in L2 text eases reading comprehension. 

However, Hones and Ramos (1993) warn that there eu:e 'false 

cognates,' which may inhibit one's accurate interpretation of 

L2 text. False cognates are L2 words whose meaning is 
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different from the similar looking LI %rord8, such as 

'maxTnelada' (a quince dessert) in Portuguese and 'marmalade' 

(a bitter orwge jam) in English. In demonstrating the 

significance of voc£d>ulary in SLA, Gass and Selinker (1994) 

add that 'false cognates' also cause problons in L2 sentence 

production, often leading to serious miscoomunication. 

Although the lack of cognates between English amd Japanese is 

claimed to be one factor of le«uming difficulty (ACTFL, 

1999), we should not take language proximity auid cognate 

voc2d3uleu:y in a monolithic view. 

The highlight of the bilingual lexical theory offered by 

Kroll and her colleagues is the trianguleu: relationship among 

LI lexicon, L2 lexicon and conceptual memory. There are 

several problems in their conceptualization that a researcher 

is likely to face. The first issue is their reasoning of why 

beginners' word processing relies on lexical mediation rather 

than on conceptual mediation. Suppose their "less fluent 

bilinguals" represent the population of contemporary American 

college students, whose first-year foreign language courses 

eure likely to be taught with the coursebooks and class 

activities that use L1-L2 tremslation pairs. There is a 

possibility that the type of classroom language practice had 

the subjects select lexical mediation over conceptual 

mediation. Almost all existing Japemese textbooks feature 

English translations in introducing new vocaibulary. 

Distinguishing practice effects from beginners' natural 

processing styles would pose a substeuitial obstacle to first-

year Japanese students. 
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The second problem concerns their failure to account for 

orthographic effects. In Grainger's (1993) suimnary of the 

research on bilinguals' performance in visual word 

recognition, it is pointed out that the firritten form can 

influence the le«u:tier's eUaility to recognize L2 vrords. For 

example, it has been empirically proven that orthographic 

similarities between LI 2md L2 words cause some interference. 

Also, it has been found that bilinguals look for orthographic 

cues that identify the spelling of either LI or L2 words. 

There are also studies that beetr on the critical aspect of L2 

sound-script correspondence. These studies will be discussed 

in detail in the next section (2.3) of Japanese orthography. 

The lack of attention to orthographic consideration is, 

unfortunately, a general tendency of current L2 voceibulary 

research. There are a few exceptions, such as Coady's 

discussion of morphographonic recognition, and Laufer's 

description of orthographically induced learning difficulty, 

as presented in this section. While Coady advocates that the 

e±>ility to automatically recognize L2 word forms is a skill 

indispenseJsle for effective L2 reading, Laufer demonstrates 

how simileurity in L2 form becomes a stumbling block to L2 

learners. However, L2 orthography rarely receives full-scale 

attention in the construction of L2 lexical theories and 

processing models. It is now appropriate to turn to the 

discussion of orthography in relation to L2 vocabuleury 

learning. 
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2.3 Learning of L2 Orthography 

This section first states why L2 orthographic research 

is importemt, then presents a description of Japanese 

orthography, and ends with a number of research findings 

about orthographic effects. 

2.3.1 Different Types of Orthography 

The writing system of a language is called a script or 

orthography. In spite of some disagreement among scholars, 

it is generally held that there «u:e two types of orthography 

in the world, logographic and phonetic types. The logographic 

orthography is comprised of logos (i.e., words) that «u:e 

represented by graphs (visual symbols). In this oirthography, 

the meeming of a logo is usually termed a morpheme, which is 

considered more critical than the sound of the logo. On the 

other hemd, a representative unit of the phonetic orthography 

is the sound, or phoneme, and the morpheme is realized only 

through a sequence of phonemes. Some languages of this type 

use syllables as the sound unit instead of phonemes, as in 

the case of Japanese 'kana' script. Taylor and Olson (1995) 

classify the scripts of different languages into a contrast 

between 'meaning-based' (i.e., logographic) emd 'sound-based' 

(i.e., phonetic) scripts. Their classification table is shown 

below in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3 

Orthooraphie Claaaifieation of Different Lanouaoeg /Taylor ft 
Qlaon. 19951 

Script type Script Region of us* 

NBAMZWO BASED 

Logography 

SOUHO BASID 

Syllabeury 

Syllabo-alphedset 

Alphcibetic syllabary 

Consonantal alphabet 

Latin/Roman alphabet 

OTHER 

Braille 

Chinese characters 

Kana 
Cree, Ojibwe 

Devanagari, Kharosthi 

Han'gul 

Arabic, Urdu 

Hebrew 

English, Spemish, 
Athapaskem 

China, Taiwan 
(Korea, Japem) 

Japan 
Canada 

India 

Korea 

Middle East, 
PeUcistan 

Israel 

UK, U.S.A., 
Spain, Camada 
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As described in Table 2.3, Chinese characters eire 

logographic and are used in China, Taiweui, South Korea and 

Japan. In addition to logography, a phonetic script called 

Kana is used by Japanese speakers. Although not mentioned in 

Taylor and Olson's teUsle, Kema refers to two sets of 

sylled>aries, a cursive one called Hiragana and a more block

like spelling called Katakana. Moreover, Keuiji is the name of 

many cheiracters adapted from Chinese into the Japanese 

writing system. 

The main script of Korean is a phonetic script named 

Han"qui, which was invented in the 15th century. Simply put, 

Han"qui is an alphed»et with syllabary features. The script 

can be considered alphabetic because each of its 24 letters 

represents a vowel or consonant. It can also be defined as 

sylledsic like Japanese sylladaeuries because a combination of 

consonemt and vowel letters (e.g., a consonant-vowel-

consonant) etre clustered into one syllabic unit. A word in 

Korean is made of a series of these sylleUsic units, not a 

series of phonemes. Sane Chinese characters eure also used in 

South Korea, not in North Korea, and eure called Hancha. 

Although both Hebrew and English have alphaibets, their 

scripts function differently. The orthography of Hebrew, like 

another Semitic lemguage, Arabic, uses consonantal alphabets 

and some diacritics. In the consonantal alphabets, consonants 

represent the root (i.e., the base form of a word) emd vowels 

add morphological variations to it. On the other hand, 

English has alphabets made of vowels and consonemts letters 

to form a word, and its script does not observe high letter-
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sound correspondence. For exanqple, the same vowel letter a 

ceui be pronounced in several different ways. Compared to 

English, the script of Spanish keeps more regularity in 

letter-sound correspondence. 

2.3.2 Japanese Orthography and Its Teaching 

The Japanese writing system is basically comprised of 

Kanji, or Chinese characters, and two sets of Kana. 

sylled>eu:ies — namely Hiragana and Katakana. While Kanji 

cheuracters eure generally considered logographic symbols, 

Hiragana and KateUcana letters are regeirded as phonetic 

symbols. Therefore, each Kanji character is a symbol that 

graphically represents a meaning as a whole. On the other 

hemd, each Kema letter is not an alpheJaetic sign but a 

phonetic unit, neunely, a sylleUale. About 2,000 official Keuiji 

characters are leetmed during school years and are used for 

content words. Keuiji is not synonymous with Chinese 

orthography. One reason is that the Japanese themselves 

invented eibout 250 characters called Kokuji (lit. 'domestic 

signs') to use in conjunction to the many characters adapted 

from Chinese. Many Chinese characters were adopted into the 

Japcuiese writing system at varying times in history, the fact 

that makes Chinese cheuracters emd Japanese Kanji look very 

similar. Kana syllabeuries consist of 46 basic, 25 secondary, 

and 35 compound symbols. Although Hiragana and KateJcema 

syllabeuries appeeir isomorphic, each set has a different 

purpose: Hiragana letters eure used mainly to add grammatical 

morphemes emd function words (e.g., particles and 
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inflectional endings) to content words written in Kanji, 

whereas KateUcana letters are usually en̂ loyed to write loan 

words, such as 'con-pyu~ta' from the English word, computer. 

Besides Kanji and Kana scripts, some symbols of the Roman 

alphaibets and the numerals 0-9 eure utilized. These alphabetic 

symbols eire called Romaji etnd are the Romemized spellings of 

Japetnese orthography (e.g., 'chair' is spelled isu in 

Romaji). Native speeUcers of Japemese use Romaji script on 

limited occasions, such as to write their name on a passport 

or to indicate the name of a train station to foreign 

visitors. 

The amount of time a student needs to achieve high 

proficiency levels veuries among different languages (Omaggio, 

1986). Japanese is considered one of the most challenging 

foreign languages to master (Liskin-Gaspeurro, 1982; Omaggio, 

1986). As mentioned, the Foreign Service Institute of the 

State Depeurtment classifies Japanese as Category 4, a group 

of the most demeuiding languages, which require English 

speakers three times more learning hours than Category 1 

languages, such as French emd Spemish. It is generally agreed 

that the orthographic difference between Japemese euid English 

is a big hurdle for American students of Japanese as a 

Foreign Language (JFL). Saito (1992), for instance, claims 

that the particular difficulties Western leaimers of Japanese 

confront in learning Japanese texts are 1) having to cope 

with the unfamiliar, non-alphabetic writing system of 

Japanese, 2) having to master the phonetic reading of Kana 
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symbols, and. 3) having to deal with the conceptual learning 

of Ksinji characters. She stresses that the combination of 

both phonetic and conceptual le«uming of Japanese orthography 

poses a real challenge to JFL readers. Also, Jorden and 

Walton (1987) acknomrledge that extensive training is required 

of JFL leeumers to master the non-alphabetic writing syston 

of Japemese. 

Although Japemese is taught only with Kana and Kanji in 

Japan, Rcmaji script often is substituted to teach JFL 

beginners in the United States. One common belief in adopting 

Romaji in the JFL classroom is that the script is easier to 

understemd since American students eure already familiar with 

Roman letters. For many yeeurs, teachers of JFL have debated 

whether the authentic Japanese orthography (i.e., Kana and 

Kanji) should be introduced at the onset or delayed until the 

learner develops oral fluency. The proponents of 'delayed 

instruction' support the use of Romaji (Jorden & Walton, 

1987; Unger et al., 1993) because of their primary focus on 

listening and speaking skills. As an example, a guideline 

issued by the National Foreign Language Center (Unger et al., 

1993) strongly encourages introductory JFL instructors to use 

Romaji as a pedagogical aid. It is assimed that "the rcxnam 

alphabet is already familieu: to students who ceui read 

English; time need not be spent learning new symbols" (Unger 

et al., 1993, p.34). On the other heuid, the proponents of 

'early introduction' believe that teaching Japanese 

orthography eeurly on is adv«uitageous (Koda, 1992; Okita, 

1997; Saito, 1994; Yamada et. al, 1990). Their position is 
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that the use of Romaji substitution isqpedes the development 

of overall language proficiency. They assert that students 

who have been exposed to Romaji alone not only lag behind in 

reading and %#riting skills but also have to releeum authentic 

Japanese writing later on. 

The important question here is whether or not the 

alphedsetic tramscription of Japanese facilitates word-level 

learning. As mentioned before, L2 vocabulary acquisition is 

considered critical to SLA, and this word-level learning is 

found to be more importeuit in L2 reading proficiency than 

used to be thought. The key issue is: Does Romaji aid 

beginners' vocabulary acquisition? Suppose that the use of 

Romaji helps them focus on the sound (rather than on the 

spelling) and. boosts their oral proficiency development. Cem 

beginners pick more words with Romaji than with the authentic 

script such as Kana? If Rcxnaji were to effectively aid their 

lexical processing of L2 'meaning-sound' correspondence, the 

cinswer would be yes. If that is the case, Romaji might hinder 

their processing of the 'meaning-spelling' correspondence. 

However, the question will never be properly answered until 

the issue of how a population of first-yeeur Japanese students 

leam vocabuleury with or without Romaji is empirically 

examined. 

2.3.4 Zaportance of L2 Orthographic Research 

How significant is leeumers' knowledge of L2 

orthography? Nation (1990) «uid Laufer (1997) emswer that the 

unf ami lieu: script of an L2 metkes its lexical leeuming very 

demetnding. One strong point is that orthographic distemce 
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between LI and L2 creates a cognitive overload in L2 

vocabulary acquisition (e.g., Coady, 1997; Koda, 1997; 

Laufer, 1997; Ryan, 1997). In the literature of LI and L2 

research, it is empirically demonstrated that different types 

of oirthography require different types of processing with 

printed words and that the orthographic discrepancy between 

learners' LI and L2 has a significant intact on their 

leeuming (e.g., Ehri, 1980; Katz 6 Frost, 1992; Koda, 1992, 

1993, 1995, 1997). 

Ryem (1997) asserts that mastering the orthographic form 

of L2 vocabulary is importauit because it is a prerequisite 

for the successful bottom-up processing of text recognition. 

She also acknowledges both receptive and productive aspects 

as the ability to recognize and to produce the L2 

orthographic form (i.e., spelling accuracy). She argues that 

the learner's ineibility to decode L2 lexical items accurately 

have long lasting effects on their SLA, because word-

recognition is the foundation for reading. Reading, of 

course, is a vital skill needed to develop academic or 

professional level English. Traditionally, these etbilities 

were thought to be lower-order form-processing skills. 

However, recent research has demonstrated that bottom-up 

processing is immensely important especially when leeumers 

are at low-proficiency levels; without̂ it, higher order 

skills cemnot be acquired. Another suggestion is that text 

recognition is a complex procedure deeply rooted in our first 

language experience: proficient adult readers use a range of 

eye movements, which differ depending on their first 
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languages. 

Ryan presents cases in which orthographic distemce 

between LI amd L2 cognitively impedes L2 vocabulary 

acquisition. First, she points out that Arabic speakers have 

difficulty in distinguishing English vrords of similar 

consonant structures (e.g., lift vs. left; model vs. middle). 

They cure more susceptible to such word-handling errors in 

English than Spemish or German speaking counterparts, and 

their errors eire more prevalent in all areas of their English 

(reading, speaUcing, listening emd %irriting). It is caused by 

the difference in Arabic, where three 'root' consonants, such 

as d-r-s, can be used in different vowel conbination for 

semantically related words: e.g., mudarria (teacher) ,inad!rasa 

(school), anddarraaa (to leaim). This morphological 

cheuracteristic of Arabic words significantly contrasts with 

that of English voceibulary, in which fright and freight or 

hemp and hump have no semantic relationship. In her research 

with Arabic-speaking leeuniers of English, it was found that 

LI transfer could severely impede word recognition ability. 

Her first experimental study (Ryan & Meara, 1991) showed that 

their inability to perceive vowel contrasts in English %rords 

was more persistent at low-proficiency levels. It was found 

that they not only misplaced or omitted English vowels but 

also substituted with others. In a 1994 study, Ryan 

administered word-judgment tests using lexical items with 

either vowels or consonants deleted to Arabic speakers along 

with groups of Thai, Japanese, Romance languages speakers and 

native speakers of English. Arab siibjects' judgment of the 
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vowel-deleted stimuli was found to be less accurate and 

longer in reaction tixne than other groups. The finding led 

Ryan to conclude that the inability to use the skill of word 

recognition automaticity led the subjects to apply the 

lexical structiire of Arabic (i.e., the three consonsmtal root 

with vowel variations) in the lexical judgment tasks. 

Another representative case of L2 orthographic effects 

is a study conducted by Koda (1992), in which she stresses 

the importance of 'lower-level verbal processing' in Japanese 

reading. She defines the term as "the processes involved in 

extracting visual information from print, such as letter 

identification emd %irord recognition" (p.502) as opposed to 

more top-down processes such as the use of contextual and 

syntactic cues. In her experiments, 58 American college 

students of first-year Japanese were evaluated on two lower-

level processes in reading comprehension tasks: letter 

identification and word recognition. The major findings sure 

1) a high positive correlation between the leeumer's level of 

the lower-level processing skills and the scores of two 

reading comprehension tasks (i.e., close tests euid paragraph 

comprehension), emd 2) even a higher positive correlation 

with their scores of comprehension tasks in the second-

semester. An importemt implication here is that efficient 

word recognition skills are essential to L2 text-level 

ccxnprehension. From these findings, Koda concludes that a 

deficiency in lower-level processing constrains the capacity 

of short-term memory, and that this processing plays a 

critical role in the L2 reading whose writing system is 
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different: from the learner's LI orthography. She strongly 

argues that more exposure to L2 print materials will iŝ rove 

their lower-level processing skills. Citing empirical support 

from several studies, she also stresses that increased 

exposure to L2 orthography facilitates the development of a 

close linkage between the sound and script of L2 words. 

Therefore, she advocates that the L2 writing system to be 

taught as soon as possible in first-year Japanese courses. 

In sum, both Ryan's and Koda's findings strongly support 

the view that L2 orthographic knowledge constitutes a 

critical part of L2 lexical and reading processing. Abundemt 

empirical support for how scriptal differences influence the 

abilities to recognize words emd comprehend texts can also be 

found in Taylor emd Olson's (1995) documentation of other 

orthographic studies. 

2.3.4 Findings about Japanese Orthography 

As previously explained, Japanese orthography 

constitutes phonetic (Kema) emd logographic (Ksmji) scripts. 

Do native speakers of Japanese process both scripts in the 

same way? Many studies suggest that different scripts rely on 

different brain functions. Fukuzawa (1983) outlines the way 

in which the selective impairment of Kama is found in 

Japanese aphasic patients (i.e., a statistical difference 

between aphasic and normal subjects lies in the lack of Kana 

processing ability of the former). Normal Japemese readers 

appeeu: to decode texts with Kana and those with Kanji quite 

differently. Shimamura's (1982) three experiments on the role 
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of Japeuiese orthography confirm that there is a difference in 

the way individuals comprehend K«ma emd Kemji: To native 

speakers of Japanese, Kana symbols represent units of speech 

sounds, while Kanji characters stand as whole logographs. It 

is important to note that all Kanji characters are 

pronounceable. Thus, Shimamura found that his Japanese 

subjects engaged in both phonologiceLl decoding emd semantic 

association when reading the Kanji. Many other studies show 

that different processing mechuisms are responsible for 

encoding logographic euid phonographic symbols. 

More reseeurch has focused on JFL readers' processing of 

Kanji characters but not on Kana. For instemce, a major 

finding of Tamaoka's (1993) comparative study of native and 

nonnative speakers of Japanese shows that nonnative subjects 

constantly "use an analytical approach to breeUc down complex 

Keuiji into constructing elements, which was reflected in the 

longer processing speed" (p. 261). The only experiment 

related to Kana in her study indicates that even advanced JFL 

learners process katakana (i.e., one of the two sets of K2ma 

syllabaries) differently from native speedcers of Japanese. 

That is, while native speaUcers of Japemese have difficulty 

processing kateUcana words which are normally vrritten in 

hiragana, advanced JFL learners still treat both Kana systems 

indiscriminately. Saito's (1992) study also focuses on 

American college students' Kanji acquisition. Her finding is 

that intermediate-level JFL students rely on phonological 

processing, attending to each Kanji element separately rather 

than perceiving the Kanji character as a semantic unit. In 
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other words, when JFL students' proficiency is not at the 

advemced level, they tend to separate a Kanji cheuracter into 

component pieces and to soiind out each piece to get a 

sememtic sense. In addition, not all JFL students approach 

the learning of Japanese orthography the same way, despite 

the equal amount of exposure to Japeuiese. That is, there etre 

individual differences regeurding the learner's LI background 

and what vocabulary strategies one chooses to use. 

Koda's (1995) study discusses the way in which LI 

orthography influences L2 reading processing. She shows that 

readers of alphabetic languages emd the readers of non-

alphabetic languages employ different phonological coding 

strategies due to their LI orthographic backgrounds. Two 

experiments examined L2 learners' usage of phonographic cues 

by comp«uring a group of native English speeUcers with three 

different LI groups of ESL learners: Arabic, Spanish, emd 

Japanese speakers learning English. It was found that the 

speakers of the alphabetic languages (Arabic, Spanish, and 

English) consistently applied the phonographic encoding 

strategies, while the Japemese subjects used both 

phonographic and morphographic encoding strategies, 

characteristic of their LI orthography — Kana (phonetic 

script) and Kanji (logographic script). 

Koda (1997) provides a thorough discussion of why Kana 

£uid Kanji are processed differently. Drawing from others' 

studies, she first emphasizes that the most critical aspect 

of reading is the 'phonological recodability': the degree in 

which the graphemic representation of printed words 
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facilitate their phonological representation. She explains 

the degree of phonological recodability in fwo aspects: 1) 

how the language's basic linguistic units, such as morpheme, 

phoneme, and syllable, are transparent orthographically, and 

2) how regulairly the written symbols correspond to their 

pronunciations. She argues that phonological recodability 

directly affects both logography and phonography. 

Another inqportant point is that the two orthographic 

types require different phonological processing strategies in 

text comprehension. In the logography, a morpheme becomes the 

basic unit of orthographic representation, and there is a 

morpheme-phoneme correspondence. For example, many Chinese 

chauracters share the same morphone called a "phonetic 

radical" that cues phonological information of the 

cheiracters. Kemji in Japeuiese, borrowed at different times 

from the Chinese language, therefore, also has this 

chcuracteristic of logography. In the phonography, a grapheme 

is the basic unit of orthographic representation, and there 

is a grapheme-phoneme correspondence. Kana letters (i.e., 

Hiragana emd Katakana symbols) are phonographic in that the 

sound /ka/ has its one-euid-only match with the letter for 

example. However, compared to the high regularity of 

grapheme-phoneme correspondence of Japemese Kana syllabeiries, 

English is relatively poor in this aspect. 

Koda (1995, 1997) stresses that different script types 

employ different processing mechemisms emd that the tremsfer 

of LI processing affects various areas of L2 coâ rehension 
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and production. Because it is natural for L2 learners to rely 

on their LI processing type, they need to consciously develop 

orthographic familiarity with L2 words and texts. Therefore, 

Koda (1997) strongly advocates that L2 learners be given 

specific coaching on lexical processing strategies. 

Unfortunately, orthographic reseeurch, such as Koda's Japanese 

study, conducted on 'less-commonly-taught' letnguages is still 

a rctrity. Consequently, little is known how non-alphedaetic 

orthography affects L2 le«umers' word-level processing. As 

Koda (1997) stresses, "relatively little attention has been 

given to orthographic considerations" by SLA researchers 

(P•35). 

The five arguments that demonstrate the import«mce of 

orthographic reseeurch eure as follows. First, lemguages are 

different in their types of orthography. Second, it is haurd 

for English-speeJcing students to leam Japanese especially 

because of its unique orthography. Third, the leeomer's 

knowledge of L2 orthography is critical in learning L2 

voc£d3ul€ury and developing L2 reading proficiency. Fourth, in 

spite of the importance of orthographic knowledge, few L2 

voceibulary processing models include the role of L2 script. 

Fifth, different types of orthography require different 

processing styles, thus types of LI orthography differently 

affect L2 readers' processing of printed words. Sixth, due to 

a shortage of Asian lauiguage reseeurch, little is known eUsout 

the influence of non-alpheibetic orthography on word-level 

processing. Relating to the fifth point, discussed were JFL 

L2 processing procedures that are seriously affected by one 
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characteristic of learner background, namely, the LI 

orthographic knowledge. Now, we turn to a thorough discussion 

of learner backgrounds as well as other learner-related 

veurieibles. 

2.4 Learner-Related Variables 

This section presents studies that discuss the effects 

of three learner-related veirieQ>les: learner backgrotinds, 

learning strategies, euid learner attitudes. 

2.4.1 Learner Backgrounds 

Learner backgrounds refer to a set of characteristics 

that L2 learners have prior to their study of the target 

lemguage. One of the most reseeurched areas of learner 

backgrounds is the issue of LI linguistic backgrotinds. 

Connor (1996) states that research on different 

linguistic backgrounds of L2 learners (e.g., speakers of 

Semitic languages, Sino-Altaic lemguages emd Rranance 

languages, etc.) provides immense implications in our 

understanding of learner differences in L2 vocabulary 

learning emd reading processing, as well as in writing 

strategies. In this regard, the JFL learner's linguistic 

background is a significant variable which may affect the 

rate and route of JFL acquisition. For example, Yamashita 

(1994) found that Asian non-native speakers of Japanese 

(mainly Chinese €md Korean students) readily leam Kanji 

cheuracters, because of their preexisting familieurity with 

logographic symbols in their native languages. In particular. 
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Chinese characters and Japanese K«mji «u:e extremely close, 

since many Chinese characters were adopted into the Jap«mese 

writing system at varying times in the past. 

One well-Jcnown study of the effects of LI linguistic 

backgrounds is Koda's (1993) study, which compared three 

groups of different LI backgrounds. She examined how 

lecumers' LI morpho-syntactic backgrounds would influence 

their L2 reading processes when the LI and L2 morpho-

syntactic features are dissimilar. A variety of test 

batteries (from an audio-recording sentence comprehension 

task to close emd peuragraph comprehension tasks) were 

administered to 46 university students of first-yeeor 

Japanese. The results were analyzed in light of the 

Competition Model developed by Bates emd MacWhinney (1989). 

Interestingly, this model views language processing as a 

competition of multiple cues, such as sem2mtic, syntactic euid 

phonological cues. In addition, the degree of each cue use in 

L2 sentence comprehension is thought to be constrained by 

linguistic properties of the leeumer's LI. 

Koda's subjects ar& three groups of different LI 

linguistic backgrounds — English-Ll students of Japemese, 

Chinese-Ll students of Japanese and Korean-Ll students of 

Japanese. Importemt findings are: 1) All three LI background 

groups benefited frcxn the presence of case-marking particles 

in the sentence comprehension task, 2) the Americeui and 

Chinese groups performed better with canonical order 

sentences (i.e., typical SOV sentences of Japemese) but the 

Korean subjects remained unaffected by the word order 
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veuriation, eoid 3) higher knowledge and use of these peurticles 

positively correlates with higher scores in reading 

ccxnprehension tasks. The first finding implies that these 

leeumers of Japwese vrere aware that case-marking particles 

cure a salient feature of Japanese and could use the cue to 

facilitate their reading con̂ rehension. Koda hints that the 

reason why the Korean subjects performed well in Japanese 

texts of different vrord orders is because the word order is 

not a salient linguistic feature of their LI, as in Jap«mese. 

In other words, there may be a linguistic correspondence 

effect between the learner's LI emd L2: the learner's LI 

linguistic background facilitates sentence processing when L2 

linguistic features eure similar, while the LI background 

interferes when L2 linguistic features are dissimilar. As the 

third finding indicates, the correspondence effect disappears 

as the learner's L2 reading proficiency increases: the good 

L2 readers in her experiment tended to use the L2-specific 

salient feature for their advantage. Regardless of the L2 

type of texts, readers with higher proficiency both in LI emd 

L2 can select the cues that are salient to the L2, as native-

speakers do; on the other hand, lower proficiency readers eure 

heavily dependent on LI specific linguistic devices, 

especially when L2 texts contain unfamilieu: morpho-syntactic 

features. From these findings, Koda advises that learners' LI 

backgrounds "should taken into account in designing 

instructional curricula" (p. 497). 

Background characteristics also include the learner's 

previous experience in learning a foreign language. Cook's 
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(1992) emd Enomo-bo's (1994) studies indicate that previous 

language experience might be a significant varieQ>le that 

affects the rate and route of acquisition in learning an 

additional leuiguage. Second, the L2 learner's previous 

experience with either a foreign or second language is 

emother veuriable which potentially influences the acquisition 

of an additional language. As Cook (1993) maintains, "people 

who ]cnow a language have a distinctive state of mind" (p. 

112). People of multi-competence (i.e., the linguistic 

ccHnpetence of the speakers who have leeumed more than one 

Ismguage, coined by Cook) might possess superior lemguage 

lefuming strategies (Cook, 1992, 1993). Enomoto's (1994) case 

study also empirically supports that previous linguistic 

experience is a significant contributor to superior 

perceptual performance of a foreign l2mguage: the 

multilinguals' perception ability with (unfamiliar) Japanese 

duration contrast (e.g., /iken/ vs. /ikken/) was higher them 

that of their monolingual counterparts. Both studies involved 

only a small number of subjects. However, as the studies 

suggest, the learners who already know how to tackle a 

foreign language might be well advantaged at beginning-level 

L2 vocabuleury learning. 

2.4.2 Learning Strategies 

This new issue of learning strategies was brought into 

the field of SLA in eaumest in the 1970s, during which a 

pedagogical shift from teacher-centered to learner-centered 

instruction took place. In the 1970s and 1980s, many 
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researchers a-ttempted t,o identify what strategies successful 

L2 leeumers eire likely to use (Schmitt, 1997). Recent 

strategy studies frequently point out a strong correlation 

between the use of L2 learning strategies, L2 achievement and 

L2 proficiency (Oxford, 1996). 

In cognitive theory, Weinstein and Mayer (1986) defines 

learning strategies as "behaviors and thoughts that a learner 

engages in during learning that are intended to influence the 

learner's encoding process" (p. 315). O'Malley and Chamot 

(1990) state that strategy use is not necessarily a conscious 

process, emd that learners may inadvertently apply a wrong 

strategy at a peurticular task. Three major learning strategy 

types proposed by O'Malley euid Chamot are 1) metacognitive 

strategies (i.e., those used to overview their own learning 

processes and to pl2ui language use effectively), 2) cognitive 

strategies (i.e., those used to manage and store language 

input for future use), emd 3) social/affective strategies 

(i.e., those used to control social interaction and 

psychological constraints). Oxford (1996) offers six types: 

metacognitive (e.g., organizing, evaluating and pleuming), 

cognitive (e.g., emalyzing, reasoning, summeurizing, teUcing 

notes and transferring information), compensation (e.g., 

guessing, and inferring), memory (grouping emd reviewing 

systematically), affective and social (e.g., controlling 

their own emotional state and motivation) categories of 

lemguage leeuming strategies. Leeiming strategies are 

different from learning styles (e.g., global and analytical 

styles) in that the former are specific behaviors that 
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leeumers employ to improve their L2 tasks such as oral 

communicationr listening, and vocabulary learning (Oxford, 

1996). 

What strategies would significantly influence L2 

voceibul£ury acquisition? The SIA literature suggest that 

strategies, such as mnemonics, word «malysis, and guessing 

frcxn context, may foster lexical processing as %̂ 11 as word 

retention (Hulstijin, 1997; Nation, 1990; Oxford, 1990, 

Sanaoui, 1995). 

Oxford (1990) lists a number of techniques that may 

enhance L2 voceUsulary learning. Drawing from previous 

research findings, she describes fully contextualizing 

techniques, semi-contextualizing techniques, euid 

decontextualizing techniques. For example, word grouping, 

sememtic mapping, visual imagery (i.e., making an association 

between an L2 vrord and a picture), aural imagery, and L2 

practices (from reading to speaking) in naturalistic and 

motivating leeuming contexts are presented in the first two 

categories. The third category includes L2 word lists with or 

without LI equivalents, flashcards for self-testing, emd 

looking up new words with a dictionary. 

The merits of dictionary use are supported by Luppescu 

and Day's (1993) L2 reading experimental results. Their study 

with Japemese college students of English showed empirical 

support for a positive correlation among the use of a 

bilingual dictionary, reading speed, and their vocabulary 

test scores. For example, those who used a dictionary read 

almost twice faster them those who did not. However, it is 
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still debatable to what extent and at what proficiency levels 

the dictionary work is the most effective. 

Nation (1990) discusses three types of L2 vocabuleiry 

learning strategies, namely the guessing strategy, the word 

emalysis strategy, and the mnemonic strategy. He advocates 

the application of these strategies for L2 learners to deal 

with unknown vocabulary as they read L2 material. He also 

eurgues that "particularly in their reading, it is far better 

to spend time on strategies that the learners can use to deal 

with these words than to spend time on individual words" in 

the L2 classroom (p. 159). The first strategy is inferring 

the meemings of unknown vocabulary items from the word's part 

of speech, its prefix, root or suffix, immediate context and 

wider context in order to arrive at the correct guess. The 

second strategy entails the procedures of in-depth word 

emalyses, such as identifying parts of speech of unfamilieur 

words within texts as %#ell as singling out an unknown word 

and breaking it into parts (i.e., roots and affixes). He 

reccxmnends using games with this strategy. Most interesting 

is the third one, the mnemonic strategy. This approach is the 

learner's conscious effort to remember the meaning of the 

newly encountered word and to store it in memory for future 

use. One well-debated method of enhemcing voceibulary 

retention is the key-word technique, in which learners form 

an unique association of L2 word form and meaning. An example 

Nation offers is an English-speeUcer' s memorizing a new word 

in Thai: The learner uses an English word council to 

memorize a Thai word ̂ khaaw aaan ' (uncooked rice) by 
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creating a mental image of a council discussing the use of 

uncooked rice. The mental picture is thought to help the 

leeumer to link the sound and meaning of the LI and L2 words. 

Schmitt (1997) describes this keyword technique as the 

most researched mnemonic method, coiiv>ared to other 'memory 

strategies' (e.g., use of pictures, imagery, related words, 

grouping). The keyword technique, or often referred as the 

Keyword Method, is a mnemonic procedure that combines an L2 

word's phonological form and meaning. His example is an 

English speaker's learning of a Japanese word, 'katanâ  

(sword). To remember the word, the learner may mentally draw 

an image of a samurai cat with a sword. Upon he£uring the L2 

word later, the learner is able to retrieve the meaning of 

the word with an aid of sound similarity; the sound of the LI 

word cat invokes both the pronunciation of the L2 word 

'katana' and the mental image, which prompts the meeming of 

the L2 word. 

Hulstijin (1997) provides a more elaborate discussion of 

the key-word technique. Hogben and Lawson's (1994) vocedsuleury 

research, cited by Hulstijin, offers some valuable insights 

of this technique. Their study compared two groups of 

Australiem high-school learners of Italian (a total of 32 

subjects) who received keyword strategy training. It was 

found that the group who received the extended training on 

making keyword associations outperformed the group with the 

initial training only. Importantly, the facilitative effects 

of the technique were evident only in the immediate posttests 

but not in the delayed tests. Hulstijin suggests that the 
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technique "might not be as successful with older, more 

cognitive experienced students as with younger, less 

cognitively mature elementary school students" (p. 209). He 

also argues that "it can be successfully applied with only a 

minority of vocabulary items, i.e., with words referring to 

objects that can be perceived visually" (p.210). As he 

states, there are pros and cons of the key word technique 

eunong SLA experts. Until research strongly supports its 

usefulness, the value of this technique should not be 

overestimated. 

Klesius and Searls (1990) conclude that the keyword 

method is the least effective method compared with three 

other types: computer-assisted instruction, semantically-

linked visual imagery, and use of %irriting activities. Among 

the 15 vocabuleury studies of L2 meaning instruction that they 

reviewed, abundant empirical support is found for all the 

three approaches except the keyword method. They suggest that 

the keyword method is probedaly more helpful in learning 

abstract words them concrete words. Moreover, simileu: to 

Hulstijin (1997), Klesius euid Searls stress that the 

effectiveness of this technique is short-lived: usually a 

dramatic change in the effect size is observed between 

immediate and delayed posttests. 

An important reseeurch question is addressed by Sanaoui 

(1995) regarding L2 learners voluntary use of voced>ulary 

strategies: What mnemonic procedures do learners use to help 

themselves retain L2 lexical items? 'Mnemonic procedures' 

were defined as procedures that learners use to remember new 
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L2 words. In her three mnemonic studies, Sanaoui interviewed 

adult L2 learners regarding whether they use any particulaur 

procedure to aid their vocabulary learning. First, 50 

beginning euid advanced ESL students were asked to provide 

detailed descriptions of their own mnemonic use. Their 

responses were compared with behaviors reported by subjects 

from her two case studies: A study of four ESL students and a 

study of eight French students. The combined results indicate 

that there eire two groups of vocabulary leaumers: those who 

use mnemonics systematically, and the other who do not. The 

mnemonic procedures the former group reported they 

consciously applied are: 1) writing (i.e., writing down the 

new word as they encounter it), 2) immediate repetition 

(i.e., repeating mentally or orally several times immediately 

after they encounter the word), 3) spaced repetition (i.e., 

reviewing the word mentally or orally later at different 

points in time), 4) using in context (i.e., reviewing the 

word in a sentence mentally or orally, or using it in actual 

oral conununication), 5) contextual associations (i.e., 

relating the word to their own past experience), 6) 

linguistic associations (i.e., relating the word to an LI 

word or a familietr L2 word), emd 7) imagery (i.e., relating 

the word to a mental image of their own), 8) talking about 

the word with someone who knows the Ismguage, 9) drawing a 

picture that represents the word, and 10) acting out the 

word. In reference to the first mnemonic strategy, some 

responses revealed a variety of approaches to record new 

words that appeared in their learning materials: use of word 
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lists, flash cards, notebooks, as well as self-made 

dictioneuries. 

According to Schmitt (1997), the issue of vocabuleury 

learning strategies has not been fully investigated and "has 

attracted a noticeeU>le lack of attention" (p. 199). Yet, he 

manages to present several significant insights from the 

general research on learning strategies and vocabulary 

leeuming strategy studies that he reviewed. First, meuiy 

learners reported the use of strategies for L2 vocabulary 

learning. Second, simple vocabulary strategies, such as 

note-taking etnd rote repetition, are commonly used, while the 

strategies that require active mental work, such as imagery 

emd inferencing, are less frequently utilized. Third, there 

is a clear distinction between effective emd ineffective L2 

learners in vocabulary strategy use. For instemce, Schmitt 

cites Ahmed's (1989) study, in which 'good learner' subjects 

used a variety of strategies consciously, but 'poor leeumer' 

subjects not only used few strategies but also were unaware 

of what would lead to efficient voceUauleury learning. Fourth, 

the effectiveness of a certain vocabuleury strategy depends on 

a number of different variables (e.g., the learner's 

proficiency level, culture euid background knowledge, as well 

as type of task, text amd context of learning). 

Compeured to the researchers mentioned abav&, memy other 

voceibuleurY scholars appear to assign a partial role to the 

use of strategies in overall lexical learning. For example, 

Nagy (1997) mentions strategic knowledge (e.g., how to use 

context to infer the meaning of an unknown word), along with 
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other two aspects of vocabulary knowledge, linguistic 

knowledge (i.e., syntactic knowledge, word schemas, 

voceddulary knowledge) and world knowledge (extralinguistic 

knowledge). Moreover, as Schmitt and McCarthy (1997) point 

out, research findings are still inconclusive about whether 

or not strategies can effectively be taught to learners. The 

major disadveuitage, however, is that research on L2 

vocabuleury learning strategies is rarely based on non-

alphcibetic languages such as Japemese. Therefore, it is not 

yet clear whether JFL learners of would use particular 

strategies to cope with the unfamiliar script along with the 

sound and meeuiing of Japemese vocabulary. 

2.4.3 Other Learner-Related Variables 

Larsen-Freenum amd Long (1991) list the factors other 

than lecumer strategies that may be responsible for 

individual differences in leuiguage leeuming. These factors 

constitute age, gender, memory, hemisphere specialization, 

socio-psychological factors (i.e., motivation emd attitude), 

personality (e.g., self-esteem, emxiety, and inhibition), emd 

cognitive styles (e.g., field independence vs. field 

dependence, and analytic vs. global learning styles). Ellis 

(1994) groups these factors of leeimer differences into three 

majors categories: beliefs eibout language learning, affective 

states (e.g., fear of foreign language learning), and general 

factors (e.g., motivation, age, learning style), emd suggests 

that these etre all interrelated to one emother. 

Okita (1997) presents em interesting perspective on JFL 
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learners' beliefs «d»out: Japanese study. Her study reports 

that JFL learners from the University of Hawaii at Manoa 

expressed strong preference toward the use of authentic L2 

texts (i.e., the Japanese orthography) over the alphabetic 

version (i.e., Romaji script). Approximately 70 % of these 

beginning-level JFL learners preferred the Japanese 

orthography to be taught early on without Romaji supplements. 

Although they acknowledged Kanji learning as one of the most 

demanding tasks of JFL, almost half of the learners supported 

JFL instruction with reading and writing: about 50% of the 

learners disagreed with a teaching approach of speech 

primacy. These beliefs were held regardless of their previous 

leciming experience or the type of the textbook they were 

using at that university. 

Lauiguage emxiety may play a role as an affective 

vciriedsle critically influencing the result of L2 acquisition. 

In relation to L2 vocaJaulary leeu:ning, Maclntyre and 

Geurdner's (1994) experimental study examined how euixiety 

arousal (i.e., the presence of a video camera as the 

treatment of discomfort) affects the L2 voceUaulary 

acquisition of American students enrolled in first-year 

university French courses. The main result of their study was 

a statistically significant difference in the nuziber of 

French words recalled between the control group emd three 

experimental groups which experienced emxiety at different 

stages: the input stage, the processing stage, and the output 

stage. Another experimental study done by Ely (1986) yielded 

a simileu: result with regard to emxiety. In his case, the 
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degree of discomfort was found to negatively correlate with 

the amount of classroom oral participation. From these 

findings, it may be well suspected that beginner JFL 

leeumers' vocabulary retention suffers in a substantial 

memner if the introduction of authentic Japanese %irriting 

system, as opposed to RS, leads to higher learner anxiety. 

2.5 Computer-Assisted Language Learning 

2.5.1 Overview of CALL Development 

Ccxnputer-assisted lemguage learning is just one aspect 

of how advances in computer technology have contributed to 

education. Yet, this new approach to foreign lemguage 

teaching has evolved dramatically since the development of 

initial multimedia software in the late 1960s and eeirly 

1970s. More recently, CALL capability of simultemeously 

presenting vaurious L2 materials has been praised by the 

pioneers of technology-assisted L2 research and teaching, 

such as Ariew (1984, 1987). The value of leaner-directed 

leeuming in computer softweure has also been examined by 

researchers such as Dunkel (1991) and Garrett (1991). Many 

different pedagogical issues in CALL have been identified by 

CALL reseeurchers, as well. Those issues range from the 

selection of CD-ROM courseweure to the authoring of leuiguage 

programs (Bush & Terry, 1997; Levy, 1997; Pennington, 1996) 

to the application of telecollaboration technologies in the 

L2 classrocmi (Chou, Syed & Warschauer, 1996; Warschauer, 

1996). 

Types of foreign language multimedia now vary from 
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tutorials to simulations to explorations. Hoi#ever, there is a 

shortage of CALL-based courseware for less-comnonly-taught 

lemguages, such as Japanese. Throughout this chapter, it has 

been repeatedly pointed out that 1) learning the non-

alphedsetic orthography of Japanese is challenging to English-

speaking learners of JFL, and 2) there is not enough rese<u:ch 

done on how beginning-level JFL learners approach Japanese 

voceUsulary learning, which requires complex lexical emd 

orthographic processes. To reduce the burden of orthographic 

leeuming, some beginning-level JFL softwzure programs 

treuiscribe dialogues in Romaji, instead. These programs 

include CD-ROM-based college coursework created by Saito-

Abbott and Abbott (1993) and by Yoshii emd Milne (1995). 

Others use the authentic scripts of the Japanese language. 

For instance, Yang's (1993) program introduces basic topics 

of JFL in Hiragana, euid Nakajima's (1990) tutorial is 

designed to teach a veuriety of aspects (e.g., semantic, 

phonetic, graphic and usage) of Kemji characters. Some 

commercially availeible JFL titles allow the user to switch 

Kana script to Romaji to view the vocabulary amd dialogues 

(e.g.. Learn to Speak Japanese), while others present 

Japemese text only in the authentic orthography (e.g.,Smart 

Japanese, Just Grandma and Me). 

2.5.2 CALL and L2 Vocabulary Instruction 

Yang (1997) asserts that we cam profitaJaly study how em 

artificially concocted L2 is acquired using a controlled 

laboratory condition. To teach an artificially invented 
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language called Keki, Yang developed CALL experiments with 

HyperCeird software. His CALL tutorial provided Keki language 

instruction to American undergraduate students over the 

instructional length of five weeks (two hours a day, five 

days a week). The test batteries include the assessment of 

word recognition accuracy (i.e., number of correct ans%#ers), 

word recognition speed (i.e., reaction time), and semantic 

priming speed (i.e., speed in matching the prime and the 

target). The subjects were divided into a 'pidgin' group (L2 

grammeu: instruction was delayed until the third week) emd a 

control group (grammar was introduced on set), and both were 

taught 67 lexical items of the artificial language in three 

classes: nouns, verbs, emd adjectives. The Keki lemguage had 

been constructed to approximate a 'natural language' 

consisting of a variety of structures (e.g., voice, clauses, 

€uid noun phrase conjunctions) as well as morphological 

characteristics (e.g., morphologically meurked tense-aspect 

and nominal genders). During the early stages of instruction, 

written Keki materials were reinforced by the simultameous 

presentation of the spoken language smd appropriate pictorial 

materials. All the subjects were exposed to the same words, 

clauses and short episodes, at the same number of times 

including the schedule of practice and testing. 

In the measurement of translation speed (i.e., LI to L2 

reaction time or vice versa), clear improvement was observed 

as the subjects received more L2 instruction. However, 

gaining tremslation speed was not as fast as acquiring 

translation accuracy. This suggests that novice L2 learners 
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process words in a conscious, more con-trolled way at the very 

beginning stage. Yang summarizes major results: 1) Novice 

leaners are unable to process newly taught L2 lexical items 

autcxnatically right after the onset of instruction, 2) their 

£ibility of word recognition automaticity improves as their L2 

contact increases, emd 3) acquiring high-speed word 

processing skills (close to their LI lexical processing 

speed) requires a significant amount of L2 exposure. In the 

sememtic priming task, where English vrords vrere used to prime 

both English and Keki teurgets, the subjects improved the 

speed of recognizing L2 words toward the end of the 

instructional period. The reaction time difference of the 

later period was smaller them that of the initial period and 

was statistically significemt only when both semantically 

related emd unrelated L2 targets were pooled together. This 

result was interpreted as follows: "learners can access the 

lexical-sememtic network of nodes and associations via their 

second language vocabulary relatively early in the 

development of second language voceUauleury, certainly when the 

semantic structure of the L2 lexicon is not at obvious 

variemce with that of the LI lexicon" (p. 141). 

Computerized tutorials are criticized for (a) limited 

communicative context, (b) lack of humem interaction, and (c) 

potential loss of motivation. However, these dra%̂ acks can be 

compensated by making the COTiputer-driven learning tasks as 

interactive as possible. More importantly, the use of 

computers cetn provide resounding adveuitages to experimental 

studies that other methods cannot. For example, Yang's CALL 
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progremi made it possible euid easy to present different 

experimental stimuli (i.e., pictorial, written and auditory 

materials) simultaneously. Along with other linguistic itons, 

Keki vocabuleury was indeed acquired by his subjects under the 

pure experimental conditions. The fully-controlled mode of 

this CALL voceddulary instruction ensured an identical 

instructional environment for all subjects of experimental 

groups, too. Yang's CALL study not only yielded important 

implications for word recognition automaticity but also 

demonstrated the strengths of using CALL technology. 

2.5.3 CALL and L2 Research Methodology 

The new capabilities of computer technology have 

influenced reseeurch methodology in a not2d>le way. As Johnson 

(1992) points out, computers are "widely used as tools for 

research emd for communication about research" (p. 39). For 

instance, at the stage of data collection, a laptop computer 

is efficient to record live observations of classroom 

interaction — i.e., computer note-teUcing is much faster theui 

the traditional method of pencil-and-paper writing (Johnson, 

1992, p. 86 andi p. 146). There are also computer-mediated 

data analysis programs out in the m<u:ket for both 

quantitative and qualitative reseaurch methodology (Biber, 

1992, pp. 265-6). Therefore, in the past few decades of 

changes £md growth in the field of SLA, "the value of 

cCTiputers for a veiriety of tasks (such as statistical 

analysis, textual emalysis, and computer-assisted lemguage 

leeuming [CALL]) has become apparent" (Biber, 1992, p.257). 
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Ccxnputer capabilities that enhance research methodology 

include 1) control extraneous variables (i.e., the issue of 

validity) and 2) assess accuracy for data collection and 

analyses (i.e., the issue of reliability). In terms of 

reseeurch validity (i.e., the degree to which findings reflect 

what the research was designed to investigate), we need to 

consider two components of validity: internal validity and 

external validity. The former refers to how accurately 

reseeurch results are attributable to observed behaviors or a 

treatment, whereas the latter denotes the generalizability of 

these results. As Chapelle and Jamieson (1991) stress, ''(i)f 

the students using CALL had a better teacher and stronger 

motivation to leeum the teurget language, the internal 

validity of the study is at risk" (p. 39). Therefore, em 

experimental study with a number of confounding varieibles 

such as V2u:ying teacher experiences and learner backgrounds 

crucially result in diminishing the internal validity of the 

study (Chapelle 6 Jamieson, 1991; Lynch, 1996). On the other 

hand, em experimental study with a h«nogeneous, yet small, 

group of subjects is also threatened by its reduced 

generalizeibility, namely the external validity of the study. 

Therefore, whereas the use of a classroom invites a whole set 

of extraneous factors, a computer-mediated lab site eneUsles 

the reseeurch to reduce such an impact (Maclntyre & Geurdner, 

1994). 

Another threat to research validity is the lack of 

relieddility in the measures of em experiment (Lynch, 1996, 

p.44). Therefore, reducing data collection errors emd subject 
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sensitivity to test items eure also a critical requirement for 

em experimental study. This is also where con̂ uter-mediated 

reseeurch methodology becomes beneficial. For instance, 

randomization of L2 input (e.g., Japanese) ensures that each 

subject sees the same words in a different order on the 

screen. The computer capability to shuffle the order of 

vocabuleory items allows such randomization to occur 

autcxnatically. In other words, each time a new subject enters 

the assessment period, the same items are given in a new 

order, thus desensitizing the subject from the previous order 

of items presented at the instructional period. The strategy 

of item remdomization also permits the spread of difficulty 

potentially present in the test items. Because each subject 

is exposed to the test items given in a wide spectrum of 

difficulty level, le«umer outcome is unlikely to be derived 

from the way test items etre presented. 

Another strength of the c<»iputer is the gathering of 

data in veirious contexts and in l«u:ge quemtity. Current 

computer technology enables the reseeurcher to accurately pool 

a large amount of data. A supply of pencils and human 

observation, on the other hand, are more prone to errors and 

bias. When over a hundred subjects are involved, it is 

cmicially important how equally a treatment is applied to an 

experimental group and how accurately and objectively data 

eure collected (Lynch, 1996, pp.70-79). Especially, when 

vcurious types of data are needed to be collected from a leurge 

pool of subjects, computer-mediated data-gathering tools not 

only reassure accuracy in collecting the learner's "product" 
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in a number of different contexts (Lesgold, 1986, p.85) but 

also enable the recording of the learner's "process" 

(Geurrett, 1991, p.94). 

2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter provided intensive discussions of 

theoretical arguments and empirical evidence that concern L2 

vocabuleu:y learning. Several lexical models from both LI and 

L2 theories were presented and critiqued. The chapter also 

reviewed previous research on L2 orthographic learning as 

well as learner-related variables. Finally, the adveuitages of 

CALL in language instruction emd research were discussed. 

The next chapter presents an overview of the current 

vocabuleury study. It stipulates the design, research 

questions and hypotheses of the study, describes its 

subjects, instructional and testing materials, and explains 

experimental procedures. 
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NBTHODOLOOT 

3.1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 presented a theoretical background for 

vocabulcory research as %iell as a rationale for this CALL-

based vocabuleiry study. Chapter 2 discussed previous research 

on L2 vocabuleury learning euid other relevant issues to 

provide the theoretical framework of this study in detail. 

Different vocabulary models were critiqued emd some factors 

relevsuit to L2 vocabuleiry leeuming were defined emd discussed 

in the chapter. This chapter describes the following key 

methodological features of the study: 

A) Reseeurch design 

B) The pilot study 

C) Modifications for the new study 

D) Research questions and hypotheses 

E) Research sites 

F) Selection of subjects 

G) Reseeurch apparatus (Hardware and softweure) 

H) Instructional materials 

I) Assessment types 

J) Experimental procedures 

3.2 Research Design 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects 

of using Romaji script (RS) on English-speaking beginners' 
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leeiming of Japanese words. The primary goal of the 

investigation is to test %rtiether or not the presence of RS 

facilitates the short-term retention of Japanese vocabulary 

by American college students of JFL. In this investigation, 

the main independent variable is the type of orthographic 

presentation (i.e., the presence or absence of RS in Japanese 

voceUsulary instruction). The dependent variable is JFL 

learners' vocabulary recall in Japemese, which is expected to 

increase as the result of the research intervention. 

In order to test the impact of the independent variable 

on the dependent variable, an experimental design was 

selected. Out of the three prototypes of the experimental 

resecurch tradition, the study employed the "pretest-posttest 

control-group" design consisting of the following design 

requirements (Shavelson, 1996): 

1. retndom assignment of subjects to an experimental or 

control group 

2. administration of the treatment to the experimental 

group 

3. observation of group differences prior to treatment 

implementation 

4. identical conditions for the two groups other than 

the treatment 

5. measurement of between-group differences after 

treatment implementation 

The major advantage in using the CALL experimental 

design is to virtually eliminate the potential invasion of 



confounding variables such as teacher differences, which 

might influence the learner's attitude towards the use of RS. 

The use of a control group, random assignment, and pretests 

cure especially critical elements to counteract possible 

threats to internal validity (i.e., the extent to which the 

results of a study reflect the effects of the manipulated 

varicUsles). How each requirement was actually met in this 

reseeurch is stated accordingly in the sections that follow. 

3.3 The Pilot Study 

3.3.1 Description of the Pilot Study 

The implementation of this vocabuleury reseeurch was 

motivated by the results of a pilot study conducted in the 

summer of 1996. Using a total of 30 native speakers of 

English with no prior exposure to the Japeuiese Ismguage, the 

pilot study investigated whether familiar Roman alphedsets 

scaffold English speakers' Japauiese voceibuleiry learning. The 

fact that the subjects had never studied Japanese was 

operationalized as being "beginners" of JFL. The subject 

population consisted of three groups: 10 'linguistically 

savvy' adults (i.e., adult subjects with mastery of at least 

one additional language), 10 'monolingual' adults, and 10 

'monolingual' children of ages 8 to 12. Half of each subject 

group were randomly assigned to either an experimental or 

control group. A brief questionnaire was administered at the 

beginning of the experiment, asking each siibject about 

his/her interest in leeuming Japanese, perceived tenacity at 

a hcurd task, and prior linguistic experience. 
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The primauiry research question of the pilot study was 

whether the use of RS would positively influence beginners' 

L2 lexical retention. Also investigated was what learner 

characteristics vrould be associated with high performeuice of 

L2 voc6d>uleu:y learning. A simple computer program was created 

to teach 40 Japanese content words through different stimuli: 

color drawings for all the words as well as audio recordings 

that pronounced each word in Japanese. The experimental group 

was given a version of the software which not only pronounced 

each Japanese word but spelled it in the Roman alphabets. 

Both recognition emd production tasks were employed as 

test batteries of the subjects' vocedaulary retention. A 

recognition test (i.e., identifying the correct picture of 

the word pronounced by a native-speaker) took place 

immediately after the learner completed an instructional 

phase (i.e., processing em illustration and an pronunciation 

for the le£tming of each L2 content word on the ccxnputer 

screen). After an interval of t%ro weeks a production 

assessment (i.e., orally reproducing the correct sound of the 

word presented by the image) was administered in the same 

mcmner. The same computer program not only executed the 

vocabuleury lessons but also collected multiple data items 

(e.g., learning time, the number of correct answers, etc.) 

during the experiment. Because the whole experiment was 

conducted in the methodological framework of CALL, it was 

defined as CALL-based vocabulary reseeurch. 

In the United States, Romaji is used as a starter for 

JFL students. The alphabetic script is often considered as eui 
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effective visual reminder of oral Japanese input, as claimed 

by Unger et al. (1993). Therefore, prior to the experiment, a 

prediction was made: the use of RS tirould result in better 

recall of the newly learned non-alphabetic (Japanese) words 

by Americeui subjects. However, contrary to the prediction, 

the experimental group, who received the vocabul«iry 

instructions with the additional aid of RS, did not result in 

better retention scores. Altogether, findings from the case 

study showed that 1) the subjects' scores in recalling L2 

words were not affected by the presence or absence of the 

treatment (i.e., the use of RS) in either task, 2) the group 

of 'linguistically savvy' adult subjects outperformed both 

the adult and child groups of monolingual subjects, and 3) 

the factor of 'younger age' was not a predictor of superior 

L2 voceUsuleury learning because the child subjects did not 

score higher than the adult groups. 

The independent variable of RS was found to be not 

strongly associated with the number of words the subjects 

retained after the CALL voceU3ul£u:y instruction. This result 

in particulsur indicates that it may be possible for any JFL 

beginner to leam L2 words without resource to the familiar 

alphedsetic transcription. 

3.3.2 Liaitations of the Pilot 

The pilot study had several limitations. First, the 

construct of the questionnaire was loose, since the 

questionnaire had not been adapted from euiy published work. 

Simileurly, no statistician examined the question items that 
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were written for the pilot. Consequently, the subjects' self-

rated responses may not have reflected an accurate perception 

of their true characteristics, especially their interest in 

Japemese £md tendency for tenacity. 

Second, a few itons of the 40 Japanese content words 

were presented with unclear images. For instance, an 

illustration of a chest of drawers was not sananticeilly 

tremsparent to several subjects. (However, all the pictures 

had been acquired from an American picture-dictionary with 

the consideration that pictorial descriptions of even 

concrete objects may bring in a culturally biased 

perspective, thus skewing the results of learner outcomes had 

a Japanese picture-book been used.) Since the use of picture 

images alone is likely to post some ambiguity, English 

translation should have accompanied the image to reassure 

the viewer's accurate understanding of the illustrations. 

Third, all the %̂ rds were grouped by categories (e.g. a 

category of foods in Japanese) first, emd then each group of 

the vocabulary items were shown in one lesson. Although 

voceJsulary has been identified as one of the most rapidly 

improved L2 areas at the beginning, it is not clear whether 

the Japanese words were learned through rote memorization in 

the pilot. In addition, L2 vocabulary is normally taught in 

context, not in a list: new %rards are usually presented in a 

chapter of a theme-based reading textbook, or along with a 

dialogue in a ccxmnunicative approach. 

Fourth, there were only a small number of subjects 

(N=30). To run some statistical analyses such as the Multiple 
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Regression Analysis, the condition of "normality" (i.e., a 

normal distribution of subjects scores with a bell-shaped 

curve in the middle) has to be met. In order to have 

normality, there should be a leurge number of subjects. 

Last of all, the design of assessments needed to be 

improved. The pilot study tested only the association between 

L2 word mesming emd sound: the subjects were required to 

identify the correct picture image associated with each 

Japanese pronunciation they heard during the assessment. An 

association such as L2 meaning and spelling could not be 

tested because the subjects had no knowledge of Japemese 

orthography. 

3.4 Modifications for the Vew Study 

Due to the eUaove mentioned limitations, it was decided 

to expemd the scope of the pilot euid further investigate the 

effects of RS on beginning-level voceUsulary learning in a new 

study. The limitations of the pilot have led to the 

improvements of the current study as follows: 1) the use of a 

more relieUsle questionnaire to assess learner background and 

strategy use, 2) the incorporation of English tremslation to 

reassure the leeumer's accurate interpretation of visual and 

audio input, 3) am addition of situational contexts such as a 

dialogue to enrich the voceibulary learning, 4) a larger 

number of subjects for generalizability, 5) the presentation 

of Kana script for both the experimental and control groups. 

However, the basic procedure and strengths of the pilot were 

replicated in the current study. 
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Using a larger munber (N̂ Cl) of JFL leemiers who %fere 

literate in basic Japanese, the current study retests the 

seune reseeurch question posed in the pilot: Does the use of RS 

facilitate English-speaking beginners' retention of non-

alpheUsetic (i.e., Japanese) vocabulary items? In this study, 

however, the investigation of L2 lexical processing was 

further eleUoorated by adapting Nation's (1990) L2 voceUaulary 

model. Chapter 1 also provided information on how his theory 

formed the conceptual foundation for this study. 

In Nation's (1990) vocabulary learning model, L2 words 

eure thought to be stored in several features of the %rord: 

form (spoken versus written), position (grammar and 

collocation), function (frequency emd appropriateness) as 

well as meaning (concept emd association). Since only 

Japcuiese concrete nouns with no contextual complexity were 

used as the experimental targets, the aspects of grammeur and 

function were deemed irrelevant. Of primary importance to 

this study were the other three components of his model: the 

spoken form (i.e., pronunciation), written form (script) emd 

mecuiing of the L2 word. Compared to the pilot study, which 

examined only the L2 meaning-sound correspondence, this study 

tests two types of word association (i.e., meeming-sound vs. 

meaning-script) that are likely to be involved in L2 word 

learning. 

3.5 Research Questions and Hypotheses 

Based on the aforementioned modifications made for the 

new study, research questions and hypotheses were 
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reformulated. This section presents the restated questions 

and explains the research hypotheses along the definition of 

each key veurieUale involved in this study. 

3.5.1 Research Questions 

As mentioned in the previous section, three reseaurch 

questions were asked because the current study examined not 

only RS effects but also two other factors, learner 

background characteristics and learning strategies. Each of 

the questions below was tested with regard to how mauiy 

Japemese words the subjects could recall after receiving 

vocabuleury instruction. It is import2mt to restate that the 

subjects leeumed the vocabuleury in a CALL context. 

Ql: Does the use of Romaji facilitate beginning-level 

Japemese vocabulary leeuming in the CALL environment? 

Q2: Regardless of the script type (i.e., Romaji script vs. 

Hiragana script), does euiy background factor positively 

influence beginning-level Japemese vocabulary learning 

in the CALL environment? 

Q3: Regeurdless of the script type, does the use of a 

particuleur strategy positively influence beginning-level 

Japanese voceUsuleury learning in the CALL environment? 

3.5.2 Hypotheses and Key Variables 

The study was designed to identify what factor would 

strongly affect CALL vocabulary retention. The amount of L2 

voceibulary retention resulted from CALL instruction was 
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operationalized as the dependent veuriedale, which was measured 

by the posttests (see Section 3.10.2 for the detailed 

description of the posttests). With regard to the first 

question, the independent variable was the orthography 

presentation (i.e., the presence or absence of RS in the CALL 

program). 

Included in this model of hypothesis testing were two 

more independent veirieUales relevant to L2 vocabulary 

learning. The first veuriable was defined as the "background 

veurieUale" including a variety of learner background 

differences (e.g., the length of previous Japanese study, the 

experience in leeuming a foreign language other than 

Japcmese). This variable was included since some research 

identified the learner's background traits to be a factor 

that affects L2 voceUaulary leeuming, as was described in the 

previous chapters (Chapters 1 emd 2). The other V2u:i2d>le 

accounted for learning characteristics (e.g., the amount of 

total learning spent on the lessons, the number of times the 

L2 sound recording was accessed, the types of mnemonic 

strategies). This veuriable is called the "learning vauriable." 

The variaible was included because of its relevance to 

beginning-level L2 vocabulary learning, as was also discussed 

in the previous chapters. The following hypotheses were 

formulated relating these additional variables to the 

dependent variable (i.e., the size of Japanese vocabulary 

retention): 

HI: The use of RS results in better vocabulary retention. 

H2: Lezumer background influences vocabulary retention. 
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H3: Learning strategy influences vocabuleury retention. 

To test these hypotheses, the current study employed a 

veoriety of statistical analyses, the majority of which %#ere 

of the correlational type. The correlational analysis enabled 

the study to determine the strongest predictor of the 

dependent variable (or the criterion variable, as is usually 

referred to in correlational research) froa a number of 

potentially influencing factors. A discussion of statistical 

assumptions pertinent to the statistical analyses is provided 

in the next chapter. 

3.6 Research Sites 

Involved in this study are two universities in the state 

of Arizona: Arizona State University (ASU) and Northern 

Arizona University (NAU). Together with the University of 

Arizona, where the researcher developed the experimental 

materials, both universities are governed by the Arizona 

Board of Regents. ASU mainly consists of three emchor 

campuses serving approximately 47,000 students in the Phoenix 

area. At its only campus located in Flagstaff, NAU offers 

education to a smaller yet diverse student population 

including many Native American peoples (e.g., Navajo, Hopi, 

Apache, Tewa). Elementary-level Japemese (Japanese 101) is 

offered both in the Department of Literature emd Modem 

Languages located at the ASU main campus, and in the 

Department of Modem Languages at NAU. 

ASU and NAU were chosen because of their convenient 
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campus locations and their positive responses to the 

reseeurcher's request for subject recruitment.̂  In order to 

get official permission for research, each departmental 

chair's signature was obtained, and a Human Subjects 

application, specifically required by each school, was also 

processed and approved by the Human Subjects Institutional 

Review Board at ASU and by the Institutional Review Board for 

the Protection of Human Subjects at NAU. From contacting the 

depcurtments to finalizing the consent forms at both 

universities, electronic and. conventional mail, facsimiles 

and telephone calls were used as means of ccxmnunication. 

In the following two sections, each school's computer 

facilities are described in detail. 

3.6.1 Coaputer Laboratory at ASU 

For the administration of this computer-mediated 

experiment at ASU, the Depcirtment of Literature emd Modem 

Languages reserved one of the computer rooms at the Computing 

Commons, a separate on-campus ccxaputer center located on the 

south side of ASU's main campus in Tempe, Arizona. The whole 

room was designed for language classroom use, equipped with 

state-of-the-iirt Macintosh computers (Power Mac 7300) which 

had a plenty of storage space to hold new files and software 

(enough for the 23MB needed for the CALL program). One 

computer was hooked to the con̂ >uter display projector, and 18 

other cOTiputers of the same type were available for 

individual use, which %irere eurranged in three rows. Each 
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station was connected to a netvrork sexver, where the 

experimental material was stored safely and executed locally 

on the subjects' computers during the experimental sessions. 

The use of a computer in the Computing Commons normally 

required a user ID. However, to avoid complications, a 

general class account was esteiblished by the department for 

the temporary administration of this experiment so that every 

station was logged on efficiently with the same ID number. To 

access the server, a special password was provided so that no 

one other than the researcher could modify the experimental 

softweure program. Both passnrord arrangement and software 

installation on the server were made by the language 

leJx̂ ratory director of the Computing Commons. With the 

director's technical assistance and supervision, the 

computers were prepeured and the testing of the CALL program 

was conducted prior to the experiment. 

3.6.2 Computer Laboratory at VAU 

As for NAU's experimental site, the Department of Modem 

Languages lent the researcher their departmental laboratory, 

the Language Learning Center. The director of the laboratory 

accommodated the room for all the reseeirch needs pertaining 

to this project. The laboratory consisted of 17 Macintosh 

computers of the same type as ASU's (Power Mac 7300) with 

£unple storage space. A computer display projector was 

availeible as well. 

Similarly, all the stations were linked to the main 

server. A temporary user password was also provided to the 
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reseeurcher during the experimental sessions. The reservation 

of experimental hours and the installation of the material 

were also prearranged by the laboratory director at this 

school. Prior to the experiment, the software emd hardware 

were tested by the researcher and NAU assistants. The only 

major difference from the ASU l«d3oratory was the eurrangement 

of seats at the NAU site: groups of four to six stations were 

arreuiged in a semi-circle, meiking the users sit baclc to back 

to each other. 

Due to the flexible and long lab hours which each 

leUsoratory set aside exclusively for this con̂ uter-mediated 

research, all the research participants were aUsle to cone to 

the designated computer room at their most convenient time. 

Also because of the reserved lab hours, the experiment was 

conducted with no external disruptions from non-p«trticip«mts. 

The artificial isolation of subjects from their normal 

social surroundings (e.g., classrocxn) is one of common 

criticisms against the experimental research design. However, 

the use of ccxnputer laboratories was em asset to this study, 

because it provided the same experimental condition for all 

the reseeirch subjects. 

3.7 Selection of Subjects 

3.7.1 Subject Population 

The taurget population suitable for this research was 

defined as English speaking learners of entry-level Japanese 

enrolled in Americem universities. Therefore, the sample 

consisting of students from Japanese 101 courses (first-
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semester Japanese) was thought to be representative of the 

identified population. This research employed a non-random 

procedure of subject selection due to the limited number of 

availeOsle Japanese 101 students at both schools. However, the 

following course description illustrates the similarity of 

classroom environments where the sample was obtained. 

ASU offered five sections of Japanese 101 in the fall 

1997 semester, which %irere taught by three different 

instructors (two native speakers of Japanese and one native 

speaker of English): Section A, B, emd C %«ere taught by 

Teacher 1, Section D by Teacher 2, and Section E by Teacher 

3. They coordinated lesson plans and followed the same course 

objectives (i.e., the acquisition of communicative skills in 

listening, speaking, reading and writing at the elementary 

level; the mastery of the kema symbols and 75 keinji 

characters). A total of 103 students were enrolled in these 

sections as of October, 1997. 

NAU offered two Japanese 101 sections taught by the same 

teacher. Teacher 4, a native speaker of Japanese. A total of 

30 students were officially registered for the courses; by 

the end of October, 1997, 28 students attended class 

reguleurly. Although NAU Japanese 101 courses met one day less 

per week (i.e., NAU: 240 hrs/ week vs. ASU: 250 hrs/ week), 

their class size was much smaller than any of those offered 

at ASU. 

All the instructors for these Japanese 101 courses were 

female with a minimum of three-yeeu: teaching experience and 

were equally supportive of their students' learning the 
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tcurget: language through computer software programs. Basic 

Japanese writing (i.e., Hiragana and Katakana scripts) was 

introduced and practiced within the first few weeks of the 

courses at both universities. 

Yookoaoi An Invitation to Cont&aporary Japanese 

(TohseUcu, 1994) was used as the course textbook for Japanese 

101 both at ASU and NAU. The book was designed to be "a 

ccxnplete package of instructional materials for beginning 

Japemese", and to help the learners "develop proficiency in 

the four language skills of listening, speaking, reading, aind 

writing, as «rell as in developing cultural awareness" 

(p.xiii). It included three preliminaury chapters, through 

which students were "expected to master the reading and 

writing of hirageuia and kateiketna" (p.xvii). Therefore, from 

Chapter 1 to the last chapter of the textbook, all the 

dialogues and activities sentences were written mostly in 

kana £uid a little kanji, with only the first chapter 

displaying Rcxnanized text along with Japanese text. By the 

time of the experiment, each school's students had completed 

Chapter 1. 

Tcible 3.1 shows the summary description of all the seven 

classes where the subjects were enrolled. 
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Ted̂ le 3.1 

Courae Degeription 

School Course Title Class Days t Time Teacher Enrollment 

ASU Japanese 101, 
Section A 

9:40 am-10:30 am 
M-F 

Teacher 1 19 
students 

Japanese 101, 
Section B 

10:40 affl-ll:30 am 
M-F 

Teacher 1 22 
students 

Japanese 101, 
Section C 

11:40 am-12:30 pm 
M-F 

Teacher 1 17 
students 

Japanese 101, 
Section D 

12:40 pm-l:30 pm 
M-F 

Teacher 2 24 
students 

Japanese 101, 
Section E 

1:40 pm-2:30 pm 
M-F 

Teacher 3 21 
students 

NAU Japeuiese 101, 
Section 1 

8:00 am-9:00 am 
M-Th 

Teacher 4 14 
students 

Japemese 101, 
Section 2 

5:00 pm- 6:00 pm 
M-Th 

Teacher 4 16 
students 

3.7.2 SMpli&g and Assignment Procedures 

Participating in this project were a total of 61 

subjects from five sections of Japemese 101 at ASU and from 
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two sections of Japeuiese 101 at NAU. A sample population of 

35 studentŝ  represented ASU, while 26 students constituted 

an NAU sample. 

These students had been contacted initially by their 

course instructors at ASU and NAU emd asked to participate in 

this CALL experiment as a class project. Out of all the 

students who signed up for the laboratory hours, only a few 

students failed to attend due to illness on the assigned 

days. The turn-out rate was high because both ASU and NAU 

instructors had included this reseeurch as part of the class 

requirement in their fall 1997 semester sylleibi prior to the 

experiment. The researcher had reminded each subject by phone 

on the previous nights. That seems to have helped the 

attendcmce rate. 

The subjects were instructed by their teachers to surrive 

on time for the lab sessions and to complete the CALL project 

individually within a two-hour time slot. No subjects were 

paid, but they were told that they would receive credit for 

class participation at the completion of the project. 

Although the students had been told by the instructors that 

participation was mandatory, the actual peurticipants were 

reassured by the researcher that 1) their performance would 

not be graded; only their attendance would be reported to the 

instructors, and that 2) their withdrawal from the reseeurch 

would result in no penalty. Because of the protocol of human 

subjects, the right of refusal had to be expressed to all the 

subjects both orally and in the written form (i.e., informed 
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consent statement) prior to the administration of the 

experiment. 

ASU subjects experienced the CALL program at the end of 

their 7th week of the course schedule, while NAU subjects 

were run with the program during their 11th %ireek of the 

course schedule. Because no duplication of the vocabulary 

items existed between the course textbook and this study's 

CALL program, no student had an unfair advantage. Therefore, 

the class schedule gap bet%#een two schools' experimental 

sessions was deemed to be inconsequential. 

The research design undertook a non-randomized sampling 

procedure while meeting the requirement of remdom assignment. 

Thirty five students of Japanese 101 from ASU were randomly 

assigned to each one of the experimental euid control groups. 

The same randomization of siibjects was applied to 26 

participants from NAU. The reseeurcher ensured that there was 

an equal distribution of subjects from both schools in the 

experimental group as well as the control group at each 

leUxsratory session. 

To ensure random assignment throughout the reseeurch, all 

the leiboratory sessions were carefully conducted at both 

schools using the following criteria: 1) all the computer 

stations availeUale for the experiment were color-coded with 

small red emd blue sticker dots for the researcher to 

distinguish between the two versions of the CALL program (one 

used by the experimental and the other by the control group), 

2) the subjects were escorted to individual stations at 

random as they came in the laboratory, and 3) the number of 
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students in the experimental and control groups were made 

equal in each session. These procedures provided every single 

svibject of this study "an equal and independent chance of 

being assigned to any of the groups" (Shavelson, 1996, p.22). 

In sum, the experimental group was comprised of 17 ASU 

students euid 13 NAU students, v̂ ile the control group 

involved 18 ASU stuents and 13 NAU students. Table 3.2 below 

is shown to summarize the subject distribution of this study. 

A to E indicate different ASU class sections emd 1 to 2 

represent NAU class sections in the table. There are fewer 

female students (shown as F) than male students (M) in each 

cell. 

Table 3.2 

GrouD School Lab Session Course Gender 1 Total 
Experimental ASU 

(N=17) 
10/10 (N=8) 
10/11 (N=3) 
10/12 (N=6) 

A(Ns4) 
B(N=3) 
C(N=2) 
D(N«4) 
E(N=4) 

F (N=5) 
M (N=12) 

NAU 
(N=13) 

11/3 (N=5) 
11/4 (N=8) 

1(N=4) 
2(N=9) 

F (N=5) 
M (N»8) 

N = 30 

Control ASU 
(N=18) 

10/10 (N=8) 
10/11 (N=3) 
10/12 (N=7) 

A(N=3) 
B(N=3) 
C(N=1) 
D(N=7) 
E(N»4) 

F (N=7) 
M (N=ll) 

NAU |ll/3 (N=5) 
(N=13) 111/4 (N=8) 

1(N=7) 
2(N=6) 

F (N=5) 
M (N=8) 

N = 31 

Total 1 
! 

N = 61 
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A sample size reasonable enough to represent the target 

population of a study depends on the statistical measures 

used (Brown, 1988; Lipsey, 1990). From a statistical point of 

view, the number of subjects fits %#ell in the particular 

emalysis selected for the subsequent data: "The minimal 

seunple size needed to provide adequate estimates of the 

regression coefficients (in MRA) is something like 50 cases, 

emd a general rule of thiunb is that there should be at least 

about 10 times as many cases (subjects) as independent 

veuriables" (Shavelson, 1996, p.536). 

3.7.3 Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 

Two short pretests were constructed to establish the 

degree of initial between-group difference. The tests were 

administered to both the experimental and control groups at 

the ASU emd NAU sites. The detailed information on the 

content and construct validity of the pretests is presented 

in the section on assessment types (3.10.1 Preliminary 

Assessment). A copy of the pretests is included in the 

Appendices (Appendix B: Sample Pretest). 

Most of the demographic information on ASU and NAU 

samples was obtained through the questionnaire given to each 

subject at the end of the experiment. A full description of 

the questionnaire is given in Section 3.10 as well. A copy of 

the questionnaire is also in the Appendices (Appendix C: 

Sample Questionnaire). 

Specific demographic profiles eure given in the sample 

compeurison of Table 3.3 below. 
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Table 3.3 

san̂ ple qpmpariaon 

School Age Average Enrollment 
Status 

Gender Group 

ASU 
(Arizona 
State 
University) 
N = 35 

20.8 
(The unit is 
in yeeurs) 

Freshman (N=13) 
Sophomore (N«8) 
Junior (N=6) 
Senior (N»5) 
Non-degree (N̂ B) 

F (N=12) 
M (N»23) 

Exp N=17 
Cont N»18 

NAU 
(Northern 
Arizona 
University) 
N = 26 

23.0 
(The unit is 
in years) 

Freshman (N=:6) 
Sophomore (N*4) 
Junior (N=8) 
Senior (N»:4) 
Non-degree (N-4) 

F (N=10) 
M (N=16) 

Exp N=13 
Cont N=13 

1 
i 

The description of Ted̂ le 3.3 shows that no 

characteristics of the subjects differentiated the subject 

subgroups represented by the two universities. The 

experimental emd control group subjects from both schools had 

similar overall backgrounds. A majority of the subjects were 

undergraduate students, and the number of male students of 
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Japemese 101 exceeded that of f«nale students at both 

universities. 

Initially it was planned to exclude students who had 

previous exposure to non-alpheUsetic languages including 

Japemese, Chinese, euid Korean. However, because of the 

diverse leeimer backgrounds of both ASU and NAU students, it 

was infeasible to maintain such stringent selection criteria 

for the actual experiment. Instead, the heterogeneity of the 

subject background was used as a variable in this research. 

Also the study was originally designed to use subjects' 

scores from a Japanese plaĉ nent test. However, it turned out 

that there was no test administered at the beginning of the 

fall semester at ASU emd NAU. Therefore, the pretests were 

constructed to gauge the preexisting difference in L2 

voce±>ulary knowledge between two school samples as well as 

between the experimental and control groups. 

As mentioned eeurlier, other common characteristics of 

the two reseeurch sites (e.g., the same course book, the same 

type of cOTiputers) contributed to the overall simileurity of 

the subject samples from both schools. Thus the representing 

institutes did not constitute a variable that might affect 

the research outcome qualitatively in spite of the different 

number of subjects selected from each school (i.e., ASU: 

N=35; NAU: N-26). 

3.8 Research Apparatus 

During the experiment, the computer provided 
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instructional materials and collected a veuriety of data in 

individual computer files. The method of coô uter-mediated 

data collection was chosen because of its ability to provide 

strong validity and reliaibility in conducting experimental 

research. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the reseeurch validity of 

an experimental study is greatly enhanced when the study can 

control over confounding varieUsles such as varying teacher 

experiences (Chapelle & Jamieson, 1991; Lynch, 1996) and when 

the results 2u:e generalizable (Maclntyre fc Gardner, 1994). 

Strong reli€U3ility is also a critical requirement of em 

experimental study and the lack of reliability in the 

measures can be a threat to research validity, as well 

(Lynch, 1996). 

Using ccxnputer technology, this experiment was eUsle to 

sustain the high level of validity emd reliability in the 

following aspects. First, the computer capability of 

shuffling the order of test items eneUsled automatic item 

randomization for the posttests. Therefore, each subject was 

tested on the same words in a different order, emd subject 

sensitivity toweurd test items was greatly reduced. Item 

rcindomization not only desensitized the subjects from the 

previous order of Japemese words presented at the 

instructional period, but also allowed the spread of 

difficulty potentially present in the test items. Because 

each subject was exposed to the test items given in a wide 

spectrum of difficulty level, learner outcome was unlikely to 

be derived from the way test items are presented. 

Second, with the use of computers, the study was eUale to 
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pool a leurge amount of data with no data collection errors. 

Accurate recording of data is often very difficult when 

v£u:ious types of data are needed to be collected from a large 

pool of subjects. Yet, this study collected a wide scope of 

student data (e.g., the subjects' test scores, information on 

how they used the CALL program) accurately euid reliably in 

individual computer files. 

3.8.1 Type of Hardware 

A leurge peirt of the material development was done with 

the researcher's home computer (Macintosh Performa 6400/180). 

Some software modifications were also underteUcen on a Power 

Macintosh 8100AV at the Hmnemities Conputing and Technology 

Research Laboratory (HumCAT) located at the University of 

Arizona. At the ASU and NAU laboratory sites, the students 

used Macintosh platforms (Power Mac 7300)3 for the CALL 

experiment. 

One difficulty in implementing this CALL project was the 

tremsportation of the experimental materials to disteunt 

reseeurch sites. The materials vrere of such a size that it 

was not practical to use diskettes. A high capacity storage 

device was needed to load the complete CALL program (23 MB). 

It was also necessary for the device to be adsle to store 

additional 50 to 70 MB for the collected data from each 

school. A zip drive (manufactured by Iomega emd with a 

capacity of 100MB) was used to ceurry out these important 

tasks safely and efficiently. The use of two zip ceurtridges 
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(one for the materials and data, the other as a baclcup) 

enabled the reseaurcher to iznnediately retrieve leirge amounts 

of subject data at both ASU and NAU and store them in a safe 

place (i.e., the researcher's own computer archive). 

Second, the CALL program developed for the research 

required listening and recording facilities: All the lessons 

and assessment materials included audio recordings as well as 

graphics and text. Fifteen headphones used for individual 

listening, were temporarily provided by the Center for 

COTiputing & Information Technology (CCIT). They were heoid-

carried together with other heurdw«ure items to each research 

site. Computers at both laboratories were already equipped 

with microphones for recordings. 

3.8.2 Selection of Software: The Original CALL 

program 

The instructional materials used in this vocabulaury CALL 

program were mainly an adaptation of a commercially available 

CD-ROM software program. Learn to SpeeUc Japanese (1994). The 

program was basically a compilation of black-and-white 

Japanese language lessons created with the HyperCard 

authoring system. A copy was provided by the computer 

softweure supplier, the Learning Company, at no charge. The 

Learning Compemy also gave their written permission for 

research use of the software. 

Leam to Speak Japanese was designed to be a 'self-

paced' language program for beginning-level leeumers of 

Japanese. The software's instructional emphasis was on the 
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develoExnent of conversational skills emd everyday voceÛ ulary 

in Japanese in real-life situations. Therefore, a large 

proportion of the lessons was devoted to the presentation of 

dialogues and sentences and the introduction of 

ccxmnunicatively useful Japanese words. The instructional 

contents of this multimedia Japanese program included 

auditory, visual emd textual cues. 

The software is especially suited for self-study in this 

type of experiment: 1) It allows the user to hear audio 

recordings of native Japanese speakers and to see kana 

transcripts of the recordings, and 2) grammatical 

explanations and orthographic tutoring eu:e availeUsle in 

"GraxamaLT Help" and "Kana Tutor" with a mouse click on the 

corresponding icon. In Leam to Speak Japanese, Japanese 

treinscripts are displayed in order to enhance word 

recognition and reading skills. In this respect, the 

software's protocol resembles that of the course 

textbook, yoo/coso/, (Tohsaku, 1994) used in the subjects' 

classes. Both support the eeurly development of reading emd 

writing proficiency in Japanese within a communicative 

framework. The software contains 20 lessons, and two of the 

lessons eure aural tests. 

Out of the 20 lessons, four lessons were selected eind 

adapted for the experiment's vocabulary instruction: Lesson 8 

Describing Things, Lesson 9 Likes and Dislikes, Lesson 18 

This £md That, and Lesson 19 Where is it. The grammatical 

topics of these lessons had already been covered in the 

prechapter of the course book prior to the experiment both at 
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ASU eind NAU. Thus, these topics appeared to be most relevant 

and appropriate to the subjects' knowledge of the grammatical 

structures presented in those lessons. In other urords, the 

subjects were able to focus their attention on the new 

material (L2 nirords), rather than the old material (L2 

grammar). The vocabuleiry items were replaced, while the 

structure of the program, the greumnatical information and 

kema cheirts were retained. See below for a full description. 

3.8.3 Modification of the CALL prograa 

HyperCard (versions 2.3 euid 2.3.5) was used for both the 

development emd execution of experimental materials. This 

authoring system was appropriate for three reasons: 1) the 

softwcure's compatibility with any Apple Macintosh computer, 

2) its relative ease in developing and executing L2 

instruction and assessment, and 3) the reseeurcher's previous 

experience in operating the hardware (i.e., the Macintosh 

ccMnputer) and writing code in HyperTalk (i.e., the 

programming lemguage used in HyperCeurd software). 

HyperCard is an Apple software instrument which allows 

the programmer to display a vzuriety of multimedia information 

such as texts, graphics, audio and video recordings, as well 

as digitized photographs. These materials are stored in 

documents called "stacks." Interaction among different pieces 

of information is possible both within each individual stack 

and between stacks, allowing the user to view all the 

information in em interactive way. Each stack constitutes a 

series of linked "cards" which are the equivalent of the 
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pages of a tex-tbook. To view the whole stack, the user cem go 

frCTQ one ceurd to another, as he/she would turn textbook 

pages. The basic operations is controlled by the program, 

while the development of colored visuals and audio materials 

can be done with built-in media tools. HyperCeu'd scripting 

skills do not require high-level programming knowledge. 

The authoring HyperCard software was first used to adapt 

the original software. Then it was used to add new features 

to the program, as well as the previewing «md testing 

modules. The complete CALL program, therefore, consisted of 

three modules: 1) orientation (previewing module) — i.e., 

training the subjects on how to use the CALL program, 2) L2 

instruction (lesson module) — i.e., providing elementary-

level Japanese lessons, and 3) assessment (testing module) — 

i.e., administering tests. However, it is important to 

mention that the lesson module was designed with two sepeurate 

computer functions: to provide L2 vocabuleoiy lessons to the 

subjects, and to gather "learning data" on each subject 

(i.e., data on his/her learning characteristics during the 

lessons, including information on how long the subject spent 

on each lesson and how many times the subject clicked on a 

part:icular sound button). The following three sections 

describe how each module was produced. 

1) Previewing Module 

A majority of computer functions had been programmed in 

HyperCard buttons, and the subjects would be asked to click 

on button icons throughout the experiment. Therefore, it was 
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impoxTteuit to create a module to familiaurize the subjects with 

the four button icons used in the CALL lessons: 1) the word 

button (to play a recording of the vocabulary item), 2) the 

dialogue button (to display an audio recording and kana 

tremscript of a dialogue/sentence), 3) the grammau: button (to 

get Grammar Help), and 4) the kana button (to show the Kama 

sylled̂ ary). One stack entitled "START HERE" served to preview 

the materials. The stack demonstrated a sample Japemese word, 

'same ' (shark), euid provided basic instructions on the use 

of these four button icons. In other words, the orientation 

screen presented the %irord 'same' in kana, as well as its 

English tramslation, shark. It also demonstrated that a mouse 

click on the audio button would play the Japanese recording 

of the word, while the dialogue button would play the 

conversation between two Japemese speakers using the word. It 

also showed that the clicking on the kana and grammaur buttons 

which would link the current card to the original software's 

Kcuia Tutor and Grammeu: Help utilities located in separate 

stacks. 

The goal of the previewing module was to quickly train 

the subjects to use the HyperCard program properly. 

Therefore, only one sample was created etnd demonstrated on 

the computer screen to all the subject groups for 

approximately five minutes. The subjects were encouraged to 

stay in this stack until they felt cooforteible with using the 

HyperCard buttons. A copy of the preview screen is included 

in the Appendices (î pendix D: Preview Page). 
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The progreunming of lesson reuidomization was implemented 

in this stack as well. A lesson sequence was randomized each 

time for a new subject so that a particuleu: instructional 

order would not influence the voceibulary leemiing. In other 

words, the remdomized presentation of the four lessons was 

implemented to counterbalance the possible order effects 

(i.e., the influence of the order in which subjects received 

experimental materials.) Table 3.4 shows what information was 

provided or requested for output by the program. 

Tedile 3.4 

Previewing Diaolav 

Previewing |one card * asked for subject's full name 
* provided a statement of lesson goals 
* displayed d«no buttons 
* randomized a sequence of lessons 

2) Lesson Module 

The aim of L2 instruction in this research was to expose 

the subjects to new Japenese words so as to test frcxn which 

of the two CALL versions the beginners would leau:ti new 

vocabulary most effectively. First, all the original lexical 

items in the commercial software were replaced with 40 new 

Japemese words. (For the justification for emd the 
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description of the selected vocabuleury items, see the section 

on vociUsulary items 3.9.2.) The thorough replacement was 

necessary, since the subjects had been exposed in their 

Japcmese courses to most of the %rords used in the original 

softweure program. Second, to change the vocabulaury also meemt 

to change everything accompanying the words: corresponding 

Japanese speech, kema script and illustrations. 

Each new word was illustrated with a drawing. These 

drawings were gathered mostly from clip eurt collections. The 

images were transferred from their original CD euid saved in 

a compatible file format, and then iî >orted into the lesson 

module. The images were memipulated, and their size emd color 

were altered to fit each stack. Also, sone illustrations from 

a HyperCeurd stack, "Art Bits," were chosen for use. These 

black £md white images were first colorized emd resized with 

HyperCard's Paint Tools program and then imported into the 

lesson stacks. Audio recordings for each word were produced 

in a male auid female voice. Both were native speakers of 

standard Japanese. The recordings were compressed to take as 

little space as possible while maintaining sound clarity. 

After all the new drawings and recordings were in place, the 

hiragana script was typed in Japanese fonts. Both the 

vocedsuleuy and dialogues were written in Japanese script. 

However, a brief English translation of each word was 

displayed for the teurget vocabulary items to ensure the 

clarity of meaning. The Romaji script was inserted only for 

the vocabuleu:y items of the experimental group. Two CALL 

versions of the four lesson stacks were placed in either the 
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folder entitled "Experiment" or "Control." 

The whole process was found to be extremely complicated, 

requiring the orchestrated display of audio, visual and 

textual cues. Therefore, a template (i.e., an outline of 

display information including button icons, cues and feedback 

to be given on a card) of each lesson was drawn on paper to 

facilitate the production of the vocabulary cards. The 

template outline was useful to organize the materials etnd the 

order that they appeared. 

After the material modification, the vocabulary tutorial 

was different from the original CD in several respects: It 

contained two separate presentations of sound input (w audio 

button for each word and a dialogue button for longer texts), 

dual textual cues (in hiragana script and with English 

translations) as well as vividly colored illustrations of the 

focal voced3ul6u:y. A sample lesson page of the CALL program is 

provided in the Appendices (Appendix E: Sample Lesson). 

In total, the lesson module consisted of four lesson 

stacks. In order to collect data on learner processes, it was 

programmed to pop up a name box which requested individual 

subjects to type in the first lesson stack. The name box had 

an error trapping: If the subject left the box blank, it 

would ask for name input before he/she finished the last 

lesson stack. All the four lesson stacks were designed to 

store the following information in the form of the subject's 

individual data file: total le£uniing (i.e., the amount of 

time spent on each lesson as well as on all the lessons), 

audio access (i.e., the number of clicks made to hear the 
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Jap2mese recording), kana access (i.e., the number of clicks 

made to study the kana letters), grammar access (i.e., the 

number of clicks made to access grammatical information) and 

dialogue access (i.e., the number of clicks made to display a 

dialogue or sentence in audio and Japanese text). These 

characteristics %#ere defined as the "process data," in 

contrast to the "performetnce data" that are explained in the 

next section of the testing module. Immediately after the 

subject coô leted each lesson, the process data of each 

subject were stored in a Text format with his/her full name 

euid the date. Because there were a total of four voceibulary 

lessons, each subject produced four "process data" files by 

the end of the lesson module. Table 3.5 illustrates how ten 

Japemese words were taught in each lesson in the modified 

program. 

Table 3.5 

Leaaon Dianlav 

Title Page one ceurd * Title Information 
* Key Structure 
* Voceibul2u:y Theme 
* Advance Orgamizer (a brief 
introduction of the lesson thane) 

Lesson Pages several 
cards 

* Presentation of 10 Japanese words 
(audio/graphics/dialogue example/ 
Japanese script/grammeir/kana tutor) 
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3) Testing Module 

The testing nodule was created to measvire the subjects' 

short-term voceibulairy retention. It consisted of four 

assessment stacks, with each one requesting the input of the 

subject's name in the beginning. These stacks were also 

programmed to record each subject's vocabulary performance 

data (i.e., response items and scores automatically 

calculated by the computer) in the subject's data file. All 

the test directions were %irritten in English. The expressions 

used in the directions %irere pretested «uid modified until 

pilot subjects understood the directions clearly. 

The performemce of L2 vocabuleiry learning was evaluated 

in terms of recognition (e.g., identification of a Japanese 

word at the command of a matching L2 sound) and production 

(e.g., oral reproduction of a Japanese word, which was 

recorded in the data collection program.) The rationale for 

targeting these leuiguage aspects (i.e., receptive and 

productive skills) stemmed from the theory of L2 vocabuletry 

acquisition (e.g.. Nation, 1990) presented in the previous 

chapter. 

As explained, the study was designed based on a 

simplified version of the foreign language vocabulary 

learning model postulated by Nation (1990). Two ways to 

remember the Japanese voceUsuleury examined in this study are: 

1) through the association of L2 word meaning to 

corresponding L2 sound, emd 2) through the association of L2 

word meeming to corresponding L2 script. These two 

association types %irere further divided into recognition emd 
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production measures. Therefore, a total of four test stacks 

were created, and they %irere entitled as folloii/s: 1) Sound 

Games (i.e., a sound recognition test), 2) Kana Games (a kana 

script recognition test), 3) Pronunciation Games (a sound 

production test), and 4) Spelling Games (a kana production 

test). The four assessment stacks %#ere designed to be 

executed in a fixed order. 

The first two stacks of "recognition" assessment (i.e., 

Sound Games and Kana Games) were designed to test all the 40 

Japanese words previously taught in the lesson stacks. On the 

other hand., the last tMO stacks of "production" assessment 

(i.e.. Pronunciation Games and Spelling Games) were designed 

to test only ten out of the 40 words. Since the voceUaulary 

lessons in this experiment focused mainly on word recognition 

rather than production, it was considered appropriate to 

reduce the number of production test items. The reduction of 

test items was also intended not to overburden the subjects' 

working memory during this experiment. Working memory is the 

leeurner's memory capacity that is available for immediate 

mental operations in thinking or problem-solving (Good 6 

Brophy, 1995). 

All the assessment stacks were placed at the end of the 

vocabuleury instruction. It was considered that a short test 

taken after each lesson of just 10 words would lead to 

extremely high learner performance, alternately minimizing 

the probability of treatment effects. Table 3.6 shows what 

was cued in this module. 
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Tcible 3.6 

Asseggment Pigpiav 

Title Page one ceurd * Provide information on what is 
measured in each assessment 
stack 

Sound Games & 
Kana Games 
(Recognition 
Assessment) 

eight catrds 
respectively 

* Display experimental stimuli 
* Present multiple choice 
response items 

Pronunc iation 
Games 6 
Spelling Games 
(Production 
Assessment) 

four cards 
respectively 

* Display experimental stimuli 
* Request student production for 
sound or spelling 

The programming of the eibove experimental instruments 

was undertaken by the reseatrcher with technical assistance 

during the months of June to September, 1997. Early 

prototypes of the CALL program were tested with eUaout 15 

pilot subjects for feasibility emd effectiveness in a series 

of sessions conducted in the Humanities Computing and 

Technology Research Laboratory (HumCAT) at the University of 
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Arizona. The siibjects' feedback was incorporated into further 

improvement in all the three modules. Before the finalized 

softweure was ready for experimental use, four months of 

intensive material gathering, programming, testing and 

retesting took place. The procedure of "debugging" (i.e., 

giving the program a test to check if it produces expected 

output) was especially crucial in verifying the reliability 

of the c<xnplete CALL program. 

3.9 Instructional Materials 

In this section, specific descriptions of the lessons 

and voceibuleury items sure provided in detail. The first part 

explains what the CALL lessons offered, while the second 

shows the 40 words that were presented in the lessons amd 

assessed in the tests. 

3.9.1 L2 Lessons 

One version of the CALL program given to the 

experimental group was romemized vocabuleury instruction, 

while the other version for the control group was non-

romanized vocabuleury instruction. To present new lexical 

material in Japanese, the existing four lessons were 

modified with the type of vocabulary that fit the purpose of 

this CALL experiment. 

Both versions of the CALL program provided four Japemese 

voceUsulary lessons. First, the subject saw the previewing 

stack called "START HERE," which presented a brief 

demonstration on how to use the Japanese program. After the 

siibjects practiced with the button icons, they were asked to 
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click on the but-ton at the bottom of the card to start the 

first lesson. The four lessons were presented in a random 

order. In other %irordS/ a different sequence of the lessons 

was provided for every subject. On the beginning card of each 

lesson, an advanced organizer was presented to show the 

pcirticuleir vocabulary theme of the lesson. The subsequent 

lesson ceurds had their own navigation buttons (i.e., to go 

forweurd or backward) so that the subjects could review any 

material whenever they wanted to. 

It is important to note that the subjects could access 

at any time two sepeurate stacks, "Kana Tutor" and "Grammar 

Help." "Kana Tutor" displayed the Hiragema sylledsary with the 

basic 46 letters and additional symbols arranged in a 

phonological order, while "Grammar Help" provided a brief 

explemation edsout the grammar structure of each lesson. The 

buttons to access these pages also appeared at the bottom of 

each lesson screen. In this way, the internal navigation 

system allowed the learners to access the "Hiragema Sylled>ary 

Chaurt" any time they wished to check either the Kana or 

Romanized spelling. Access to the syllabary screen and the 

grammar help was of course disconnected during the assessment 

phase. 

The four Japanese lessons featured a total of 40 new 

Japanese content words, which had not been taught in the 

classro<xn prior to the experiment. In order to meUce the 

learning rich in context and fun, all the vocabulary was 

instructed in either dyadic conversations or monologue 

sentences, with vividly colored illustrations and native-
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speeikers' recordings (i.e., for each word «md each 

dialogue/sentence). The 40 %iwrds selected were high frequency 

words used to describe concrete objects in Japanese. Any 

Japeuiese word which had already appeared in the course 

textbooks and materials of the subjects were eliminated, thus 

only a limited number of new Japanese words were available as 

the instructional material. 

3.9.2 Vocabulary Zteas 

The 40 words selected were Japanese concrete nouns such 

as euiimals euid household items. The rationale for selecting 

vocabuleury items falls into several selection criteria. 

First, the main reason for choosing only concrete nouns 

was to simplify the learning of the new lexical items in this 

experiment. Peurts of speech of L2 vocabulary possess a 

varying leeuming burden (Nation, 1990). The lecunied>ility of 

an L2 word greatly depends on its semantic complexity: 

abstractness, register restriction, or other specificity such 

as diomaticity emd multiple meaning (Laufer, 1997). It 

appesurs to be generally agreed that concrete nouns eu:e more 

readily acquired by L2 leaners than abstract nouns (De Groot, 

1992; Nation, 1990; Hulstijin, 1997). Japanese nouns are 

basically free from plurality, syntactic information, emd 

graimnatical gender agreement, whereas its adjectives emd 

verbs involves the complexity of morphological leeuming. 

Therefore, it was decided that concrete nouns were most 

appropriate for Japemese beginners to leeum in the CALL 

program. 
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Second, only hiragana letters were used in the 

experiment, although the subjects could read the other basic 

script, katakana. (Hiragana is the script mainly used for 

indigenous Japanese words, while katakeuia is used to %nrite 

loem words from Western languages including English.) Simply 

not to confoxind the script effects in the experiment, only 

the voceUsuleury written in the hiragana script was considered 

for selection. The selection of a script was iiî >ort2mt 

because that particular script was used both in the 

voceUsulary instruction emd assessment, although the 

experimental group's material was assisted with Rcoaji. 

Third, each lesson was designed to present 10 words by 

theme. That is, four lessons were eurremged to teach a total 

of 40 items based on common vocedaulary themes, such as 

"Desert Animals." This theme-based arreuigement was derived 

from theories on how humans leeum and store words in memory 

(whether the learner is a first or second lamguage acquirer.) 

The tendency to categorize learned items plays the key role 

in LI voceibulary development (Claurk, 1993; Keil, 1994). 

Semantic association is also a learning strategy commonly 

used in L2 vocabuleury learning (Hague, 1987; Semaoui, 1995). 

Thus, learners do not store new vocabuleury in the 

alphabetical manner of a dictioneury, but process each item 

through semantic mapping (i.e., relating the meeming of a new 

word to other L2 words or concepts they already know). In 

other words, categorization is a salient aspect of human 

cognitive activities. This instructional design was selected 

to better assist the subjects in retrieval of the learned 
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vcx:abulary. 

Fourth, consonant-glide combinations (i.e., hiragana 

syllables such as kya, hyi, ryo), and geminates (i.e., double 

consonemts as in BaJsJua) were avoided except one word 

{sentaJsĴ i for refrigerator). Only the basic 46 symbols and 

additioneil 20 sylltUsles with voiced consonants (e.g., ga, za, 

da) of the hiragana scripts %«ere used to compose the other 39 

words. Geminates <u:e thought to demonstrate a different 

linguistic nature from other types of Japanese lexicon 

(Tsujifflura, 1996), and the original software did not include 

reference to consonant-glide combination syll2U3les in the 

hiragana sylleibeury cheurt, either. The level of difficulty in 

processing these coô lex syll2d>les may affect learner 

outcome. Moreover, simileurity in form is more confusing them 

simileurity in meaning especially to L2 beginners (Coady, 

1993; Laufer, 1997; Nation, 1990). It would be heurd to leam 

a new L2 word which sound or look very similar to another L2 

word. Because synformy, or similarity in form, are likely to 

cause an interfering effect in a vocabul2u:y experiment, the 

study was carefully designed not to present Japanese words of 

very similar pronunciation or spellings within the same 

lesson. 

The fifth criterion for selection was the degree of 

familiarity with the lexical concepts in the learner's mother 

tongue. Fran a pedagogical point of view, L2 words that are 

semantically and conceptually accessible by the leetmer eure 

acquired most efficiently. All the 40 vocabuleury items eure 

the objects that eure considered relatively familietr to the 
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college-level subjects living in the United States. 

Infrequently used words and culturally bound concepts were 

also avoided. For instance, words such as ahouyu (lit. soy 

sauce) may be semeuitically distant from the JFL learner's 

everyday experience. As a consequence, the presentation of 

words whose English equivalents are also unfamiliar to the 

subjects would produce a confounding veuriable. On the other 

hand, the Japamese words which have been incorporated into 

English lexicon, such as aushi and futon, were excluded. 

Sixth, in order not to overburden the subjects' 

voc8U3ul6u:y recall, only words with relatively few letters 

were used. The range of the number of letters (or morae) 

v£Lried from 2 morae (the shortest) to 5 morae (the longest) 

in the finalized corpus of L2 word items. However, it was 

made sure that words used in the textbook or supplementary 

materials had been eliminated from the experimental 

vocabulary list. 

Last of all, all the target words were presented with 

English translations and illustrations. Each word had close 

sememtic overlap with its English translation word (e.g., (2$ 

h- - scissors) and its graphic representation so as to 

cleeurly indicate its meeming. That is because empirical 

evidence supports the in̂ rtemce of presenting cues other 

than the word itself. For instance, using simultemeous word 

treuislation with a corresponding picture image is thought to 

be the most effective strategy (Nation 1982). Similarly, L2 

voccUsuleury presentation is most profiteible (for both short-
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term and long-term retention) %rtien a new word is shown with 

em illustration (Levine & Reves, 1990). L2 vocabulary 

acquisition is likely to be maximized when enriched by 

multiple presentation of semeuitic association (i.e. visual 

emd/or auditory presentation together with translation) 

(Allen, 1992). That is probably because the more associations 

occur, the longer L2 voceUdulary "stays in the memory" 

(Nation, 1990, p. 167). 

TcUsles 3.7 and 3.8 present the list of 40 Japanese 

voccOsuleury items used in the finalized version. Note that the 

order of the listed items does not correspond to the order of 

their actual presentation. 
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List of Exoerimental Vocabularv Itama #! 

Lesson Tit:le & Structural Emphasis Vocabulary Theme 
Lesson 1: Likes and Dislikes (... ) Desert Animals 
1) Uin shika (deer) 

2) hebi (snake) 

3) tokage (lizard) 

4) uzura (quail) 

5) sasori (scorpion) 

6) yamaneko (\Mldcat) 

7) c 51) y koomori (bat) 

8) ^ ̂  fukuroo (o\wi) 

9) if&izU hachidori (hummingbird) 

10) 6 c ̂ « araiguma (racoon) Total: 34 morae 

Lesson 2: Describing Nature (...«. f ) The Natural 
1 ) U ^  s h i m a  ( i s l a n d )  

2) taki (waterfall) i 
3) ^#5^ umi (sea) 

4) t) y mori (forest) 

5) kazan (volcano) 

6) kasee (Mars) 1 

7) H-tttN dosee (Saturn) 

8) taiyoo (Sun) 

9) tt# a ̂  sekidoo (equator) 

10) U nagareboshi (shooting star) Total: 30 morae 
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TeUale 3.8 

Voeabulâ  ̂T»<»ih« Jk'i 

Lesson Title 6 Structural Emphasis Vocabulary Thane 

Lesson 3: This and That fCtl/afcHZ-ttlttWCf i*. ) Ocean Life 
1) masu (trout) 

Z) tt^KZ. kani (crab) 

3) kai (seashell) 

4) ^ ft same (shark) 

5) kame (turtle) 

6) lyt.'Q hitode (starfish) 

7) < kujira (whale) 

8) unagi (eel) 

9) kamome (seagull) 

10) <*: ^ tobiuo (flyingfish) Total: 26 morae 

Lesson 4: Where is it? (...It. £ZIZSU ) Household Items 
1) hasami (scissors) 

2) kabin (vase) 

3) kagami (mirror) | 

4) TA»"& denchi (battery) | 

5) D# soojiki (vacuum cleaner) 

6) V^/t< dentaku (calculator) 

7) C gomibako (trash can) 

8) fuutoo (envelope) 

9) c reezooko (refrigerator) 

10) itA/^< # sentakuki (washing machine) Total: 38 morae 
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3.9.3 Th« Tr«ata«nti th« Umm of Roaaji 

In this experimental study, the treatment is the use of 

RS assisting in the presentation of the vocabulary items. The 

particulau: romanizing system used for the treatment was a 

canbination of two standard Romaji systems: Heĵ um emd 

Cabinet Ordinance. The sxibjects were accustomed to this 

Romanization style, because the same combination was utilized 

in the prechapters of the course textbook, Yookoao ; it was 

thus felt most appropriate to use it in the experixnent as 

well. 

Whereas all the Japanese lessons were provided to both 

groups in a parallel manner, the treatxnent was provided only 

to the experimental subjects. In other words, the Kana 

script during the CALL vocabulary instruction. The computer 

stations were eurranged in such a way that the control group 

could not see the RS, which was displayed only in the 

experimental group's software. Therefore, the treatment 

effect did not leeJc into the control group's experiment. 

The following three conditions formed the rationale for 

adding RS to the Keuia script, instead of displaying only RS 

to the experimental subjects. First, the simplest and most 

straight-forward experimental design was preferred. For 

excunple, a split-block design may compare the effect of RS 

with that of Kauia per se: half of the subjects would receive 

the RS version in lessons 1 euid 2 and half would receive the 

Kana version, and their conditions would be altered in 

lessons 3 and 4. Yet, this design does not enable the 

researcher to subtract the effects of lesson type 
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statistically: both groups' posttest results are confounded 

with different types of lesson contents (i.e., each lesson 

differs in the number of total morae and its vocabulary 

theme). Second, the logistics of this research did not allow 

other possible ways to examine the effects of RS. For 

exeunple, with the subjects recruited from other schools, it 

was infeasible to conduct a series of experiments over time. 

It will be interesting to present several different 

orthographic conditions (e.g., RS vs. Kana, RS plus Kana vs. 

Kama etc.) emd to coiî >are the results in future research. 

Last of all, this one-session experiment was most suitable 

because of the limited use of computer laboratories at the 

subjects' universities. Because of these logistics, it was 

decided to administer both soiind and kama tests in a single 

experiment. In order to assess kana recognition amd 

production, the experimental group had to be allowed to 

process the vocabulary items in kama as well as RS. 

In the previewing stack where a brief training was given 

to familieurize the subjects with the use of HyperCaurd 

buttons, the sample word was presented without RS. This 

decision was made in order to "minimize the obviousness of 

the aims of the study" to all the involved subjects (Brown, 

1988). As noted before, RS was not used in the dialogue/ 

sentence texts. For example, immediately after a dyadic 

Japanese conversation was played with a click on the audio 

button, the transcription of the dialogue appeared in 

hiragana script, followed by its English translation. Also, 

Grammeir expleination in the Grammar Help utility was given in 
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English, except for Japanese exan̂ le sentences which %#ere 

written in the hiragana script. Most importantly, RS was not 

used in the assessment, %î ich was identical for both 

experimental and control groups. 

3.10 Assessaent Types 

This section describes peirticular assessment types 

employed to measure the dependent variable euid other 

variables specified in the research hypotheses section. These 

varieibles include vocedaulary, background and learning 

vctriables. The following information on each measure is 

provided: 1) assessment purpose, 2) appropriateness of the 

selected instrument, and 3) measurement characteristics 

including the scoring of the results. The administration of 

the assessment is described in the next section on 

procedures. 

3.10.1 Preliminary Assessaent 

Two short vocabulary tests were administered as 

prelimineiry assessment for two purposes: 1) to measure any 

difference in previous Japemese vocabulary knowledge bet%«een 

the experimental euid control groups, and 2) to measure any 

difference in previous Japanese vocabulary knowledge between 

ASU and NAU subjects group. If no significant difference was 

found between ASU and NAU subjects, the result would help 

justify the researcher's treatment of the t%fo groups as one 

subject sample. 

The goal of the pretest administration was to assess the 

subjects' preexisting vocabulary knowledge without alerting 
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them to the test items. Pretests 1 and 2 included 10 words 

respectively, which are only one fourth of all the vocabulary 

items that were going to be taught in the lessons. On one 

hemd, one cannot measure reliably a condition existing prior 

to 2m experiment if the measurement is different, in a pure 

statistical sense. On the other hand, the researcher should 

avoid accidentally sensitizing subjects to the content of the 

voceLbuleury assessment (i.e., if subjects are unintentionally 

made aweure of what they will be tested on, such awareness 

will confound the results of the posttests). After consulting 

a statistician, the following conclusion was made: one can 

reasonably assiime that a smaller version of the posttests may 

suffice as a rough estimate of the precondition by 

multiplying the scores. Therefore, only 10 items were 

reindomly selected from the lessons and were used to test if 

the subjects could identify any of these words with sound euid 

textual cues prior to the vocabuleury instruction. 

Ten pretest items were selected randomly from the list 

of the CALL vocabuleury. Pretest 1 was designed to assess the 

subjects' comprehension of the meaning-sound correspondence. 

Thus, 10 sound cues (i.e., words pronounced one by one by the 

researcher) were given in Japanese during the administration 

of Pretest 1. On the other hand. Pretest 2 was designed to 

measure the subjects' orthographic )cnowledge of the same ten 

words. Thus, 10 script cues (i.e., words spelled in the 

hiragema script) %irere given to match with the corresponding 

English translations. The scores from both tests were merged 

into a 20 point-scale. Most subjects testified voluntarily 
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that they were not familiar with any of the test items. 

Although the subjects were encouraged to guess answers, some 

left their test sheets blank. Guessed responses often yielded 

a few correct answers. As stated earlier, a copy of the 

pretests is provided in the î pendices (Appendix Bx Sample 

Pretest). 

3.10.2 Posttests 

A series of posttests were designed to measure the 

cunount of L2 vocabulary retention immediately after 

instruction. Following Smith et al.'s (1994) assessment 

design, originally both immediate and delayed posttests were 

included in this study. However, it was impossible to summon 

the same subjects for the second posttest after two weeks due 

to institutional time constraints. Therefore, only data on 

short-term vocabuleury retention was obtained in the current 

reseeirch. 

The assessment of both "recognition" emd "production'' 

outcomes of Japanese vocabuleury was undertaken in the tests. 

Recent L2 vocabulary research has shown that one's receptive 

and productive word knowledge are interrelated and yet are 

different in capacity and. processing (e.g., Clark, 1993; 

Nation, 1990; Melka, 1997). More specifically, the size of 

the L2 receptive vocabuleury and that of productive vocabuleury 

are asymmetrical, thus they should be sepeurately measured 

(Melka, 1997). Therefore, this L2 voceUauleury experiment 

included two types of assessment, one to test how meuiy words 

eure correctly recognized while the other to test how memy 
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words eure successfully reproduced after instruction. The 

number of correctly identified Jap«mese nouns, when shown an 

audio or script cue, was defined as constituting L2 

voc2d>uleu:y retention in the assessment of receptive 

vocabuleury Icnowledge. The number of correctly typed hiragana 

sylledsle sets and the number of accurately pronounced words, 

respectively, constituted the size of productive vocabulary 

retention. To lower the level of anxiety associated with the 

word "tests," the expression "games" was used for each 

assessment task. 

In sum, the four processes of L2 lexical retrieval were 

examined as follows: 1) sound to meeuiing, 2) script to 

meaning, 3) meaning to sound euid 4) meaning to script. The 

first two processes were examined in terms of receptive 

vocsQduleiry knowledge, whereas the latter two were tested for 

productive vocabuleury knowledge. The two recognition tests 

were called Sound Games and Kana Games. When provided with an 

L2 sound or script, the subjects were instructed to click on 

a picture representing the meaning in the tests. Similarly, 

the two production tests %irere called Pronunciation Games and 

Spelling Games. In these tests, the subjects were asked to 

reproduce the corresponding L2 word either orally or 

orthographically in response to a picture cue. The duration 

of a graphic stimulus (i.e., Kana) presentation was limited 

by the machine for 2 seconds, while a sound cue was given 

twice for each word during the recognition tests. The 

leeumer's speed in cue-response processing was measured only 

in the recognition assessment. On the other hand, only 10 
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pictures were cued in the production assessment (i.e., 

pronouncing or typing the %irord in kana) because of an 

educational consideration: it was felt inappropriate to test 

productive skills for all 40 words since the CALL instruction 

itself did not require the leeumer to work on these areas of 

vocabuleury use. Scores from the recognition assessment range 

from 0 to 40, while a 0-3 scale is used for the measurement 

of production results. Sample posttests (both recognition and 

production tests) are included in the Appendices (Appendix F: 

Sample Kana Geune; Appendix G: Sample Spelling Game). 

3.10.3 The Questionnaire 

To obtain information on a variety of learner variables, 

the researcher asked the subjects to emswer a questionnaire 

which had two coô nents: 1) a group of questions on the 

learner's demographic characteristics and 2) a group of 

questions on self-perceived learning strategies. Both 

cCTiponents were combined into a two page long questionnaire, 

which was handed out to each subject upon his/her c<»npletion 

of the experiment. 

The first portion of the questionnaire was designed to 

obtain general information on the research particip£tnts. 

Demographic questions used in a CALL experimental study on L2 

leeumers of French (Grace, 1995) wre adapted. Some peur̂ s of 

the questionnaire dra%m from a study on JFL learners (Okamura 

1995) were also incorporated to obtain a sufficient 

description of the sample population pertinent to this 

reseeurch (i.e., JFL learners). The following questions about 
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the subject cheuracteristics were askeds 1) gender, 2) age, 3) 

major, 4) native lamguage, 5) prior exposure to Japanese 

(i.e., experience in learning Japanese, contact with native-

speakers of Japanese, traveling experience in Japan), and 6) 

prior linguistic experience (in any foreign or second 

lemguage) and proficiency level. 

The second part was constructed to gather information 

regarding the subjects' self-reported use of strategies 

pertinent to learning new vocabulary as well as the level of 

anxiety or frustration felt at any point of the experiment. A 

5-item Likert scale was used for this portion of the 

questionnaire. The purpose of this eissessment was to 

investigate the types of mnemonic devices used by the 

subjects and their anxiety and comfort levels, all of which 

may play a role in the measurement of the dependent variable. 

Questions aUx>ut mnemonic use were adapted from a study on 

Japanese leeuming strategies (Chamot et al., 1993), while 

questions regarding the impact of affect were peurtially used 

from a study on Japanese leuiguage anxiety (Aida, 1994). 

Sanaoui (1995) documented several lexical learning strategies 

used by L2 leeumers of different proficiency levels, and that 

study also provided sane insight to the current study in 

forming the strategy questions. The strategies Sanaoui 

identified include immediate repetition (i.e. repeating the 

word out loud or mentally right after the encounter) and 

spaced repetition (coming back to the word later on for 

practice), mental drawing, and contextual association of a 

new word. Self-reported accounts of how the subjects leeomed 
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Japanese words in the program were collected. The technique 

of using self-reports on vocabulary learning has been 

supported by several researchers (Naiman et al., 1975; 

O'Malley & Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990). 

Johnson (1992) eurgues that a good questionnaire is 1) 

built on a theory or previous research, 2) written in clear, 

non-technical language, 3) easy to understand (e.g., double-

negatives should be avoided), and 4) presented with an 

example that illustrates how they should answer the 

questions. When the first version of the questionnaire was 

constructed, these elements %#ere taken into consideration. 

Then sufficient testing of the questionnaire was conducted 

emd revisions were made a few times with technical 

assistemce. As mentioned eiurlier, a copy of the questionnaire 

ccm be found in the ̂ pendices (Appendix C: Sample 

Questionnaire). 

3.11 Bxperiaeatal Procedures 

Described in this section eure the following aspects of 

the experimental procedures: 1) exact steps followed in 

conducting the laboratory experiment, and 2) particular 

methods taken to obtain the participemts' cooperation and to 

maintain the level of research reliability. As mentioned 

eaurlier, the CALL experiment was administered to both ASU and 

NAU subjects in the same manner at their on-ceunpus cooqputer 

laboratories respectively. Table 3.9 presents a flow chaurt 

that illustrates when and how each procedure took place at 

each research site. 
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Table 3.9 

Exnerimenl̂ al Sfcapa / Chfonolooieal Ordar> 

(TASK GIVEN BY IN THE FORM OF 

1) 1 Reseeurch 
1 Introduction 
1 

Researcher Oral instruction & Written 
consents 

2)1 Pretests 
1 

Researcher Paper-and-penc il 

3)i Orientation Researcher fc 
CALL Program 

Oral instruction emd 
cofq>uterized orientation 

4)1 Lessons CALL Program Con̂ uterized instruction 

5) Posttests 

i 
CALL Program Computerized assessment 

6)1 Questionnaire 

i 

Researcher Paper-and-pencil 
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3.11.1 Pr«-«zp«riMBtal Work: 8t«ps 1-3 

In the beginning of each experimental session, the 

researcher introduced herself and infoxmed the subjects about 

the aim and procedures of the CALL program. The subjects 

steirted the experiment with tiiro pen-and-paper pretests of 10 

Japanese words, and then proceeded to previewing the module 

of the CALL program demonstrated on the overhead projector. 

Normally the construct of pretests should resemble that of 

posttests. However, a test on a smaller number of vocabulary 

items was constructed and administered in a different form 

(i.e., pen-and-pencil pretests vs. coô uter-assisted 

posttests) in this reseeurch. This was a feature the 

researcher deliberately iŝ sed to prevent the pretest items 

frcxn sensitizing the subjects for the posttest items. 

The subjects were also asked to try out the demo buttons 

in the preview stack individually until they felt that they 

had enough practice and were ready for CALL instruction. 

3.11.2 Bxperiaen1;al Work: Steps 4 and 5 

The subjects experienced the four lessons highlighting 

40 Japanese nouns on their own display screens. Following the 

vocabulary instruction came the assessment of the instructed 

vocabuleury items, where the subjects were individually tested 

in the same computer environment. 

3.11.3 Post-experlaental Work: Step 6 

At the end, a short questionnaire was administered to 

each subject as soon as he/she con̂ leted the program. 
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The completion of all the procedures (i.e., steps from 1 

to 6) took approximately 2 hours of lab time. The researcher 

played the role of a lab coordinator and observer. While the 

subjects worked on the CALL project, she was stationed in the 

back of the laboratory and was ready to answer questions for 

the subjects. 

3.12 Summary of the Methodology 

In the beginning of this chapter, five research design 

requirements of this experimental study were stated. These 

design requirements %rare met specifically as follows: 

1) Random assignment: Both ASU and NAU samples were randomly 

assigned to the experimental and control groups. 

2) Use of the treatment: The CALL lessons containing Romaji 

script was administered only to the experimental group. 

3) Use of pretests: Short pretests were given to all the 

participants prior to the experiment. 

4) Procedures to control the research condition: The 

experimental condition was made equal to both subject 

groups. 

5) Administration of posttests: four types of posttests were 

given to measure the dependent veuriable of L2 vocabuleuiry 

gain. 

Statistical procedures, such as t>tests. Analysis of 

Varieuice (ANOVA) and Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA), were 

ccurried out to exeunine the interrelationships among the 

variables in the table and to determine which two variables 
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3.13 Conclusion 

As was discussed in this chapter, the main theoretical 

framework of this study is the three-conponential model of 

foreign language voceddulary learning postulated by Nation 

(1990). The model defines learners' retention of L2 

vocabulajry as consisting of the meaning, sound, and spelling 

of L2 lexicon. Only the route of semantic mappings (i.e., 

meeuiing-sound and meaning-script) was examined in this 

con̂ uter-mediated experiment. As was argued before, these two 

linkages were selected because of their direct relevance to 

the central issue of beginning-level Japanese vocabulary 

leeiming: Does the use of the Romaji script (RS) facilitate 

JFL beginners' short-term vocabulaury retention? The next 

chapter. Chapter 4, provides an answer to this question as 

well as statistical results concerning other varieibles, such 

as the background and the learning varieUsles. 
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Footnotes 

T̂he main reason for excluding students of Japanese 

enrolled at the University of Arizona was the strong en̂ hasis 

on the eeirly acquisition of spoken Japanese in the University 

of Arizona's first-year Japemese course curriculum. In order 

to see the effects of RS on the learning of L2 sound as well 

aa of L2 script, the potential subject had to be preexposed 

to basic Japanese mrriting — kana symbols — prior to the 

experiment. Therefore, it was necessary to select sites where 

written Japanese was introduced to JFL beginners at the 

onset. 

Ôriginally 68 ASU students experienced the CALL project 

in the first week. However, the first experimental group 

could not complete the experiment, due to unexpected computer 

problems at the Computing Coimnons. This technical constraint 

resulted in an inevitable postponement of the experiment 

until the second experimental schedule was eurranged two weeks 

later. Therefore, data on 35 ASU subjects who participated 

only in the second week serve as "complete" database for full 

statistical euialysis in the current study. No con̂ uter 

problem caused any loss of subjects' data at NAU. 

Ône of the computer problems the first group of ASU 

subjects experienced on October 24 to 26 was caused by em 

incompatibility betvreen the new /̂ ple computer (i.e.. Power 

Mac 7300) and the software components (HyperCard 2.3) that 

were utilized for the first administration of the experiment. 

However, the software worked %iell with the older models of 
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Apple Macintosh (i.e., Performa 6400 and Power Mac 8100). 

Immediately the software was updated with HyperCard 2.3.5 

version, and no major conflict took place afterwards. It is 

regrettable that such a potential software-hardware mismatch 

had not been widely advertised as a warning to material 

developers. 
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RB8ULT8 

4.1 Introduction 

The primary goal of my experimental research was to 

investigate the effects of using RS on the short-term 

retention of Japanese voceÛ ulary. Statistically specUcing, 

subjects are the unit of analysis in this research. 

Therefore, the first section of this chapter presents subject 

demographics. In the subsequent sections, provided are the 

restatement of the research questions emd the variables, data 

descriptions emd measuronent techniques, as well as 

statistical analyses pertinent to the testing of each 

question. Then, the chapter ends with a short summary of 

major findings. The interpretations of the statistical 

results 5uid reseeorch inqplications are reserved for Chapter 5, 

Discussion. Overall, Chapter 4 consists of the following 

contents: 

1) Sample Description 

2) Research Questions and Hypotheses 

3) Script and Vocabuleory Retention 

4) Leeumer Background and Vocabuleuy Retention 

5) Learning Strategy and Vocabuleury Retention 

6) Other Results 

7) Summary of the Findings 

It should be noted that both descriptive and inferential 
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statistics have been calculated through the use of a 

conmercially available statistics software package, 5tat View 

4.1 (Haycock et al.# 1992). 

4.2 Saaple Description (Subject Deaographies) 

4.2.1 Sebool-Based Coapariaon of Backgrounds 

Subjects are sixty-one college students enrolled in 

first-semester Japanese courses (i.e., Japanese 101). Thirty 

five students of Japanese 101 from Arizona State University 

amd 26 students of Japanese 101 from Northern Arizona 

University %irere equally divided into the experimental and 

control groups on a reuidom basis at each research site. Two 

samples were coiî >ared for their background characteristics. 

The compeirison is necessary in order to justify this study's 

method of ccxnbining the subjects from two schools amd 

treating them as one whole san̂ le. First, Tedsle 4.1 presents 

a summeury of the subject distribution from the two 

universities. 

TeUsle 4.1 

Sub-iect Diatribution in Experimental and Control Groups 

School Control Experimental 
ASU (N = 35) 2

 
II »-•
 

CO
 

N = 17 

NAU (N = 26) N = 13 N = 13 

Total (N = 61) N = 31 N = 30 
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The background information on the 61 cases of the sample 

was collected through the use of questionnaires immediately 

after their CALL experiment. In the first cooponent, the 

subjects were asked to identify their enrollment status 

(Q«l)/ gender (Q.2), age (Q.3), immersion experience outside 

the U.S. (Q.4), length of previous Japanese study (Q.5), as 

well as previous foreign language experience and proficiency 

level (Q.6). In the second component, the subjects were asked 

to self-assess their vocabulary learning strategies and 

attitude towards the romanization of authentic Japanese 

texts. Only the first coô nent, the demographic data, is 

presented in this section. The analyses of learning 

strategies eure discussed later in this chapter in reference 

to Hypothesis 3. The sample of questionnaires is provided in 

the appendices (See Appendix A). 

The average age of the subjects is 21.7 years in this 

study. An unpaired t~test was performed to see a more 

detailed description of the subjects' age distribution. The 

following statistical terms emd ed>breviations %rare used in 

the report of the t-test results that follows: 

Mean Diff. The difference between the groups' 

(Mean Difference) eurithmetic means. 

DF The niunber of values that eure free 

(Degree of Freedom) to vary when calculating a 

statistic. 

t-Value The value resulted from a t-test 
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P-Value 

(Probability Value) 

The likelihood that a statistical 

result was obtained by chance. 

Std. Dev. 

(Standeurd Deviation) 

A statistic that shows how the 

scores are dispersed in a 

distribution. 

Std. Err A measure of sampling error, 

(St2mdard Error) indicating any error due to random 

fluctuations in the sauries. 

Tables 4.2 £uid 4.3 present the results of the unpaired t-test 

for age. 

Table 4.2 

Age Distribution bv School 

Group Info for Age 
Grouping Variable: School 

Count Me<m Variance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
ASU 35 20.771 10.182 3.191 .539 
NAU 26 23.000 25.760 5.075 .995 
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Tea>le 4.3 
Aoe Diatribution bv Sehool 

Unpaired t-test for Age 
Grouping Variable: School 
Hypothesized Difference » 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
ASU, NAUl -2.229 I 59 I -2.10X1 .0399 1 

As the tables show, there is a gap in the mean ages of 

the two schools: Mean » 20.8 for ASU and Mean = 23.0 for NAU. 

The result from the unpaired-test, however, indicates that 

the discrepancy in age distribution is not statistically 

significemt when the alpha level is set at .01. Age is, 

therefore, not a factor that differentiates the subject 

groups. 

A series of tables, TeUsles 4.4 to 4.6, present a 

breeJcdown of demographic characteristics by school. 

Tcible 4.4 

Gender Distribution bv School 

Frê ency Distribution for Gender 
Split By: School 

Female 
Male 
Total 

Total Count ASU Count NAU Count 
22 12 10 
39 23 16 
61 35 26 
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Tsdsle 4.5 

Diatribution of Previoug Jananege Exnarianea fJS\ by School 

Frequency Distribution for Previous JS 
Split By: School 

No 
Yes 
Total 

Total Count ASU Count NAU Count 
40 20 20 
21 15 6 
61 35 26 

Teible 4.6 

Distribution of Foreign Language Emerienee rFL\ bv Sehool 

Frequency Distribution for Previous FL 
Split By: School 

Total Count ASU Count NAU Count 
Fluent 22 16 6 
No 29 14 15 
NS 10 5 5 
Total 61 35 26 
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Table 4.4 shows that both subject groups had more male 

students than female students. T«Ut>le 4.5 shows that more than 

half of each subject group (N>20 for both groups) had no 

experience with the Japanese lemguage prior to the semester. 

The distribution of Japanese experience, however, may be 

skewed because more subjects from ASU (N*15) had some 

exposure than stibjects from NAU (N«6). According to Table 

4.6, more them half of ASU subjects eure fluent in a language 

other than English ('Fluent': N«16), coô ared to those «̂ o 

eure not fluent in any ('No': N«14) from the same school. On 

the other hand, the population of fluent L2 speakers is small 

in the NAU group (N«6 for 'Fluent' vs. N«15 for 'No'). Yet, 

there are the same number of subjects who were native 

speeikers of languages other than English ('NS': N̂ S); 'NS' in 

the teible refers to international students who eure non-native 

speakers of English. The demographic analyses of the two 

school groups indicate that ASU subjects had more 

linguistically enriched backgrounds whereas NAU subjects had 

more age maturity overall. 

The most crucial point in extrapolating the population 

parameter is whether or not the two school groups differed in 

their previous L2 vocedaulaury knowledge. To explore to what 

extent the subjects were familiar with the 40 target words 

prior to instruction. Two types of preliminary voceibulary 

assessment administered au:e Pretest 1 (a "sound" recognition 

task) and Pretest 2 (a "kana" recognition task). In Pretest 

1, the subjects were measured in reference to their ability 

to identify the pronunciation of 10 words selected randomly 
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out of the 40 targets. In Pretest 2, the subjects were 

measured in reference to their ability to recognize the 

script (i.e., hiragana syllables) of the same 10 vocabuleury 

itenus. 

To examine whether ASU subjects performed differently 

frcxn NAU subjects in the preliminary assessment, or vice 

versa, an unpaired t>test was performed on their scores from 

Pretests 1 emd 2. Tables 4.7 to 4.10 present the results from 

the inferential statistics. The same terminology is used to 

report the t-test results. 
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Comoariaon of Preteat Reaultg by School 
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Unpaired t-test for Pretestl 
Grouping Variable: School 
Hypothesized Difference = 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
ASU, NAUl .535 I 59 I 1.872 1 .OSeTI 

Group Info for Pretestl 
Grouping Variable: School 

Count Mean Variance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
ASU 35 1.343 1.408 1.187 .201 
NAU 26 .808 .962 .981 .192 

Unpaired t-test for Pretest 2 
Grouping Veiriable: School 
Hypothesized Difference « 0 

Me<m Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
ASU, NAUl .466 159 I 1.453 1 .15161 

Group Info for Pretest 2 
Grouping Variable: School 

Count Me«m Variance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
ASU 35 1.543 1.667 1.291 .218 
NAU 26 1.077 1.354 1.164 .228 
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As is observed in the tables above, no statistically 

significant difference was present in either of the two 

pretests (p <.01). In other %#ord8, the subjects from ASU and 

NAU were equal in previous vocabulary knowledge. Both school 

groups were not familiar with the vocabulary items being 

tested on the pretests. On average, the subjects knew only 

one word out of the total of 10 words, and even that one word 

might have been a coincidence since they were allowed to make 

guesses on the pretests. The similarities in the tMO groups' 

preliminary assessment scores (i.e.. Pretests 1 and 2) 

justify mixing ASU and NAU and treating them as one san̂ le 

representing the subject population of first semester 

Japanese leeimers in four-year colleges. 

Consequently, despite a few differences in the overall 

background characteristics between ASU and NAU, it was 

appropriate to treat the two sauries collectively as one and 

to make conclusions on the population (i.e., American college 

students enrolled in Japanese 101) in this experimental 

research. 

4.2.2 Oroup-Based CoBparison of Backgrounds 

The goal of 'treatment effective' research is to 

approximate the situation where the intervention of treatment 

is the only difference between the control emd experimental 

conditions. In this regard, the control and experimental 

groups are first compared by their main background traits in 

descriptive statistics: age, gender, previous Japanese 

experience, and foreign language experience. 
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The tables below present the comparison of siabject 

background characteristics between the two school groups. 

'Cont' refers to the control group %̂ ile 'Exp' means the 

experimental group in the t«Q>les. For the table of Previous 

JS (Previous Japanese Stuc'Iy), 'No' shows the subjects who 

reported that they had no prior experience in studying 

Japanese. As explained before, 'Fluent' refers to the 

subjects who are fluent in a lamguage other than English, 

'No' to those who eure not fluent in any foreign leuiguage, 

'NS' to the native speakers of lemguages other than English. 
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Tables 4.11-4.14 

Comoariflon of Badcorounda bv Grouna 

Frequency Distribution for Age 
Split By: Group 

From (2;) To (<) Total Count Cont Count Exp Count 
17.000 18.800 12 6 6 
18.800 20.600 19 12 7 
20.600 22.400 11 5 6 
22.400 24.200 8 4 4 
24.200 26.000 2 1 1 
26.000 27.800 2 1 1 
27.800 29.600 3 1 2 
29.600 31.400 1 0 1 
31.400 33.200 1 0 1 
33.200 35.000 2 1 1 

Total 61 31 30 

Frequency Distribution for Gender 
Split By: Group 

Female 
Male 
Total 

22 12 10 
39 19 20 
61 31 30 

Frequency Distribution for Previous JS 
Split By: Group 

Total Count Cont Count Exp Cou 
No 
Yes 
Total 

40 25 15 
21 6 15 
61 31 30 

Frequency Distribution for Previous FL 
Split By: Group 

Fluent 22 9 13 
No 29 16 13 
NS 10 6 4 
Total 61 31 30 
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As seen in Tables 4.11-4.14, both gender and age appear 

to be evenly distributed, while one linguistic background, 

the previous Japanese experience, seems to be skewed. 

Second, to test the most crucial information of the 

difference in previous Japanese knowledge, an unpaired t-

tests were performed. Tables 4.15-4.18 show the results in 

comparison. Although the report uses the same statistical 

terms, the following abbreviations are added: Cont = Control 

Group; Exp = Experimental Group. 
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Comnariaon of Prafcegc Reaulfcg bv Group 
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Unpaired t-test for Pretestl 
Grouping Variable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference = 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Cont, EXPI -.233 1 59 i -.806 1 .4234 1 

Group Info for Pretestl 
Grouping Veiriable: Group 

Count Mean Variance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
Cont 31 1.000 1.067 1.033 .185 
Exp 30 1.233 1.495 1.223 .223 

Unpaired t-test for Pretest 2 
Grouping Variable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference o 

Meam Diff. DF t-Value P-value 
Cont, EXP! .546 1 59 I 1.734 1 .088L1 

Group Info for Pretest 2 
Grouping Veuriable: Group 

Count Mean Variauice Std. Dev. Std. Err 
Cont 31 1.613 1.978 1.407 .253 
Exp 30 1.067 1.030 1.015 .185 
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Pretest scores of both control and experimental groups 

eure relatively similar on the t%iro pretests. The results from 

a t-test confirm that the group-based difference in pretest 

scores is not statistically significant at the alpha level of 

.01. 

4.2.3 Suaaary of the Pre-ezperiaental Coadi^ion 

In general, very low scores in both pretests indicate 

that the subjects' knoiirledge of Japanese %rords was not only 

very minimal prior to the CALL instruction, but also was 

evenly spread across the groups based on school type. It̂  

should be noted that, due to methodological considerations 

mentioned in Chapter 3, the pretests included 10 words 

respectively, which are only one fourth of all the voc<U3uleiry 

items that were going to be taught in the lessons. 

In conclusion, in spite of some difference in background 

characteristics, the subjects' previous vocabulsiry knowledge 

appear to have been spread equally between ASU «uid NAU as 

well as between the subject groups. As defined before, this 

study is treatment effectiveness research. The goal of such 

research is to come as close as possible to creating a 

situation in which the only difference is the intervention of 

interest. That is, the only between group difference should 

be the presence of RS in this experiment. These statistical 

results support that the goal was met in this project. 

4.3 Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The main research question in this study was whether or 
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not RS (Romaji Script) facilitated Japanese beginners' 

retention of newly learned hiragana words in CALL. Presented 

below is the first research hypothesis addressed regarding 

the main question. 

HI: There is a systematic relationship between the 

independent variable (i.e., script type) and the 

dependent variable (i.e., L2 vocabulary learning 

outcome). 

The main research question in this study was whether or 

not RS (RcMnaji Script) facilitated Japanese beginners' 

retention of newly leeunied hiragana words in CALL. Instead 

of being stated as a directional hypothesis, the first 

hypothesis is formulated so as to address the two dimensions 

of the main research question as follows: 1) whether the use 

of Romaji reinforces the meaning-sound mapping in Japanese 

words (i.e., a positive relationship), emd 2) whether the use 

of Rcxnaji weakens the meaning-script mapping (i.e., a 

negative relationship). 

Included in the full model of hypothesis testing were 

two more variables relevant to L2 vocabuleury leeuming. The 

first vaurieible was defined as the "background variable" 

including a veuriety of learner background differences (e.g., 

the length of previous Japanese study, the experience in 

learning a foreign language other than Japanese). This 

veuriedDle was included since some research identified the 

learner's background traits to be a factor that affects L2 

voced>ulary leeuming, as was described in the previous 
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chapters (Chapters 1 and 2). The other variable accounted for 

leeiming characteristics (e.g., the amount of total learning 

spent on the lessons, the number of times the L2 sound 

recording was accessed, the types of mnemonic strategies). 

This veurieddle is called the "learning veuriedale." The variable 

was included because of its relevance to beginning-level L2 

vcx̂ abulary learning, as was also discussed in the previous 

chapters. The following hypotheses %rere formulated relating 

these additional variables to the dependent variaUsle (i.e., 

the size of Japeuiese vocabulary retention). 

H2: Regeurdless of the use of RS, there is a positive 

relationship between the background variable (i.e., 

student characteristics) and the dependent variable. 

H3: Regardless of the use of RS, there is a positive 

relationship between the learning variable (i.e., 

learning characteristics) and the dependent veuried̂ le. 

Each hypothesis was tested with regard to how many words 

the subjects could recall out of the 40 teurgets. Immediately 

after the CALL instzruction, the subjects were measured on the 

number of words remembered correctly in a series of 

assessment tasks in the same coô uter environment. The post-

instructional assessment consisted of four types of 

measurements: Posttest 1 ("sound games"), Posttest 2 ("kema 

games"), Posttest 3 ("pronunciation games") and Posttest 4 

("spelling games"). The first two posttests are recognition 

tasks, while the other two are production tasks. Although 

both recognition and production data votb collected, the full 
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cuialyses presented here focus mainly on the former data. As 

described in Chapter 3, both the vocabulary instzruction and 

assessment were computerized to record the subjects' 

voceddulary learning performance and test scores automatically 

in their individual data files. From Sections 4 to 7, data 

analyses eure presented according to the order of the research 

questions. 

4.4 Script and Vocabulary Retention 

4.4.1 Research Question and Variables 

The two versions of the CALL vocabulary program differed 

in the orthography in which the same 40 Japanese vocabulary 

items were displayed: the words in the control version \î re 

written only in Kema, while the words in the experimental 

version were written both in Kana and RS (Romaji Script). In 

other words, the treatment effect was the use of RS, which 

transcribes the Japemese script, Kana, into the English 

alphabet. (As was mentioned in Chapter 3, both groups were 

tested on their kana word recognition and production. That is 

why the experimental group was exposed to, not just Romaji, 

but both scripts.) The purpose of the treatment was to see 

whether or not the learners who received RS (i.e., the 

experimental group) would exhibit better recall of Japanese 

vocabulary after instruction, compeured to the control group. 

Therefore, it was hypothesized that RS results in better 

Japanese vocabulary retention. The first reseeurch question 

concerning Hypothesis 1 is: 

Does RS facilitate beginning-level vocabulary retention? 
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The script type (Kana only vs. Kana + RS) was defined as 

the orthographic variable. Four types of vocabulary outcome 

were operationalized as the vocabulary veiriable: 1) sound 

recognition, 2) kana recognition, 3) sound production, and 4) 

kana production. In sum, the independent variable is the 

script type while the dependent variable is the number of 

correct responses in the assessment. 

Table 4.19 

Relationahin between Script and Vocabulary Retention 

Research Question Does RS facilitate beginning-level 
vocabulary retention? 

Independent Variable Orthographic Varieible (Kema only vs. 
Kana + RS) 

Dependent VarieQ̂ le |Vocabulary Varicible (the number of 
1 targets retained) 

4.4.2 Data Descriptions and Measurement 

The dependent vauriable, VoceU3ul«u:y Veuriable, is rather 

complex: It is a multifaceted factor, consisting of both 

"recognition" data (i.e., scores of Posttests 1 and 2) and 

"production" data (i.e., scores of Posttests 3 and 4). Even 

the recognition data are derived from two sources: scores 
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from the sound recognition test and scores from the kana 

recognition test. 

The data of sound recognition is coaqprised of the number 

of correctly selected words out of the 40 words in reaction 

to Japanese sound cues, while kana recognition data is the 

number of correctly selected %irords in reaction to kana cues. 

Therefore, the possible highest score a subject could eeurn is 

40 whereas the lowest score could be 0. As mentioned before, 

the current presentation of results focuses only on the 

emalyses of the recognition data as the dependent veurieible. 

Later in this chapter the production data are briefly 

discussed. This way the major findings can be presented 

concisely and cleeurly in the chapter. 

4.4.3 Data Analysis: Statistical Tests 

As mentioned abavB, the subjects' vocabulary retention 

measured in Posttest 1 (i.e., scores from the sound 

recognition test) and Posttest 2 (scores from the kana 

recognition test) served as the dependent variedale 

respectively in two hypothesis tests. Both are the tests of 

Case II Study (i.e., two samples). Because all the subjects 

were observed only once either on the control or experimental 

condition, the selected statistical procedvire is an unpaired 

t-test. The purpose of a t-test is to test a sampling 

distribution of means when the standaurd deviation of the 

population (i.e., s ) is not known. Its statistical 

requirements are: 1) the assun̂ tion of "homogeneity of 

veuriemce" (i.e., the dispersions of means in both samples 
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have to be the same) has to be met and 2) the san̂ le size has 

to be bigger than 30. The following (Table 20) are the 

statistical hypotheses restated from the first research 

hypothesis: 

TcUale 4.20 

Statistical Hvpotheaea 

Ho I There is no systematic relationship between the 
{orthographic variable and the vocabulary variable. 

HI I There is a systematic relationship between the 
I orthographic variable and the vocabulary vcuriable. 

To investigate the effect of using the orthographic 

modification, RS, two-tailed independent t-tests were 

performed between the control auid experimental groups on the 

immediate "recognition" posttests. Generally speeJcing, a one-

tailed t-test is more powerful. However, the two-tailed 

procedure was used because both the positive and negative 

effects of RS on vocedsulary retention were examined. A 

significance level was set to .05. The results aure presented 

in the following tedsles (Teibles 4.21 - 4.23): 
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T-teat on Seripfe and Poatfcaat 1 
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Unpaired t-test: for Posttest 1 
Grouping Variable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference « 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Cont, Exp I .647 I 59 i .262 1 .7946 1 

Group Info for Posttest 1 
Grouping Variable: Group 

Count Mean Variance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
Cont 31 21.581 99.585 9.979 1.792 
Exp 30 20.933 86.961 9.325 1.703 
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T-teat on Seriot and Poatfceafc 2 
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Unpaired t-test: for Posttest 2 
Grouping Variable: Group 
Hypotihesized Difference « 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Cent, Exp I 1.0581 59 I .364 I .71731 

Group Info for Posttest 2 
Grouping Variable: Group 

Count Mean Variance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
Cent 31 19.258 133.598 11.558 2.076 
Exp 30 18.200 124.234 11.146 2.035 

The p-value of either .79 (Posttest: 1) or .72 (Posttest: 

2) is not statistically significant. The mean scores emd the 

standard deviat:ions of the two groups are very similar to 

each other. These results indicate that the experimental 

group whose vocabulary leeuming was aided with RS did not 

score significamtly higher or lower on the two posttests them 

the control group. Therefore, the null hypothesis of no 

relationship between the script and vocabuleury retention was 
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retained. 

Regardless of the script type, sone subjects retained 

more vocabulary items from the CALL instruction than others. 

Therefore, other factors such as learner background and 

lecLming strategy use were investigated to ascertain whether 

or not they are related to better vocaJ>ulary learning. 

4.5 Learner Background and Vocabulary Retention 

4.5.1 Research Question and Variables 

After it %ras found that RS had no effects, the 

background variedale was tested for its effects on beginning-

level Japemese vocabuleury learning. For consistency, only the 

recognition data is germeuie to statistical analyses as the 

dependent veuriable in this section as well. The learner 

background hypothesis, that is Hypothesis 2, explores the 

relationship bet«reen a particuliu: subject background emd the 

number of Jap2mese words recalled from the CALL instruction. 

The research question concerning Hypothesis 2 is; 

Does learner background influence beginning-level 

vocabulary retention? 

The independent variable here is the Background Veuriable, 

which simply denotes the subject's background characteristics 

that existed prior to the CALL instruction. However, this 

independent veuriable is defined in a veuriety of factors: the 

subject's enrollment status, gender, age, as well as his/her 

previous linguistic experience with Japanese and other 

foreign lemguages. The table below is intended to present a 

clear picture of this complex analysis. 
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TeUsle 4.25 

Relationflhin Baekoreund and Vocabulary Retention 

Reseeurch Question Does learner background influence 
beginning-level vocabuleury retention? 

Independent Veuriable Background Veuriable (involving five 
different demographic and linguistic 
background factors) 

Dependent Veuriable Vocabulary Variable (involving two 
types of recognition data — sound emd 
kema) 

4.5.2 Data Descriptions and Measurement 

As mentioned before, the subjects were given a 

questionnaire with items primarily asking about demographic 

information and voceUsulary learning strategies at the end of 

the CALL experiment. In the questionnaires, the subjects were 

asked to identify both demographic backgrounds emd previous 

language experiences. The first three background 

cheuracteristics under investigation eure general demographic 

factors: enrollment status (Ql), gender (Q2) and age (Q3). 

The second type of learner background consists of two 

linguistically related factors: 1) whether or not the subject 

studied Japanese prior to the semester (Q5) , euid 2) whether 

or not the subject had a previous foreign language learning 

experience (Q6). In response to the questionnaire Q4 (whether 
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or not the subject lived outside the U.S. before), the 

subjects' visit to Japan was added to the data of previous 

Japamese study experience (Q5). As a matter of convenience, 

the last two factors etre labeled as follows: 1) "Previous JS" 

varieUsle (where JS stands for Japanese Study), and 2) 

"Previous FL" varieUl>le (FL for foreign language). 

The following summary table demonstrates the different 

types of data involved in this section. The last column 

indicates a particuleur statistical procedure selected for 

each hypothesis test. 

Table 4.26 

Independent Variablea and Selected Statiatiea 

Variables Types Statistics 

Status Categorical with 5 
groups 

one-way ANOVA 

Gender jCategorical with 2 
1 groups 

unpaired t-test 

Age I Continuous 
1 

correlational 
emalysis 

Previous JS Categorical with 2 |two-way ANOVA (2x3) 
groups 1 

Previous FL Categorical with 3 |two-way ANOVA (2x3) 
groups { 
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Due to the different nature of the demographic factors 

(i.e., status, age, emd gender), a separate statistical 

procedure was performed on each. (Due to the several 

'categorical' variables involved in this hypothesis testing, 

it is not appropriate to run a correlational analysis for all 

the background factors.) The linguistic background factors 

(i.e., Japanese and FL), on the other hand, %#ere examined 

altogether in a 2x3 ANOVA. Because of the variety of 

statistics «nployed, a research question was restated in each 

statistical test. With this procedure, em appropriate 

question was addressed prior to running a statistic of a 

different nature. In sum, the first three eure the hypothesis 

testings of the demographic data, and the rest are the 

hypothesis testings of the linguistic background data. 

Presented below are specific statistical considerations and 

test results. 

4.5.3 Data Analysiss Statistical Tests 

1) STATUS 

The factor of enrollment status was first analyzed in 

its relationship with the vocabulary variable. Because status 

is rated in five categories (i.e., freshman, sophomore, 

junior, senior, and others), the independent variable is 

categorical with five levels. A one-way ANOVA was operated on 

both Posttests 1 and 2. The alpha level was set at .05. A 

research question as well as the null and alternative 

hypotheses specific to this test are: 

Q: Is enrollment status associated with greater 
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vocabulary retention? 

Ho: There is no association between status and 

vocetbulary retention. 

HI: There is an association bet%feen status and 

voceUsulary retention. 

Tables 4.27 and 4.28 below show the results of 

comparison in status. 

Table 4.27 

Relationship between Status and Poattaat 1 

ANOVA Table £or Posttest 1 
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 

Status 4 157.815 39.454 .412 .7990 
Residual 56 5357.988 95.678 

Table 4.28 

Relationship between Status and Posttest 2 

ANOVA T2U3le for Posttest 2 
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 

Status 4 67.265 16.816 .125 .9730 
Residual 56 7560.539 135.010 
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As the results show, the effects of status %«ere found 

statistically not significant in either Posttest 1 or 

Posttest 2. Therefore, the null hypothesis of no association 

was retained. 

2) GENDER 

Next, the factor of gender was tested. Because the type 

of analysis was a one-san̂ le, one-independent coâ >arison, an 

t-test with two levels (i.e., female, and male) was selected. 

The alpha level was set at .05. Its reseeurch question and 

null and alternative hypotheses eure as follows: 

Q: Is gender associated with greater vocabulary 

retention? 

Ho: There is no association bet%raen gender and 

vocabulary retention. 

HI: There is an association between gender emd 

voceUsulary retention. 

TeUsles 4.29 to 4.30 show the results of comparison in 

gender. 
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Tables 4.29-4.30 

Compariaen bafcwean Gendar and Poatfcaafcg 1 and 2 

Unpaired t-test for Poŝ test 1 
Grouping Variable: Gender 
Hypothesized Difference * 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Female, Male! -.126 1 591 -.049 1 .96121 

Group Info for Posttest 1 
Grouping Variable: Gender 

Count Mean Variance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
Female 22 21.182 101.394 10.069 2.147 
Male 39 21.308 89.113 9.440 1.512 

Unpaired t-test for Posttest 2 
Grouping Variable: Gender 
Hypothesized Difference » 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Female, Male I -.585 I 59i -.193 1 .8476j 

Group Info for Posttest 2 
Grouping Veuriable: Gender 

Count Mean Variance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
Female 22 18.364 138.433 11.766 2.508 
Male 39 18.949 124.103 11.140 1.784 
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As the results illustrate, the effect of gender is 

statistically not significant in either Posttest 1 or 

Posttest 2. Thus, the null hypothesis of no association is 

retained. 

3) AGE 

The last demographic factor was age. With the values of 

age being continuous, a linear regression auialysis was 

selected. However, to examine whether there is any 

association at all between age emd voctibulary retention, 

scatter plots were produced prior to the inferential 

statistics. Figures 4.1 and. 4.2 below are the graphs that 

visually represent the concomiteuit variation in the 

independent and dependent veuriables. 
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Figure 4.2 

Scatner Plot of Aoa and Poatteat 2 

Regression Plot 
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The formula beneath each graph is a regression equation 

(i.e., an algebraic equation that expresses the relationship 

between X and Y variables. In the equation, a bX e, X 

and Y aure the independent and dependent variables 

respectively, whereas b connotes the slope (i.e. regression 

coefficient), a is the intercept, and e is the error term 

(i.e., residual). 

The regression lines of the two plots illustrate that 

there is a negative correlation between age and vocabulary. 

In other words, it is likely that younger age is associated 

with better vocabulary retention. It is self-evident that the 

standard error of estioiate (i.e., the standard deviation of 

observed values euround the regression line) is relatively 

Icurge in each plot. Thus, the correlation coefficient is not 

very high. However, there seems to be some degree of 

association between the two varieUoles. An importemt question 

here is whether or not age is a strong predictor of L2 

vocabulary retention. To ans«rar the question, the lineeir 

regression analysis was run. The following research question 

as well as null and alternative hypotheses were addressed 

prior to the statistical testing: 

Q: To what extent does age explain the variance in 

voceUauleury retention? 

Ho: Age is not a strong predictor of vocabuleiry 

retention. 

HI: Age is a strong predictor of vocabulary retention. 

Tables 4.31 to 4.36 include results from the linear 
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regression analysis. The folloniring statistical tezms are used 

to report the results from the regression: 

R Symbol for a multiple correlation. 

R Squared Coefficient of determination (»r2). 

Adjusted R Squared A R-squared adjusted to give a 

smaller estimate of how much the 

independent varieible explains the 

dependent variable. 

Residual The portion of the score on the 

dependent variable not explained by 

the regression equation. 

Intercept The point at which the expected 

value of the dependent variable 

corresponds to a score of zero 

for the dependent variable. 
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Tables 4.31-4.33 

Refluliig of Poatteat 1 from l̂ inaar Reoreaaion 

Regression Susimary 
Posttest 1 vs. Age 
Count 61 
Num. Missing 0 
R .288 
R Squared .083 
Adjusted R Squared .067 
RMS Residual 9.260 

ANOVA Table 
Posttest 1 vs. Age 

DF Sim of Squares Mean Square F-value P-Value 

Regression 1 457.184 457.184 5.332 .0245 

Residual 59 5058.620 85.739 

Total 60 5515.803 

Regression Coefficients 
Posttest 1 vs. Age 

Coefficient Std. Error Std. Coeff. t-Value P-value 

Intercept 35.499 6.278 35.499 5.654 <.0001 

Age -.655 .284 -.288 -2.309 .0245 



Table 4.34-4.36 

Results of Poattaat 2 from I^inaar Raar-agaion 
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Regression Sunmary 
Posttest 2 vs. Age 
Count 
Num. Hissing 
R 
R Squeired 
Adjusted R Squared 
RMS Residual 

0 
.344 
.119 
.104 

10.674 

ANOVA Table 
Posttest 2 vs. Age 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-value 

Regression 1 905.098 905.098 7.943 .0066 

Residual 59 6722.705 113.944 

Total 60 7627.803 

Regression Coefficients 
Posttest 2 vs. Age 

Coefficient Std. Error Std. Coeff. t-value P-value 

Intercept 38.769 7.238 38.769 5.357 <.0001 

Age -.922 .327 -.344 -2.818 .0066 
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As these tables show, the results eure statistically 

significeuit when the alpha level is set at .05. Therefore, 

the alternative hypothesis (i.e., age is a predictor of 

vocabulary retention) was retained. 

In total, it appeared that neither enrollment status nor 

gender was associated with voceUoulary retention. On the other 

hand, the factor of age was found to be moderately 

correlated to the dependent varieÛ le (ps.025 for the sound 

data, p=.007 for the kana data). The proportion of sheured 

veuriance between age and vocabulary, indicated by the 

coefficient of determination (R̂ ), is 8 % for sound 

recognition amd 10% for kana recognition respectively. The 

negative correlational sign suggests that the younger the 

age, the better the vocabulary retention. 

4) Linguistic Factors 

Next, further investigation was conducted to discover 

whether subjects of particular linguistic backgrounds 

benefited more from the CALL instruction than others. A two-

way ANOVA was performed on the scores of Posttests 1 emd 2 

for the two linguistic veuriables (i.e., Japanese emd FL). The 

research question as well as the null emd alternative 

hypotheses relevant to this analysis eure as follows: 

Q: How much of the variability in the vocabulary 

variable cem be explained by the linguistic 

veurieU>le? 

(In other words, what percentage of the veiriance in 
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vocabulary retention is accounted for by linguistic 

background factors.) 

Ho: The amount of vocabuleu:y retention is the seune 

regardless of the differences in learners' 

linguistic backgrounds. 

HI: The amount of vocabulary retention depends upon the 

differences in leeumers' linguistic backgrounds. 

Tables 4.37 imd 4.38 below illustrate the frequency 

distribution for the two linguistic factors: previous 

Japemese study experience (i.e.. Previous JS) and previous 

foreign language experience (i.e.. Previous FL). 

Tables 4.37-4.38 

Frequency Distribution of Linouiatic Factors 

Frequency Distribution for Previous JS 
Count 

No 40 
Yes 21 
Total 61 

Frequency Distribution for Previous FL 
Count 

Fluent 22 
No 29 
NS 10 
Total 61 
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The results suggest that a statistical requirement for 

cm ANOVA is violated. That is, there are unequal numbers in 

each cell. However, in the case of unequal cell sizes, 

Scheffe's post hoc tests are conmonly used after an ANOVA. 

That is why, results from Scheffe's are included as an 

extension of the analysis. Tables 4.39 to 4.41 present 

findings from the two-way ANOVA as «fell as results from 

Scheffe's tests regarding how the posttest 1 scores are 

explained by the two linguistic factors. The alpha level is 

set at .05. 
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Tables 4.39-4.41 

Linear Reyreagion of Linouigfcie Facfcof and Pogfcfceafc 1 

ANOVA Table for Posttest 1 
DF Sw of SguaxM Mean Sgoar* F-ValtM P-Valua 

Previous JS 1 10.193 10.193 .112 .7386 

Previous FL 2 265.085 132.542 1.462 .2405 

Previous JS * Previous FL 2 173.890 86.945 .959 .3895 

Residual 55 4984.727 90.631 

Scheffe for Posttest 1 
Effect: Previous JS 
Significance Levelt 5 % 

Mean Diff. Crit. Diff P-Value 
No, Yes I -3.2311 5.1411 .2132 

Scheffe for Posttest 1 
Effect: Previous FL 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean Diff. Crit. Diff P-Value 
Fluent, No 3.495 6.772 .4358 
Fluent, NS 6.009 9.135 .2628 
No, NS 2.514 8.784 .7726 
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Similarly, Tables 4.42 to 4.44 show how the posttest 2 

scores are accounted for by the t%«o linguistic factors using 

the same statistic procedures. The alpha level is also set at 

.05. The label S indicates that the value is statistically 

significemt. 

Tables 4.42-4.44 

Linear Rggreaaion gf Linquiatic Fflctor and Pgattegt 2 

ANOVA Table for Posttest 2 
OF Sia of Squares Msn Square F-Value P-Value 

Prevloua JS 1 200.070 200.070 1.730 .1938 

Previous FL 2 278.749 139.375 1.205 .3073 

Previous JS * Previoos FL 2 143.604 71.802 .621 .5411 
Residual 55 6359.126 115.620 

Scheffe for Posttest 2 
Effect: Previous JS 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Meetn Diff. Crit. Diff P-Value 
No, Yes \ -6.210 1 5.807 1 .0366 

Scheffe for Posttest 2 
Effect: Previous FL 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Me«ui Diff. Crit. Diff P->Value 
Fluent, No 3.194 7.649 .5789 
Fluent, NS 11.191 10.318 .0304 
No, NS 7.997 9.921 .1377 
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As -the results show, only the variance in kana 

recognition scores is accounted for by both the Previous JS 

and FL veuriables (p«.037 for JS, p».030 for FL). The scores 

of sound recognition were not associated with either of the 

two linguistic factors. Therefore, the alternative hypothesis 

(i.e., the learner's linguistic background influences 

vocabuleury learning) was chosen for the retention of kana, 

while the null hypothesis (i.e., it does not influence 

voccibulary learning) was retained for sound. 

4.6 Learning Strategies and Vocabulary Retention 

4.6.1 Research Question and Variables 

The third hypothesis concerns the relationship between a 

learning strategy and vocabulary retention. The learner 

strategy refers to the vocabulary learning strategy that the 

subject employed during the instruction. Here, vocabulary 

retention is limited to the recognition data also, which is 

comprised of the number of words the subject recalled after 

the instruction. This hypothesis tests whether the strategy 

use is related to the vocabulary outcome. The research 

question regarding Hypothesis 3 is: 

Does the use of learning strategy influence beginning-

level voceUsulary retention? 

The dependent variable is the same recognition data, 

while the independent variable, the Strategy Veuriable, 

consists of ten different strategy types. The ten components 

of Strategy Varieible are grouped into two categories: 1) CALL 

strategies, which are actually used by the subjects and are 
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recorded in their individual files during CALL, and 2) 

mnemonic strategies, the use of which is reported by the 

subjects themselves in the post-experimental questionnaire. 

The t2d3le below summ2u:izes the question and the veuriables 

examined in this section. 

TeU3le 4.45 

Relationahio between Badcoround and Vocabulary Retention 

Research Question Does the use of learning strategy 
influence beginning-level voceUsulary 
retention? 

Independent 
Varieible 

Strategy Variable (involving 10 
different strategy types) 

Dependent Veuriedsle jVocabulary Variedale (involving two 
types of recognition data — sound emd 
jkana) 

4.6.2 Data Descriptions and Measurement 

Like the background varied>le, the strategy variable is 

also complex, being comprised of several different data. To 

avoid confusion, the ten factors of the independent variable 

eure divided into two types, CALL strategies emd mnemonic 

strategies, and eire analyzed separately. 

The data of the first type is recorded by the computer. 
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while that of the second type is collected through a pen-and-

pencil questionnaire. CALL strategies denote the time spent 

learning all the CALL lessons» as well as the use of buttons 

in the CALL software, say, to hear Japanese pronunciation or 

to review the Hiragana Syllabary. Thus, the data of CALL 

strategies includes not only the information on how long the 

CALL instruction is viewed, but also the information on how 

meuiy mouse-clicks cure made on each button. The five 

components of the independent variable, the use of the four 

buttons and total learning time, are rated on a continuous 

scale (i.e., numerical data). 

The second type is represented by a veuriety of mnemonic 

strategies, such as the visualization or sounding-out of the 

new words. The descriptions of these strategies eire written 

in question form in the questionnaire administered at the end 

of the CALL experiment. The subjects eure asked to read the 

questions euid to identify the degree of the use in each 

mnemonic. Five response choices are provided in the 

(questionnaire and are later rated as follows: "strongly 

agree" =4, "agree" = 3, "undecided" =2, "disagree" = 1, 

"strongly disagree" » 0. The data type of the mnemonic 

strategies eure rated on a continuous scale (i.e., numerical 

data). One statistician supported the validity of this 

rating, while the other suggested that the subjects be forced 

to respond either positively or negatively. In the final 

decision, the response of "undecided" was retained. 
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4.6.3 Data Analysiss Statistical Tasts 

1) CALL Strategies 

All the investigated learning strategies were briefly 

described in the previous section. Table 4.46 presents the 

acronyms of the strategies. These acronyms are used in the 

reports of the statistical analyses in this section. 

Table 4.46 

nf CAT.T. ŝ -.rateaiefl 

CALL strateov labels Descriotions 
1) TL 
(Total Learning) 

the total amount of time spent on the 
CALL lessons 

2) AA (Audio Access) the number of clicks made on the sound 
buttons (to leam the Japanese 
pronunciation of the «rord) 

3) KA (Kana Access) the number of clicks made to link to 
the Kema tutor (to leam the hiragana 
spelling of the word) 

4) GA 
(Grammar Access) 

the number of clicks made to link to 
the Grammeir help (to leam the 
structural use of the word) 

5) DA 
(Dialogue Access) 

the number of clicks made on the 
dialogue buttons (to leam the 
contextual function of the word) 
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TeUsle 4.47 belov presents descriptive statistics of all 

the CALL strategy factors. The value unit of Total Learning 

(TL) is a second. Thus, the average TL, 1340 in the table, is 

equal to eibout 22 oiinutes. However, its standard deviation is 

very large (SD«631.6), suggesting a wide disparity of the 

individual scores from the mean. This fact is also confirmed 

by its leurge standard error of the mean (SE>80.9).These 

nuxnbers strongly demonstrate that the sampling distribution 

of "TL" is extremely skewed, thus hinting that it is not an 

accurate estimate of the average time spent learning all the 

40 new words on the coô uter in this experiment. 

Table 4.47 

Descriptive Statiatieg of rAT.T. 

Descriptive Statistics 
Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error Count Minimum Maximum 

TL 1339.508 631.627 80.872 61 402.000 3024.000 
AA 188.410 182.836 23.410 61 0.000 835.000 
KA 1.918 4.961 .635 61 0.000 34.000 
GA 2.721 2.788 .357 61 0.000 11.000 
DA 71.311 37.649 4.821 61 5.000 182.000 

On the other hand, among AA (Audio Access), KA (Kana 

Access), GA (Grammar Access), and DA (Dialogue Access), the 

mean score of AA was found to be the hiqhest (Mean=188.5 
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clicks). This finding denotes that the subjects tended to use 

the sound button (AA) more frequently than the other 

features, emd that the average subject utilized the sound 

button more than 100 times throughout the four vocabulary 

lessons. The second active feature was the dialogue button 

(DA) to play a dialogue recording (Hean == 71.311). The least 

actively used button turned out to be the kana (KA), with 

which the subject could review each of the basic 46 hiragana 

letters (Meem=1.9 clicks). The b«u: chart in Figure 4.3 below 

visually represents the tendency of such leetming strategies. 

Figure 4.3 

Comparison of the Mean Scores of Four Buttons 
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To examine whether the experimental subjects behaved 

differently from the control subjects during the CALL 

learning phase, an unpaired t-test was performed on each of 

the strategies. Tables 4.48-4.52 display the results from the 

unpaired t-tests. None of the results in the tables shows a 

statistically significant difference between the groups. 
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Tedsles 4.48-4.52 

Befcween Of 

Unpaired t-test for TL 
Grouping Vcuriable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference > 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Cont, Exp I 34.452 I 59 I .211 I .8334 1 

Unpaired t-test for AA 
Grouping Veuriable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference = 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Cont, Exp I 72.629 I 59 I 1.570 I .12181 

Unpaired t-test for KA 
Grouping Variable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference = 0 

Meem Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Cont, Exp I 1.347 I 59 I 1.062 I .29281 

Unpaired t-test for GA 
Grouping Variable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference = 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Cont, Exp I -.680 I 59 I -.951 | .34541 

Unpaired t-test for DA 
Grouping Variable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference « 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Cont, Exp I -9.226 159 I -.956 I .3429 1 
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To explore if any strategies are related to one another 

or to the dependent variable, the control and experimental 

groups were combined and correlations were conqputed. The 

results are presented in the correlation matrix table below. 

Table 4.53 

Correlation Matrix and Poatteats 1 and 2 

Correlation Matrix 
TL AA KA GA DA Posttest 1 Posttest 2 

TL 1.000 .547 .230 .491 .678 .309 .285 
AA .547 1.000 .069 .103 .208 .499 .513 

KA .230 .069 1.000 .135 .043 -.079 -.143 

GA .491 .103 .135 1.000 .524 -.078 -.133 

DA .678 .208 .043 .524 1.000 .056 -.048 
Posttest: 1 .309 .499 -.079 -.078 .056 1.000 .875 

Posttest 2 .285 .513 -.143 -.133 -.048 .875 1.000 

61 observations were used in this confutation. 

As is observed in the table, Posttest 1 and Posttest 2 

are most closely related to each other (.875). It simply 

means that the subjects who performed well in the sound 

recognition task %iere also likely to score high in the kana 

recognition task. 
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Among the five CALL strategies, there is a higher 

correlation between TL and OA (.678). That is to say, those 

who used the dialogue button more often tended to stay on the 

vocabulary program longer. Figure 4.5 below presents a linear 

regression plot. 

Figure 4.4 

Rearegaion Plot of Total Tima and Dialogue Aceeaa 
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The regression plo-t visually demonstrates an inter

dependence of the t%fo strategies. The algebraic equation 

beneath the plot is a regression equation expressing the 

relationship between Y (i.e., the dependent variable: number 

of dialogue access) and X (i.e., the independent variable: 

total learning time). 

The correlational matrix edaove also indicates that, 

except AA emd TL, CALL strategies are only marginally 

correlated with Posttests 1 and 2. Showing .309 for Posttest 

1 and .283 for Posttest 2, TL might be considered a good 

predictor of better vocabulary retention . However, after a 

stepwise regression was performed, it was found that AA is 

most closely associated with the dependent variable. This 

finding suggests that those who used the audio button 

frequently retained the highest number of words, while those 

who didn't maJce the full use of it remembered less. Tables 

4.54 and 4.55 show the results from a MRA (multiple 

regression analysis) below. 

TeÛ le 4.54 

MRA on CAr.T. Strateqieg and Poatteats 1 

Regression Coefficients 
Posttest 1 vs. 5 Independents 

Coefficient: Std. Error Std. Coeff. t:-value P-value 

Intercept 15.796 2.624 15.796 6.019 <.0001 

TL .005 .003 .313 1.571 .1219 

AA .020 .007 .384 2.708 .0090 

KA -.285 .228 -.147 -1.251 .2163 

GA -.623 .472 -.181 -1.320 .1922 

DA -.034 .043 -.135 -.811 .4209 



Ted>le 4.55 

MRft Qn CftTiTi sr.rflt.ftqieg and Poatteata 2 
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Regression Coefficients 
Posttest 2 vs. 5 Independents 

Coefficient Std. Error Std. Coeff. t-Value P-Value 

intercept 13.688 2.892 13.688 4.733 <.0001 

TL .008 .003 .441 2.362 .0218 

AA .023 .008 .373 2.807 .0069 

KA -.525 .251 -.231 -2.093 .0410 

GA -.781 .520 -.193 -1.502 .1388 

DA -.094 .047 -.314 -2.007 .0496 

The results further confirm the strong relationship 

between the use of sound and better vocabulary retention. The 

p-values of AA (p» .009 for Posttest 1, p'̂ .OO? for Posttest 

2) are statistically significant (p<.01). The outcome 

suggests that this auditory strategy to leeum new words has a 

strong effect on vocabuleury retention in the Japanese CALL 

softwaure. 

Although the p-values of both TL and KA in Posttest 2 

are statistically significant at the level of .05, their 

relationship to the kana recognition may be weak. Due to the 

huge dispeurity in the TL seunpling distribution and the little 

use of KA (the keuia button) by a majority of subjects, it 
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becomes self-evident that these low p-values are not 

significant. 

As is shown above, the high frequency in using the sound 

button is most strongly associated with greater vocabulary 

retention. Then, an iô rtant question is to what extent the 

sound per se is related to the vocabulary variable. Tables 

4.56-4.57 below present the results from a linear regression 

run on AA and Posttest 1 as \tfell as Posttest 2. In this 

regression emalysis, AA (Audio Access) is the predictor 

variable while the posttests formulate the criterion 

vari2d>le. 

Tables 4.56-4.57 

Regression Siimmarlea of AA and Pofltteata 1 and 2 

Regression Summeury 
Posttest 1 vs. AA 
Count 
Num. Missing 
R 
R Squared 
Adjusted R Squared 
RMS Residual 

61 

.499 

.249 

.236 
8.382 

Regression Summeury 
Posttest 2 vs. AA 
Count 
Num. Missing 
R 
R Squeired 
Adjusted R Squared 
RMS Residual 

0 
.513 
.264 
.251 
9.758 
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In the table 4.62, the coefficient of determination (R̂ ) 

is .249. That is to say that approximately 25% of the 

variance in Posttest 1 is explained by the variance in AA 

(Audio Access). In the table 4.63, the coefficient of 

determination (R̂ ) is .264, which means that 2dx>ut 26% of the 

variance in Posttest 2 is explained by the variance in AA. In 

other words, the results from the linear regression confirm 

that AA is a good predictor of better vocabuleury leeuming. 

However, Tables 4.58-4.59 below present an interesting 

insight as the result of a regression analysis. 

Table 4.58-4.59 

Regression Analvais of AA. DA. and Poattesta 

Regression Summary 
Posttest 1 vs. 2 Independents 
Count 61 
Num. Missing 0 
R .501 
R Squared .251 
Adjusted R Squeired .225 
RMS Residual 8.440 

Regression Summary 
Posttest 2 vs. 2 Independents 
Count 61 
Num. Missing 0 
R .537 
R Squeured .289 
Adjusted R Squared .264 
RMS Residual 9.673 
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The results indicate that the model of interaction 

further improves when AA is combined with DA (the dialogue 

button): 25 % of the variance in Posttest 1 is explained by a 

combination of AA and DA (R̂  « .251), and 30% of the variemce 

in Posttest 2 is explained by a combination of the two (R̂  « 

.298). The combined method is justifiable because of the 

little collinearity betvreen AA and DA (i.e., 0.2 from TeÛ le 

5.10, which is less than 0.8). It should also be stressed 

that the coô uter reads aloud the whole dialogue in Japanese 

when the dialogue button is clicked. In other wrda, the use 

of L2 sound through both the audio emd dialogue buttons of 

the softweure is a factor most closely associated with 

beginning-level você ulary learning. Because the two factors 

are mutually exclusive, it seems that the subjects who opted 

to access L2 sound frequently during their vocabulary 

learning chose to do so either by the audio button or the 

dialogue button 

The correlation of determination (R̂ ) is just the 

proportion of sheured variance between the predictor variables 

and the criterion veurieddle. Yet, the values of R̂  alone do 

not support the statistical significemce of the portions. 

Therefore, the model quality of Posttests - AA x DA is tested 

by means of the regression ANOVA. The tables below present 

the results. The following terms are used in for the ANOVA 

results: 

Sum of Squares The result of adding together the 
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squares of deviation scores. 

Meem Square A term for the variance used in an 

ANOVA. 

F-Value The value resulted from an F 

statistic (i.e., F-Test). 

P-Value Probability Value 

OF Degree of Freedom 

Residual The portion of the score on the 

dependent veuriable not explained by 

the regression equation. 

TeQsles 4.60-4.61 

Regression ANOVA Tables 

ANOVA Table 
Posttest 1 vs. 2 Independents 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Squeure F~Value P-Value 
Regression 2 1384.152 692.076 9.715 .0002 
Residual 58 4131.651 71.235 
Total 60 5515.803 

ANOVA Table 
Posttest 2 vs. 2 Independents 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Vetlue P-Value 
Regression 2 2201.433 1100.717 11.765 <.0001 
Residual 58 5426.370 93.558 
Total 60 7627.803 
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The high p-value (p<.01) associa-ted with the F-statistic 

in each table indicates that the two factors of AA and DA eire 

statistically significant predictors in helping to explain 

the veuriation in the vocabulary variable. In sum, the 

critical role of L2 sound in the language software was 

confirmed by these statistics. 

2) Mnemonic Strategies 

The following emalyses focus on the relationship between 

the degree in which five different mnemonics %irere reported to 

have been used (Q. 15-19) and the number of vocabulary items 

recalled from the instruction. Table 4.62 is presented to 

review the questionnaire items and their corresponding 

strategies. 

Table 4.62 

Sunmarv of Mnemonic Strategies 

Mnemonic strategy |Wording used in the questionnaire 
labels ! 
6) Concentration 
Strategy (Q.15) 

I concentrated very heurd on the 
vocabulary, setting aside other 
information such as grammar and kana 
information which might distract me. 

7) Visualization 11 visualized a situation associated with 
strategy (Q.16) |each word or related it to my interests 

land personal experience. 

8) Categorization 
Strategy (Q.17) 

I put similar words together into groups 
or categories to remember. 

9) Sounding-out 
Strategy (Q.18) 

I sounded out each word by itself or in 
a sentence. 

10) Spelling-out 
Strategy (Q.19) 

I practiced the spelling of each word by 
itself or as a sentence. 
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First, the table of descriptive statistics below (Table 

4.63) sumnuirizes the intensity of use of the five mnononic 

strategies during CALL. It should be noted that the value of 

5 means "strongly agree" while 0 represents "strongly 

disagree," as mentioned before. Thus, a mnemonic index rated 

for 2.5, for instance, denotes that more subjects agreed that 

they had used the strategy during the vocabulaury lessons. By 

the s£une token, another index rated for 1.5 means that fearer 

subjects agreed that they en̂ loyed the strategy. 

Table 4.63 

Deacrintive Statistlea of Mnemonie Strateyiea 

Descriptive Statistics 
Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error Count Minimum Meucimum 

Q.15 1.984 1.162 .149 61 0.000 4.000 
Q.16 1.951 1.071 .137 61 0.000 4.000 
Q.17 1.590 .990 .127 61 0.000 4.000 
Q.18 2.852 .813 .104 61 0.000 4.000 
Q.19 1.492 .906 .116 61 0.000 3.000 

According to the descriptive statistics, the highest 

mean score of 2.9 indicates that the subjects most strongly 

agreed to have used the "sounding-out" strategy (Q.18). In 

contrast, the lowest mean score of 1.5 suggests that they 
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reurely used the "spelling-out* strategy (Q.19). 

Next, a correlational analysis was performed to see the 

interaction between the mnemonics (Q.15-19) and the 

vocabulary retention (Posttests 1 and 2). Table 4.64 below 

presents a correlation matrix which summarizes the results. 

The very small values in the table, whether positive or 

negative, indicate that none of these strategies has a strong 

association with voceibulary learning. 

T£U3le 4.64 

Results of Correlation 

Correlation Matrix 
Posttest 1 Posttest 2 0.15 Q.16 Q.17 Q.IS Q.19 

Posttest 1 1.000 .875 .231 .138 .126 -.016 -.057 
Posttest 2 .875 1.000 .241 .147 .143 .001 -.119 
Q.15 .231 .241 1.000 .173 .284 -.144 .103 
Q.16 .138 .147 .173 1.000 .264 -.028 .214 
Q.17 .126 .143 .284 .264 1.000 -.035 .210 
Q. 18 -.016 .001 -.144 -.028 -.035 1.000 .078 
Q.19 -.057 -.119 .103 .214 .210 .078 1.000 
61 observations %irere used in this conputation. 
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4.7 Other Kesults 

4.7.1 OTerall Vooabalar^ Oain from CALL 

There were 40 target vocabulary words taught and tested 

in this experiment. Ten words out of the 40 targets were used 

in two types of preliminary assessments. Pretest 1 (sound 

recognition) and Pretest 2 (kana recognition). (The 

justifications of this preliminary assessment method are 

provided in Chapter 3). Table 4.65 below presents the pretest 

emd posttest results, which show how many words the subjects 

recognized correctly on the average, both prior to and 

immediately after the CALL instruction. 

TcUsle 4.65 

Cofflparison of Preteatg and Pgatteata 

Descriptive Statistics 
ffean Std. Dev. Std. Error Count Minlaum Maxioua 

Pretest 1 1.115 1.127 .144 61 0.000 5.000 
Pretest 2 1.344 1.250 .160 61 0.000 5.000 
Posttest 1 21.262 9.588 1.228 61 6.000 40.000 
Posttest 2 18.738 11.275 1.444 61 2.000 40.000 

The meem scores of the pretests were very low, 

suggesting that almost none of the tested words were familiar 

to the subjects. The effect of guessing should also be taken 

into consideration in understemding these scores. Thus, the 
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mean score of 1.1 or 1.3 does not necesseurily mean the 

average subject knew at least one word. (As discussed in 

Chapter 3, some pilot testers who had no knowledge of 

Japcuiese were able to guess one word correctly.) 

In contrast, the mean scores of the posttests 

demonstrate that after the experiment, about half of the 40 

targets became familiar to the subjects: 21.3 for Posttest 1 

accounts for about 53% 2uid 18.7 for Posttest 2 accounts for 

eUx>ut 47% of the 40 targets). These general findings of the 

learning outcome provide strong evidence that there was an 

appreciable amount of vocabulary leeuming as the result of 

the CALL program. 

4.7.2 Responses to Q. 7-14 and Q.20 

In the questionnaire, the subjects were asked to 

identify their reactions to the CALL experiment (0.7-Q.14) 

and their attitudes toward the use of Romaji (Q.20). After 

the subjects read a statement in each question, they selected 

one out of five response choices. The five types of responses 

were later coded as follows: "strongly agree" =4, "agree" -

3, "undecided" = 2, "disagree" = 1, "strongly disagree" - 0. 

As explained before, a mean score above 2 is more toward 

agreement, while one below 2 is closer to disagreement in 

response to the statement. 

First, the analyses of the subjects' reactions to the 

experiment are presented. Table 4.66 lists the exact %#ording 

of each statement from Q.7 to 14, while Table 4.67 shows the 

descriptive statistics on subject responses to these 
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Table 4.66 

Degcriofcion of Oueafciona 7 -lA 

Questions Hording used in the questionnaire 

Q. 7 I felt comfortable emd enjoyed the lessons. 

Q. 8 I felt comfortable when taking the self-test. 

Q. 9 I was overwhelmed by too many %rords to remember. 

Q. 10 The lessons were confusing and frustrating. 

Q. 11 The content of the lessons was boring (i.e.. The 
lessons were too easy, or the topics/activities 
did not appeal to me). 

Q. 12 I was nervous eibout how well I would do during 
the tests. 

Q. 13 The use of a computer made me uncomfortable. 

Q. 14 !The computer progreun did not function 
i appropriately. 

Q. 20 
1 
' 

I believe that I would have been able to remember 
more Japanese words, had they been %irritten in 
Romaji in the lessons. 
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TeĴ le 4.67 

Deacriptiva Stafciafcieg of Queal^iona 7-14 

Descriptive Statis-tics 
Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error Count Minimum Maximum 

Q.7 2.852 .853 .109 61 0.000 4.000 
Q.8 2.164 1.052 .135 61 0.000 4.000 
Q.9 2.783 .904 .117 60 1.000 4.000 
Q.IO 1.082 .802 .103 61 0.000 3.000 
Q.ll 1.295 .823 .105 61 0.000 3.000 
Q.12 1.607 1.130 .145 61 0.000 4.000 
Q.13 1.098 1.121 .144 61 0.000 4.000 
Q.14 .918 .881 .113 61 0.000 3.000 

Of eight questions, Q.7 received the highest mean score 

(2.852). The result suggests that the subjects generally 

believed that the con̂ uter-assisted vocabulary instruction 

was non-threatening euid enjoyeÛ le. The finding is further 

confirmed by the low values of Q.IO 

("frustration/confusion"), Q.ll ("boring contents") and Q.13 

("ccKQputer-related uncomfortableness") .The second highest is 

the mean score of Q.9 (2.783), meaning that most subjects 

felt overwhelmed by the number of new words to be learned. 

The lowest mean score of Q.14 (0.918) denotes that almost 
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none of the subjects found the CALL program dysfvinctional 

during the experiment. 

The table below shows correlations of the mean scores 

among the eight questions and vocabulary retention. 

Table 4.68 

Correlation Matrix of Ouegtiona 7 -14 and Poattesta 1 and 2 

(PT 1 = Posttest 1; PT 2 - Posttest 2) 

Correlation Matrix 
PT 1 PT 2 Q.7 Q.8 0.9 Q.IO Q.ll Q.12 Q.13 0.14 

PT 1 1.000 .874 .212 .432 -.406 -.259 -.061 -.276 -.047 -.030 

PT 2 .874 1.000 .306 .461 -.371 -.278 -.003 -.290 -.124 -.098 

Q.7 .212 .306 1.000 .455 -.413 -.176 -.154 -.339 .138 -.058 

Q.8 .432 .461 .455 1.000 -.356 -.220 -.030 -.260 .144 .066 

Q.9 -.406 -.371 -.413 -.356 1.000 .007 .197 .030 -.211 .067 
Q.IO -.259 -.278 -.176 -.220 .007 1.000 .266 -.011 .215 .131 

Q.ll -.061 -.003 -.154 -.030 .197 .266 1.000 -.220 -.122 -.067 

Q.12 -.276 -.290 -.339 -.260 .030 -.011 -.220 1.000 -.074 .007 

Q.13 -.047 -.124 .138 .144 -.211 .215 -.122 -.074 1.000 .211 

Q.14 -.030 -.098 -.058 .066 .067 .131 -.067 .007 .211 1.000 

60 observations were used in this computation. 
One case was omitted due to missing values. 
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Compared to others, the correlations between Q.8 and the 

posttests as well as between Q.7 and Q.8 are highest (.432 

for Q.8-Posttest 1, .461 for Q.8-Posttest 2, and .455 for 

Q.7-Q.8 respectively). In other words, the subjects who 

enjoyed the CALL program tended to do better in the 

assessment. In addition, those who were more supportive of 

the program also felt coafortable when taking the posttests. 

Next, the results regarding the subjects' attitudes 

toweurd Romaji are discussed. Table 4.69 presents the 

description of the question in the two versions: one for the 

control group and the other for the experimental group. Table 

4.70 shows the descriptive statistics, presenting the results 

vertically due to the preset format of an one-item 

descriptive statistic of the softweure. 

Table 4.69 

Deaeriotion of Question 20 

Questions Wording used in the questionnaire 

Q.20 
(Control 
Group) 

I believe that I %fould have been able to 
remember more Japanese %irords, had they been 
written in Roinaji in the lessons. 

Q.20 
(Experiment 
Group) 

During the lessons, the use of Romaji helped 
me remember Japanese words. 
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TeUsle 4.70 

Descriptive Sfcafeiatiea of Queation 20 

Descriptive Statistics 
Q.20 

Mean 2.033 
Std. Dev. 1.327 
Std. Error .171 
Count 60 
Minimum 0.000 
Maximum 4.000 
# Hissing 1 

It was found that the subjects were neutral about the 

use of Romaji in general (Mean = 2.0). Together with a small 

disparity among their opinions (S.D. = 1.3), this score 

implies either there was a equal number of supporters and 

opponents of the orthographic modification, or a majority of 

them were undecided about the matter. 

Tables 4.71-4.72 show the between-group difference in 

Q.20. Because the p-value from the t-test is not 

statistically significant, the null hypothesis (i.e., no 

difference between the groups) was supported. The finding can 

be interpreted in two ways: either the subjects' attitudes 

for Romaii were not influenced by the presence or absence of 
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RS in the CALL instruction, or their attitudes were evenly 

distributed in both subject groups prior to the experiment. 

Te±>les 4.71-4.72 

Results from the T-Teat on Question 20 

Unpaired t-test for Q.20 
Grouping Variable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference = 0 

Mean Diff. PF t-Value P-Value 
Cent, Exp I -.467 I 58 i -1.372 1 .1754] 

Group Info for Q.20 
Grouping VarieUsle: Group 

Count Mean Vauriance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
Cont 30 1.800 2.097 1.448 .264 
Exp 30 2.267 1.375 1.172 .214 

Furthermore, Table 4.73 presents em analysis of subject 

responses to Q.20, which regards learner attitudes toward the 

use of, or non-use of, Rcxnaji in the software program. 
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T2U3le 4.73 

Correlation Matrijit of Ouaafcion 20 and Poattegta 1 and 2 

Correlation Matrix 
Q.20 Posttest 1 Posttest 2 

Q.20 1.000 -.050 -.172 
Posttest 1 -.050 1.000 .886 
Posttest 2 -.172 .886 1.000 

60 observations mre used in this coapatation. 
One case was oaxtted due to missing values. 

As is seen in the correlation matrix table, correlations 

between Q. 20 emd the posttests are very weak (-.05 for Q.20-

Posttest 1, -.17 for Q.20-Po8ttest 2). The finding suggests 

that the subjects' orthographic preference is not related to 

effective vocabul«u:y retention. 

4.7.3 Reaction Tiae Results 

The last type of variable measured during the assessment 

was reaction time (hereafter, RT). Contrary to the posttest 

scores, which are "accuracy data" (i.e., how accurately the 

subject responded), the data of RTs show the speed in which 

the subject retrieved the meaning upon heeuring the sound cue 

(i.e., Posttest 1) or seeing the kema cue (i.e., Posttest 2). 

Because the measure of RT represents the duration of 
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int.er£erence (i.e., response latency), a high value of RT 

meems significemt in'terference while a low value of RT means 

little interference. The unit of RT data is represented by a 

tick, which is a con̂ uter time equivalent of l/60th of a 

second. That is, it takes 60 ticks to make a second in clock 

time. 

The research question concerning this hypothesis testing 

was: Which subject group (experiment vs. control) shows more 

significeuit interference in the sound recognition task and in 

the kana recognition task? Prior to statistical emalyses, it 

was hypothesized that the experimental group aided with RS 

would be faster at matching sound or kana with correct 

meaning. The null and alternative hypotheses eure stated 

below: 

Ho: There is a difference between the subject groups in 

RTs. 

HI: There is no difference between the subject groups in 

RTs. 

Presented below first is the descriptive statistics of 

both sound and kana RTs (Table 4.74). 

Table 4.74 

Descriptive Statistics of Reaction Time 

Descriptive Statistics 

RT Sound 

RT Kana 

Mean Si:d. Dev. Std. Error Count Minimum Maximum 

207.397 97.229 12.449 61 103.200 659.700 

399.570 142.739 18.276 61 85.500 744.500 
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In general, -the average RT to the sound cue was 207 

ticks (i.e., 3.5 seconds), while the average RT to the kana 

cue was 400 ticks (i.e., 6.7 seconds). Therefore, the gap 

between the mean score of RT sound and the mean score of RT 

kema is 3.2 seconds. That is, coô Mured to their reaction to 

the sound cue, the subjects took 3 seconds longer to retrieve 

the answer to the kana cue on the average. Figure 4.5 

visually presents the mean difference between the two types 

of RT data (RT sound and RT kana). 

Figure 4.5 

Box Plot of Mean Difference between RT Sound and RT Kana 
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The graph of Figure 4.5 clearly demonBtrates differences in 

the reaction time betvieen the two tasks: the boxes and lines 

of RT sound eure much lower than those of RT kana. This box 

plot simply illustrates the previous finding that the kana 

recognition task was more difficult for both subject groups. 

Tables 4.75-4.76 below are the descriptive statistics of 

both RT sound and RT keuia data split by the siibject groups. 

Tables 4.75-4.76 

Group Compariflon on RT Sound and RT Kana 

Group Info for RT Sound 
Grouping Variable: Group 

Count Mean Variance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
Cont 31 230.574 14458.171 120.242 21.596 
Exp 30 183.447 3434.436 58.604 10.700 

Group Info for RT Kana 
Grouping Variable: Group 

Count Meem Variance Std. Dev. Std. Err 
Cont 31 396 .729 17140 .295 130 .921 23 .514 
Exp 30 402 .507 24404 .862 156 .221 28 .522 
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With regeird to RT sound, the standard deviation of the 

control group is more than twice as large as that of the 

experimental group (S.D.== 120 for the control group, S.D.̂ SO 

for the experimental group). 

Figure 4.6 below graphically demonstrates the fact that 

the dispeurity of the mean score between the groups was also 

quite wide for RT sound while it is narrow for RT kana. 

Figure 4.6 

Line Chart of Mean Differeneea between Sub-iect Groupg 
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Is the mean difference in RT sound statistically 

significant? In other %«ords, is there the effect of RS on RT 

sound? In order to examine the effect of RS on the tine taken 

to respond to the sound or kana cue, an unpaired t->test was 

performed. Tables 4.77 to 4.78 present the results from the 

tests. 

Tables 4.77-4.78 

group Coapariaon of Meang 

Unpaired t-test for RT Sound 
Grouping Variable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference » 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
Cont, Exp I 47.128 I 591 1.935 1 .0577" 

Unpaired t-test for RT Kana 
Grouping Variable: Group 
Hypothesized Difference « 0 

Mean Diff. DF t-Value P-Value 
-5.778 I 59 I -.157 Cont, Exp .8760 I 
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According results shown in Table 4.83, the mean 

difference of RT sound is not statistically significant at 

p<.01. However, the p-value of RT sound is relatively low 

(p=.06). The wide variance in RT sound may be the reason for 

the low value. 

Last of all, the table of correlation matrix below 

(Ted̂ le 4.79) presents the comparison between the posttest 

scores and the RT scores. 

Table 4.79 

Correlation Matrix of RT Sound and RT Kana 

Correlation Matrix 
Posttest 1 Posttest 2 RT Sound RT Kana 

Posttest 1 1.000 .875 -.115 -.118 
Posttest 2 .875 1.000 -.107 -.060 
RT Sound -.115 -.107 1.000 .371 
RT Kana -.118 -.060 .371 1.000 
61 observations were used in this ccxnputation. 

As the teUsle shows, no meurked correlation was found 

between the accuracy data and the speed data. (The high 

correlation between the posttests themselves were discussed 

previously in this chapter.) That is to say, accuracy is not 

accounted for by speed and vice versa in these vocabulary 
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4.7.4 Production Results 

Overall, the learner outcomes for both control and 

experimental groups were much lower in the production tasks 

(i.e., Posttests 3 and 4) in ccn̂ arison to the recognition 

tasks (i.e., Posttests 1 and 2). For example, only one 

subject spelled 8 words correctly out of 10 %irords, v̂ ile most 

subjects underperformed (i.e., 22 siibjects scored zero, 11 

scored one, and 8 scored two, with S.O.' 2.05.) Because the 

subjects were beginning-level students of Japanese, it had 

been expected that Posttest 3 and 4 vrould receive fewer 

correct responses. However, the results of Posttests 3 and 4 

were even less than expected. No or few responses from 

several subjects suggest that it was too donanding to require 

the beginners to reproduce newly leeurtied words right after 

the instruction. 

There was no statistically significant interaction 

between production scores 2tnd other veuriables except for 

Posttest 2. It was found that those who did well in Posttest 

2 (i.e., Kana recognition task) %#ere more likely to produce 

correct spelling in Posttest 4 (i.e., Kema production task). 

The t£ible below summarizes the results from a regression 

analysis of the two variables. The correlation of 

determination (R2) in the teUsle indicates that 2dx>ut €4 % of 

the variance in Posttest 2 is explained by the subject's 

outcOTie in Posttest 4. 
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Table 4.80 

Reareaaion Analvia of Poattagta 2 and 4 

Regression Summary 
Posttest 4 vs. Posttest 2 
Count 

Num. Missing 
R 
R Squared 
Adjusted R Squared 
RMS Residual 

1_ 
.800 
.641 
.634 
1.242 

4.8 Conclusion 

This chapter presented several statistical hypotheses 

and results from both descriptive emd inferential tests to 

euiswer all the reseeurch questions of the study. Throughout 

this chapter, rationales for the selected statistical 

procedures were stated and the statistical results were 

visually presented in graphic form (i.e., tables emd figures) 

and explained in the text, as well. The following is a 

summary of the results from the hypothesis testing: 

Hypothesis 1: Relationship between RS (Romaji Script) and 

Vocabulary Retention 

Ho: Retained (i.e., RS had no effects) 
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Hypothesis 2: Relationship bet«reen Leeumer Baclcground and 

Vocabulary Retention 

Ho: Rejected for the factor of age (i.e.. Age may be related 

to voc«ibuleu:y retention.) 

Ho: Retained for the effect of status, gender and all the 

linguistic factors. 

Hypothesis 3: Relationship bet%#een Learning Strategy and 

Vocabulary Retention 

Ho: Re-iected for the interaction between AA (audio access), 

DA (dialogue access) and the vocabulary varieible. 

(i.e.. The strategy of using L2 sound may be strongly 

correlated with greater voceibulary retent:ion.) 

Ho: Retained for the rest of the strategy factors 

Overall Vocabultury Gain: 

Ho: Rejected. 

(Significant amount of voceUsuleury gain was made as the 

result of the Japanese CALL vocabulary program.) 

Overall Subject Reactions to CALL: 

Generally, the subjects were satisfied with the quality 

of the program. However, they responded that the number of 

new Japanese words, was overwhelming. 

Reaction Time: 

Ho: Retained for RS x RT 

(There was no benefit of RS on RT sound or kana.) 

Ho: Retained for Posttests x RT 



(Faster RT was not related to greater vocabulary 

retention. 
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Recognition Tasks vs. Production Tasks: 

The subjects found the production tasks much hairder than 

the recognition tasks. 

The next chapter. Chapter 5, provides interpretations of 

the major findings and research inqplications derived from the 

findings. It also includes suggestions for future studies. 
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DZ8CU88Z0V 

5.1 Introduction 

The primeury goal of the study was to examine whether the 

use of the alphabetic spellings of Japanese, or Romaji, has 

effects on beginning-level Japanese vocabuleury leeurning. The 

study also investigated if factors of learner backgrounds euid 

learning strategies positively influence CALL vocabulary 

learning. The scores of the vocabulary pretests emd 

posttests, the data on the subjects' on-line learning 

behaviors, and their responses to the questionnaires were 

collected for a series of statistical analyses. In this 

chapter, the findings of the study are first reiterated and 

then interpreted in light of existing SLA research studies. 

Also provided are pedagogical implications of the findings, 

which are derived from the theoretical interpretations. Then, 

the section that follows will state some limitations of the 

study. The final section will offer suggestions for future 

resecirch on L2 vocabulary CALL. 

5.2 Roaaji and Vocabulary Learning 

5.2.1 Findings 

Prior to the experiment, it had been hypothesized that 

the use of Romaji would help English-speeJcers' Japanese 

vocabulary learning because of the orthographic similarity 

between Romaji and English. However, contrary to the 
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prediction, it was found that the subjects who learned the 

vocabulary in the CALL progreun with Romaji did not score 

significantly higher th«ui those who learned without it. This 

finding was consistent with the results from both the sound 

emd kema posttests. It is iô rtant to restate that these 

posttests were the tvro types of recognition tasks: the sound 

recognition task, which assessed the leazmer's accuracy in 

associating the L2 sound with its corresponding meaning, emd 

the kema recognition task, which tested accuracy in matching 

the L2 script (i.e., Hiragana) with its meaning. No 

statistical difference in the posttest scores bet%ireen the 

experimental and control groups indicated that the 

opportunity to leam elementary Japanese vocabulary with 

Romaji had no effects, facilitative or detrimental, on the 

number of words that were correctly identified by the 

subjects. 

Did Romaji help the processing speed of Japanese 

voceU3ul2u:y? It was found that those who had Romaji in their 

CALL program did not demonstrate significeuitly faster 

reaction times in the sound or kana posttests. That is, there 

was no benefit of Romaji on the speed at which the leeumer 

identified the correct meaning either by Japanese 

pronunciation or by kana spelling, either. It should be 

noted, however, that the experimental group's (i.e., the 

Romaji group's) reaction time average was longer than that of 

the control group (the non-Romaji group) in the sound 

recognition task. Because the difference is statistically not 

significemt and the experimental group yielded a much wider 
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variemce of reaction times in this task, it is presumably 

valid to say that the use of Rooaji had no detrimental 

effects on the speed in L2 sound-meaning correspondence. 

As the result of the subjects' questionnaire responses, 

it was found that the population of beginning-level Japanese 

learners addressed in this study consisted partially of those 

who preferred to view the CALL program with Romaji emd 

partially of those who liked the Japanese script only in the 

progr£ua. The proportions of their orthographic preference in 

CALL were almost evenly distributed: 25 subjects favoring 

Romaji, 10 subjects undecided, and 23 subjects opposing 

Romaji presentation. However, the subjects' preference for a 

certain script in CALL was not proven to be a positive 

predictor of overall vocabulary learning outccxne. 

5.2.2 Interpretations 

The results from the current study demonstrated that the 

use of Romaji in the CALL program neither facilitated nor 

hindered beginning-level Japanese vocedsulary retention. There 

was no benefit or interference of Romaji on the amount of 

vocaUsulary correctly remembered or on the speed of processing 

from the sound or kema to the word meaning. The appeurent lack 

of a significant effect of Romaji either on the posttest 

scores or on the reaction times seems to suggest that the use 

of alpheibetic letters does not add any pedagogical value to a 

Japanese CALL program for beginners. 

Hatasa's (1996) study on the classroom use of Romaji 

provides some confirmatory evidence to the finding 
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aforementioned. In her study, the 'lag' group used the 

materials written in Romaji %̂ ile the 'non-lag' group was 

taught in authentic Japanese from the onset. The results from 

the students' midterm and final exams demonstrated that 

Romaji had no effects on their short-term and long-term 

development of Japeuiese proficiency at the introductory 

levels. Despite the orthographic difference between the 

alpheUsets emd the kema letters, both eu:e 'phonetic' scripts. 

Therefore, she concludes that leeuming another phonetic 

script does not pose a stumbling block to the learners of 

beginning-level Japanese. 

However, it is never an effortless task for American 

students to leeuni Japanese orthography. As Nation (1990) «md 

Laufer (1997) pointed out, em unfamilieu: script meUces L2 

lexical learning quite taixing. Katz and Frost's (1992) euid 

Koda (e.g., 1992; 1995) also argued that cognitively more 

demanding processes eure required to leam an L2 script 

different from the learner's LI. Japanese is considered one 

of the most challenging foreign languages to master (Liskin-

Gasparro, 1982; Omaggio, 1986), and is rated as Category 4, a 

group of the hetrdest lemguages for American students to 

master (ACTFL, 1999). It is well documented that the non-

alphabetic spelling of Japanese poses a big challenge to 

Western learners (e.g.. Cook, Hijirida & Tahara, 1997; Jorden 

& Walton 1987; Okita, 1997; Saito, 1992). Therefore, the 

finding from Hatasa's study rather implies that simply adding 

Rcxnaji to instructional materials does not reduce learning 

difficulties associated with the non-alphabetic language. 
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Both Hatasa's and the current study provided strong 

counter-evidence to the coamon belief that adĉ ting Romaji 

mzJces introductory Japanese more approachable to American 

students. The current study, in particular, clearly 

demonstrated that the orthographic modification in the CALL 

software did not help the L2 beginners to increase Japanese 

voceUsulary. The study also showed that the modification did 

not facilitate the processing speed of L2 sound-meaning 

correspondence. 

However, the finding about reaction time should be 

interpreted cautiously. Yang's (1997) study of artificial L2 

vocabulary learning demonstrated that novice L2 learners 

process words in a conscious, more controlled way at the very 

beginning stage of development. The results from her study 

indicate that novice L2 leaners are uneUsle to process newly 

taught lexical items automatically right after the onset of 

instzruction, and that acquiring high-speed word processing 

skills (close to their LI lexical processing speed) requires 

a significant amount of L2 exposure. With beginning-level 

learners being the subjects of the current study, we should 

not overestimate the information of the sound and kana 

reaction times. It is also in̂ rtant to add that there was no 

correlation between the subjects' reaction times and their 

posttest scores. In other words, L2 learners' processing 

speed is not indicative of their performance accuracy at this 

level of proficiency. 

Ellis (1994) suggests that learner differences in 

beliefs eUsout leuiguage leeuming can pose a significant in̂ ct 
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on L2 learning. In the current study, however, the learners' 

beliefs eQx>ut the scriptal presentation of the CALL material 

did not influence their overall retention of Japanese 

vocadsuleury: no statistically significant relationship was 

found among desired script types, the scripts actually used 

in the progreun, and the posttests scores. On the other hand, 

the evenly distributed orthographic preferences expressed by 

the subjects indicates that the current study presented a 

population of American college students in the Southwest 

whose attitudes toward the use of Romaji were somewhat mixed. 

The learners of elementary Japanese in this study were, 

therefore, demographically different from Okita's (1997) 

students at the University of Hawaii, a majority of whom 

strongly supported their learning materials written without 

Romaji intervention. Had the current study selected subjects 

simileu: to Okita's, the results would have been different. 

5.2.3 Zaplica îoBS 

Suppose accuracy (but not necessarily processing speed) 

in matching the sound emd the meaning is a good indicator of 

oral proficiency at the initial stages of L2 le£uniing. Then, 

the current study appears to suggest that merely tremscribing 

Japanese CALL material in Romaji does not give a direct 

effect on the development of L2 oral fluency at the 

introductory level. 

What is also evident from this study is that Americaui 

college students are certainly able to leam a substantial 

amount of vocabulary without resorting to Romaji in the CALL 
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program. In matching the meanings (represented by colored 

drawings) of the 40 hiragana words with either corresponding 

proniuiciations or spellings, those who took the vocabulary 

lessons in Hiragana alone scored as high as those %̂ o le«umed 

with the Romaji assistance. As Ryan (1997) and Koda (1997) 

assert, L2 orthographic )cnowledge constitutes a critical part 

of L2 lexiceU. and reading processing. Mastering the 

orthographic form of L2 vocabulary is a prerequisite for the 

successful bottom-up processing of text recognition, and 

without bottom-up processing, higher order skills cannot be 

acquired (Ryan, 1997). Efficient vrord recognition skills «u:e 

also essential to L2 text-level comprehension (Koda, 1997). 

In other words, to acquire reading skills in Japanese, 

students not only need to be familiar with the authentic 

orthography but also need to master the efficiency in 

orthographic recognition. This study clearly demonstrates a 

potential of beginning-level Japemese vocabulary CALL 

presented in the authentic script alone. Therefore, once the 

basic Japanese orthography is taught in class, there may be 

no need to aid their CALL lessons with Romaji. It is probably 

wise to provide students with sufficient instruction that 

helps to consolidate their understanding of the L2 script 

prior to their CALL practice, rather than immersing them in 

the CALL material tremscribed in Romaji. 

In contrast to Hatasa's (1996) classroom research on the 

role of Romaji, the current study conducted additional 

investigations. That is, this study also examined the effects 

of other learner related veuriables on beginning-level L2 
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learning in the computer environment. The results unveiled 

some unforeseen relationships betiireen some learner variables 

and L2 vocabulary retention in Japeuiese CALL. These variables 

as positive predictors of beginning-level Japanese 

vocabul€u:y CALL are thoroughly discussed in the following 

sections. 

5.3 Background factors and Vocabulary Learning 

5.3.1 Findings 

The subjects responded to the questionnaire items 

regarding their background characteristics. The euialyses of 

that data provides some insight on the relationship between 

L2 vocabulary learning and learners' demographic 

characteristics. This section is limited to a discussion of 

the finding that some background factors contributed to 

Japanese beginners' vocabuleury retention. Preceding sections 

offer discussion of other factors which account for why some 

subjects scored higher than others in the posttests, 

regardless of the script type used in the CALL program. 

First, among three types of subject background 

cheuracteristics, namely, enrollment status, gender, and age, 

the subjects' age appeared to influence their short-term 

vocabulary retention. The results showed that younger age is 

associated with better vocabulary retention. However, the 

results from a further emalysis indicated that the factor of 

age is only moderately correlated with the posttest scores. 

Neither the enrollment status nor gender of the subjects 

yielded a statistically significant difference. 
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Second, effects of the subjects' linguistic backgrounds 

were also examined. Two types of language experiences were 

analyzed: the subjects' experience of Japanese lauiguage study 

£urid experience in learning other foreign languages prior to 

the experiment. The results showed a statistical significance 

in the relationship bet%ireen the previous language experience 

euid the posttest scores of kana recognition, but not the 

scores of sound recognition. In other words, the learners' 

previous L2 experience, whether the Jap«mese language or 

cmother foreign lemguage, positively influenced their 

Japanese orthographic leeuming. It is in̂ rtant to note that 

no systematic interaction between linguistic backgrounds emd 

Japanese voceUsulary knowledge existed at the time of 

preliminary assessment: no correlation was found between the 

learners' L2 experiences and the pretest scores. 

5.3.2 Interpretations 

Factors associated with L2 learners' backgrounds, such 

as age, gender, memory, hemisphere specialization, 

motivation, attitude, personality and cognitive styles, are 

often labeled as 'external' factors of L2 acquisition in the 

field of SLA. As Larsen-Fre«iian emd Long (1990) point out, 

the external factors may well explain individual differences 

in L2 learning. Nation (1990) eurgues that sane of the 

external factors are likely to influence the outcome of L2 

voccibuleiry learning. In the current study, the factor of age 

was found to be moderately correlated with the degree of 

immediate voceibulary retention. Yet, neither the enrollment 
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status nor gender of the subjects influenced the amount of L2 

words learned from the CALL program. 

In terms of the magnitude of influence, L2 learners' 

linguistic background was found to be the most significant 

predictor of effective orthographic learning. A surprising 

fact is that not only one's previous experience with the 

Japanese language but also with any other foreign language 

turned out to be a positive predictor of good kana retention. 

Even more striking is the fact that there was no correlation 

between the scores of the kana pretest and these linguistic 

background factors. As Cook (1992, 1993) maintains, L2 

lesumers' previous experience with a foreign language study 

may facilitate SLA acquisition in some aspects. Empirically, 

EncHnoto's (1994) case study provided some evidence that the 

learner's previous linguistic experience is a significant 

contributor to superior perceptual performance of a foreign 

language: the multilinguals' perception ability with 

(unfamilietr) Japemese duration contrast (e.g., /iken/ vs. 

/ikken/) was higher than that of their monolingual 

counterparts. Moreover, the pilot of the cxirrent study also 

yielded en̂ irical support for the positive correlation 

between one's linguistic background and L2 leeuniing outcome: 

the ten pilot subjects who had acquired at least one foreign 

language retained the highest number of Japanese words taught 

in a brief CALL experiment. The other subject groups, ten 

adults emd ten children both having no L2 experience, did not 

leeum much vocabulary in the experiment, compared to the 

first group. 
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5.3.3 Zaplicatlons 

The current study, with a bigger population of subjects 

(i.e., N-61) them Enoooto's case study, appears to suggest 

that one's former linguistic experience may be an advantage 

in tackling the non-alpheibetic orthography within a short 

period of on-line vocabulary learning. This finding is open 

to a number of pedagogical implications. First, those who had 

taken a Japanese class (e.g., a high school Japeuiese class) 

prior to their current Japanese 101 course were more familiar 

with its orthography, euid that extra exposure to the Japanese 

writing probably made their learning new words much easier 

than that of the absolute novices. Second, one's study 

experience with emy foreign language appeeurs to make the 

subsequent L2 learning cognitively easier, even if that 

language has a unfamiliar, non-alphabetic script. What this 

implies is that depending on leeumers' linguistic 

backgrounds, some beginners may need extra training for 

learning the non-alphabetic vocabulairy. Third, the advamtage 

of previous L2 experience was detected in kana recognition 

but not in sound recognition, which indicates that the 

linguistic advantage may have no direct intact on the ed̂ ility 

to remember the phonological form of new words. 

However, these in̂ lications should be taken with some 

caution. Not all L2 experience positively interacts with 

different learning settings. The current study looked at the 

mean posttest scores based on the subjects' LI backgrounds 

euid found that the non-native English speakers (i.e., 

international students whose native lemguages %«ere Koreeui, 
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Chinese, £md Russian) relatively struggled learning 40 

vocabuleury items in the CALL program, compared to native 

speeiker subjects. The software used the language of English 

to present directions and explanations for the CALL 

instzruction and assessment, and the use of one's second 

language to le2um his/her third language might have posed a 

cognitive overload to some extent. Without additional 

independent data to empirically test this possibility, it is 

not ]cnown why the native English speakers were able to recall 

more Japanese words than the non-native subjects were in this 

CALL experiment. Therefore, it is prob«ibly wise not to 

overstate the effects of L2 learners' previous language 

experience. 

5.4 Learning strategies and Vocabulary Learning 

5.4.1 Findings 

Two types of leeuming strategies, CALL strategies and 

mnemonic strategies were also examined. The CALL strategies 

data, collected by the CALL program automatically during the 

experiment, provides information on what the beginners were 

inclined to do during the on-line L2 instruction. These 

strategies are a group of software related strategies that 

the subjects employed during the CALL lessons, consisting of 

the time on task (i.e., how long each subject spent to 

complete all the four lessons) and the use of four different 

buttons availeUdle in the software (i.e., the sound button, 

the dialogue button, the grammar button, emd the syllabary 

button). The data on mnemonic strategies, on the other hand. 
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are a collection of vocabul«u:y learning mnemonics listed in 

the questionnaire and identified by the subjects themselves. 

The questionnaire asked the subjects to report the use of the 

following mnemonics: the concentration strategy, the 

visualizing strategy, the categorization strategy, the 

sounding-out strategy, emd the spelling-out strategy. 

The variable of time on task was found to influence L2 

vocaibulaury retention only indirectly, through its 

relationship with the use of dialogue recordings overall. On 

the other hand, the frequency of using the sound button to 

access audio was found to be strongly correlated with higher 

scores of both the sound euid kana recognition tasks. The 

results from further euieilyses demonstrated that the use of 

the softweire's audio recordings, either by means of the sound 

button or the dialogue button, is strongly associated with 

better vocabulaury retention. The other tools available in the 

CALL software were rarely utilized by the subjects of this 

study (the mean number of use for the keuia button is 1.9 

times and for the grammar button, 2.7 times) and had no 

impact on their vocaibulary retention. 

As for the mnemonic use, the most commonly used 

mnemonic strategy was the "sounding-out" strategy while the 

least applied was the "spelling-out strategy." A majority of 

the learners (i.e., 53 out of 61 subjects) reported to have 

sounded each word during the CALL voceJsulary instruction. On 

the other hand, only a few leaumers (i.e., 14 subjects) said 

they attempted to practice writing each word during the 

lessons. It is important to note that the CALL instruction 
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displayed the Hiragana spelling of each of the 40 words along 

with the sound button from %î ich the learner could hear their 

pronunciations. The result indicates that, although every 

single subject was exposed to the orthography on the screen, 

they rarely made em effort to reinforce their recall of the 

spelling. As for other strategies, 29 subjects reported to 

have focused on the voceUauleiry learning (i.e., the 

"concentration" strategy), 27 subjects to have used visual 

imagery (i.e., "visualization" strategy), and 16 subjects to 

have used categorizing the words (i.e., "categorization" 

strategy). 

5.4.2 Interpretations: The Role of L2 sound 

By definition, lamguage learning strategies are "the 

techniques and tricks that leeumers use to make the lemguage 

easier to master" (Maclntyre, 1994, p.185). Although many 

different definitions of learning strategies exist, the term, 

strategy use, does not limit itself to the mental application 

of techniques (Ellis, 1994). Therefore, CALL users' on-line 

behaviors can also be classified under 'lezuming strategies' 

when they eure employed to process L2 input provided in the 

softwcure. The current study clearly demonstrated that one on

line learning strategy, the intensive use of audio-

recordings, was the strongest predictor of effective CALL 

voceUsulary leeuming. It was not critical whether the learner 

focused on the individual tirord's pronunciation or chose to 

listen to the whole dialogue containing the word. 

Furthermore, although those who practiced with the dialogues 
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took longer to coô lete the CALL lessons, the length of CALL 

learning time per se was not a strong factor contributing to 

the learners' vocabulary retention. 

Drawing from psychologists' learning theories. Nation 

(1990) insists that "repetition is an ioqportemt factor in 

vocabulary learning" (p.43). Although he states that there is 

no consensus in how often an L2 word needs to be repetitively 

presented. Nation does cite previous reseeurch that indicates 

the remge from the minimum of five times to 16 or more. 

Therefore, one ceun infer that the frequent use of audio 

recordings had a positive effect on the sound recognition 

task in the current study. Probably, the intensive practice 

through L2 sound made the leeumers concentrate on L2 sound-

meaning processing during the CALL lessons and enabled them 

to correctly associate the meaning of a word with its 

pronunciation in the assessment. 

A cognitive model accounting for humem learning also 

explains the effect of practice in the same way. One 

representative model is the connectionist model, which sees 

our information processing as a highly coô lex circuit 

through which the activation of different cues spreads; the 

mind is a single circuit in which cues eure connected only in 

different degrees of strength (Cook, 1992). Therefore, 

leeiming is considered as a task of building up cue-strengths 

in the mental network by means of frequent practice. Fr̂  

this perspective of information processing, the le«u:tiers of 

Japemese in this study strengthened L2 sound-meaning 

association by repeatedly listening to either the word's 
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pronunciation alone or a dialogue that presents it in a 

conversational context. Or the finding can be interpreted in 

the light of automaticity, as Coady (1993) explains. He 

curgues that, in the case of reading that lacks automaticity 

in decoding the lexical information of individual word forms, 

the reader's short-term memory is heavily taxed and word-

level processing becomes slow and labored. Therefore, he 

maintains, efficient reading requires the learner's eUsility 

to automatically recognize %«ord forms, more specifically, the 

"morphographemiC aspect of the language. Although the 

current study offered a view only on %rord-level learning, a 

similar analogy can be made: by repetitive practice with the 

audio function of the CAI<L software, the learners developed 

the 'automaticity' in recognizing the L2 phonological form 

and associating with a certain semantic representation of the 

form. 

Why did performance on the k£ma recognition task benefit 

from the frequent use of audio during the CALL lessons? How 

does the learner's knowledge of L2 phonological form relate 

to the leeuming of L2 orthography? Forster (1990) reports 

that a great deal of empirical evidence from LI reading 

research supports the notion that phonological processing is 

part of our lexical encoding of a visually presented word. 

Nonetheless, he stresses that phonological encoding plays 

only a limited role in processing printed words, pitching in 

as a backup when the visual processing mechanism fails, as in 

judging commonly spelled words (i.e., words with highly 

regular grapheme-to-phoneme conversions). A case in point is 
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an interference experienced by adult native speakers of 

English in judging pronounceable non-«ford8, such as BRANE, 

which resembles a real word, such as CRANE. In this task, 

subjects usually take relatively long to dismiss BRANE as a 

nonsense word. Another case is novice LI readers' (i.e., 

young children) reliance on the strategy of sounding out 

unfamiliar words, well documented in the LI reading 

literature. 

Several scholars argue that the processing of sound may 

play a more crucial role in single word recognition. Grainger 

(1993) points out that recent research on LI word recognition 

has offered strong evidence for sound-mediated prelexical 

processing. That is, phonological information Is very rapidly 

activated when we process pronounceable strings of letters in 

LI. She then eurgues that the meeming of a word may be 

accessed via sublexical sound-spelling correspondence in L2 

lexical processing, as vrell, emd proposes the "dual-route 

hypothesis". The hypothesis predicts that while em L2 word 

activates the connection between its orthographic form and 

meaning, the word pronqpts emother lexical search of matching 

its phonological form with meaning. In her study of French-

English bilinguals, it was en̂ irically proven t:hat L2 

learners do engage in both routes of processing: a direct 

processing of L2 orthography to meaning and an indirect 

processing of L2 sound to meaning. 

Other studies have also provided substantial evidence 

for phonological processing that teUces place during word 

recognition both in LI and L2 (Jakimik et al., 1985; Leong, 
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1995; Matsiinaga, 1995; Perfetti et al., 1992). The current 

study appears to be consistent with these studies, 

demonstrating that L2 sound plays a vital role in the 

leeumer's visual recognition of printed words. Probably, 

those who used audio-recordings intensively in the CALL 

softweu'e engaged themselves in the dueUL encoding processes: 

phonological encoding and orthographic encoding of the new 

Japanese words presented on the screen. The well-established 

L2 sound-script link in the learners' mental lexicon might 

have contributed to effective «rord identification in the kana 

posttest. 

5.4.3 Interpretations: Self-reported Strategy Use 

The learners of beginning-level Japanese in the current 

study reported the "sounding-out" strategy as the most 

ccxnmonly used and "the spelling-out" strategy as the least 

coaanonly used vocabuleury learning strategy. Sanaoui (1995) 

also asked in her vocabuleiry study several adult learners of 

ESL and French to identify mnemonic procedures they used to 

help themselves retain L2 lexical items. She found out that 

there are two groups of vocabulary leeurtiers: those who use 

mnemonics systematically, emd the other who do not. Specific 

mnemonic approaches reported by her subjects eure: 1) writing 

word lists, flash cards, notebooks, or self-made 

dictionaries, 2) immediate repetition , 3) spaced repetition 

(i.e., reviewing later in time), 4) using in context, 5) 

contextual associations (i.e., relating the word to the 

learner's own past experience), 6) linguistic associations 
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(i.e., relating the %iK>rd to an LI word or a familieur L2 

word), and 7) imagery, 8) talking about the word with someone 

who knows the language, 9) drawing a picture that represents 

the word, and 10) acting out the word. The only mnemonic the 

subjects from the current study shared with hers appeeurs to 

be the strategy of immediate repetition (i.e., repeating 

mentally or orally several times immediately after they 

encounter the word). Contreury to Sanaoui's subjects, a 

majority of the L2 learners (53 out of 61 subjects) reported 

to have consciously applied at least the sounding-out 

strategy. On the other hand, less than the half of the 

subjects used other strategies, such as the spelling-out and 

concentration strategies. 

However, it should be mentioned that the subjects in 

Sanaoui's study included advanced ESL students. As Maclntyre 

(1994) points out, more proficient L2 leeumers use a variety 

of techniques compeured to less proficient learners. Coady 

(1993) also states that L2 beginners tend to use the 

strategies of more form-oriented process, such as focusing on 

phoneme-grapheme correspondence and using syllable-morpheme 

information, and that they gradually leam to take advantage 

of more meeming-oriented strategies that utilize semeuitic emd 

contextual information later on. In this respect, the 

subjects of the current study, learners of first-semester 

Japanese, appeared to have concentrated on the L2 

phonological form, but not on the orthographic form of the 

new voced̂ ulary. 

Imagery is a technique of relating an L2 word to the 
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le2imer's own mental image. Contextual association, or 

visualizing a situation associated with the L2 %rord is 

euiother way to describe a strategy that requires creative 

mental association. A very similar strategy to memorize a 

certain L2 word is named the key «rord strategy (i.e., a 

mnemonic procedure that conbines an L2 %ford's phonological 

form emd meaning), and its effectiveness has been debated by 

L2 vocabulary experts (e.g., Hulstijin, 1997; Klesius fc 

Searls, 1990; Nation, 1990; Schmitt, 1997). The current study 

found out that less than half of L2 beginners of Japanese 

used a strategy of contextual association or imagery (i.e., 

the visualization strategy). This finding is consistent with 

Schmitt's (1997) review from the previous research on L2 

voceQ̂ ulary strategies: the strategies that require active 

mental work, such as imagery and inferencing, are less 

frequently utilized by L2 learners, CGiî >ared to single 

voceibulary strategies (e.g., note-taking and rote 

repetition). 

Few subjects of the current study attempted to put 

simileu: words into groups (i.e. the use of the categorization 

strategy). This finding is understandable because the CALL 

software presented the 40 words in four lessons based on 

themes. Therefore, the learners did not feel the need for 

further categorization of the vocabulary when viewing each 

lesson. However, the study discovered that the Japanese 

beginners eure unlikely to attune to the orthographic form 

(i.e., the use of the spelling-out strategy) on a voluntary 

basis. The most significant finding, however, is that none of 
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the self-reported strategies %ipere a predictor of better 

vocabuleury retention. This discovery leads to an in̂ rteuit 

implication, which is stated below. 

5.4.4 Zapllcationst Significance of L2 Audio 

The current study demonstrated that the more often the 

learners used the software audio recordings, the more words 

they remembered. Moreover, the intensive use of L2 sound 

encdsled better retention of not only the phonological but 

also orthographic form of the new vocabuleury. An important 

implication curises from this finding. First, Koda (1992) 

points out that a well established link between orthographic 

decoding and phonological processing is a prerequisite to 

developing reading skills in Japanese as a second language. 

She asserts that "if the learner is exposed to relatively 

eeirly to a non-authentic (typically Roman-Alphabetic) script 

transcribing the sound of the target leinguage, the visual-

spacial model will be constructed with the non-authentic 

script, and the model has to be reconstructed when the 

authentic writing systan is introduced later" (p.509). 

Summarizing current L2 reading research, Koda (1995) also 

stresses that misidentification of L2 orthographic cues 

results in poor reading con̂ rehension (e.g., mis

interpretation of context emd failure to identify 'false' L2 

cognates). Well esteUslished skills in bottom-up processing 

are critical in developing top-down processing skills 

necessary in L2 reading. Bottom-up processing requires the 

eÛ ility to decipher printed words correctly. The results from 
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this study appear to suggest that the effective utilization 

of audio in the software leads to not only overall L2 

voc2ibulary increase but also to the skill to accurately 

decode L2 orthography. 

Scovel (1998) explains that our conqsrehension of 

language input is not a passive act. In fact, it is an active 

engagement by listeners or readers in their atten̂ t to 

understzmd an incoming message. If his statement can be 

extended to a context relevant to this study, the Japanese 

beginner's coô rehension is not a simple item-by-item 

analysis of words in a linear sequence, either. In trying to 

understemd each new word in Japanese, the learner must tune 

into several different cues, such as the meaning as well as 

the phonological and orthographic forms of the vocabuleiry. 

The learner's attention to these different cues signaled by 

an L2 word can take place subconsciously. The current study 

showed that the subjects' frequent practice with on-line 

audio recordings had a positive in̂ ct on their memory of the 

orthographic form. The finding sê ns to in̂ ly that a language 

softwaure works most effectively for vocabulary instruction 

when the user is 2d>le to see the meaning and spelling of the 

word while hearing its pronunciation over and over again. 

Being immersed in the presentation of multiple cues in this 

way approximates the context of CALL to the efficacy of L2 

learning context. 

Together with the implications made above, the findings 

of strategies use from the current study offer a number of 

suggestions for those who use language software for teaching 
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and learning. Although many of the siibjects applied, the 

strategy of sounding out each word alone did not contribute 

to the strengthening of L2 lexical memory. It was the actual 

use of L2 audio that led to better vocabulcury retention. The 

developers of language software programs need to incorporate 

into their designs the presentation of multiple L2 cues. For 

non-alph£ibetic languages, simultaneous processing of L2 

sound, script, and meaning may be critical, while for other 

languages, the multiple presentation of sound, meaning emd 

grammatical form may lead to better vocabulary retention as 

well as accuracy. Importemtly, not all software users are 

awcire of the value of these L2 cues availeible on line. 

Teachers who plan to implement software use have to guide 

their students in effectively utilize the bells emd whistles 

that ccHnes with the software. 

Reseetrch on leeuming strategies reports that leeumers' 

beliefs about L2 leeuming auid linguistic experiences 

influence the types and frequency of learning strategies use. 

For example, in Ehrman's (1990) study, her subjects of 

professional linguists used a wider variety of strategies 

more often compeared to those without conscious knowledge of 

what L2 learning is (i.e., untrained instructors emd 

students). The advantage of experienced L2 learners in using 

strategies over the inexperienced has been documented in 

other studies as well (e.g., Chamot et al., 1988; Nation & 

McLaughlin, 1986). Summarizing 'good leeumer' studies (i.e., 

the studies intended to identify strategies used by 

successful L2 learners), Ellis (1994) points out that good 
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language learners en̂ loy a v<uriety of strategies effectively. 

These include 'form-focused' strategies to keep themselves 

attuned to specific features of the L2 as iirell as 

'metalingual' strategies to consciously select appropriate 

learning process based on types of L2 tasks. Oxford (1996) 

reviews more recent strategy rese<urch and reconfirms a strong 

link between more use of L2 learning strategies and better L2 

achievement. 

However, as Maclntyre (1994) and Ellis (1994) warn us, 

we should teUce the factor of learner proficiency into 

consideration in «malyzing the effects of language learning 

strategies on L2 learning. Summarizing the previous L2 

voceUsulary strategy reseeurch, Schmitt (1997) stresses that 

the effectiveness of a certain vocabuleury strategy depends on 

a number of different variables, such as the type of L2 task 

and the context of learning. In the current study, none of 

those vocabuleury strategies were statistically correlated 

with the Japanese beginners' posttest scores. Although many 

of the subjects reported using the sounding-out strategy, 

simply saying new words (either mentally or aloud) did not 

surface. In the CALL environment, L2 voceibuletry learning 

becomes more profitable when the le«umer actively engages in 

the software activities by playing L2 sounds or dialogue 

conversations. 

5.5 Overall Vocabulary Oain in CALL Lessons 

5.5.1 Findings 

The results from the preliminary assessment indicated 
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tha-k initially the subjects %rere familiar with almost none of 

the Japanese words that %iere going to be taught in the CALL 

program (mean score « 1.1 for sound pretest; 1.3 for kana 

pretest). By contrast, the posttests results demonstrated 

that the subjects on the average learned to correctly 

identify aJsout 53 % of the 40 words by sound (i.e., 21.3 

words) emd «d>out 47% by spelling (i.e.,18.7 words). These 

percentages of the immediate learning outcome provide 

substantial evidence that there was an appreci2U3le amount of 

voc2±>ul£ury learning from the Japanese CALL program. This 

finding is ronarkably contrastive to the subjects' responses 

to one questionnaire item: A majority of the subjects 

reported that the number of the words taught in the CALL 

lesson was overwhelming (42 out of 61 subjects, about 69%, 

reported as BEING overwhelmed). 

Differences in accuracy rate between the sound euid kana 

recognition tasks suggested that the learners in this study 

found matching L2 words' meaning and spelling much heurder 

them matching meaning emd sound. The data of reaction time 

also yielded a finding that the subjects responded to the 

sound cue relatively faster than to the spelling cue. The 

results for both accuracy and speed were consistent with the 

Romaji group (i.e., the experimental group) as well as the 

non-Romaji group (i.e., the control group). These findings 

suggest that it is cognitively more demanding for the 

learners of beginning-level Japanese to match L2 meeming with 

L2 spelling than with L2 sound. 

It is important to restate that the results mentioned 
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above only refer to the subjects' scores from the recognition 

posttests. The data from the pronunciation and spelling 

posttests yielded a very low response rate. The overall poor 

performance on these production tasks appears to suggest 

that, ccxnpared to the recognition tasks, it was much harder 

for the subjects to recall the exact word by either 

pronouncing it or spelling after the short CALL voceJsuleiry 

instruction. Both the Rooaji and non-Romaji groups scored low 

in the production tasks. 

5.5.2 Interpretations 

Out of the 40 words taught in the CALL lessons, only ten 

words were tested for the subjects' productive knowledge. The 

very low response rate in the production tasks suggests the 

subjects' struggle in trying to reconstruct the L2 

phonological or orthographic form of each word. However, this 

finding is open to two possible interpretations. One is that 

the instructional time was not sufficient enough to bring the 

learner's vocabulary knowledge up to the productive level. In 

other words, it was too demanding to require the beginners to 

reproduce newly learned words right after the CALL 

instruction, which the majority of the subjects finished 

within one hour. It could also mean that the lack of the 

program's emphasis on productive use of L2 vocabulary was 

attributive to the low scores in the pronunciation and 

spelling tasks. This study's CALL software was designed to 

expose the learners to all the 40 words in a receptive way 

(e.g., by listening to the pronunciations, seeing the 
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spellings), providing no opportunity for them to practice the 

knowledge productively (e.g., by recording their 

pronunciation and replaying it). Whether the culprit is the 

short learning time or the lack of training for productive 

outcome, the learners of this study probably felt 

insufficiently prepeured for the assessment of their 

productive voceUaulary knowledge. 

Reseeurch has revealed that comprehension and production 

of voceU3ul£u:y eure asymmetrical. For instance, Clark (1993) 

mentions that the LI lexicon the child understands is much 

greater than the lexicon he/she can use in speaking. For L2 

voc£ibulary knowledge. Nation (1990) describes the difference 

between the leeumer's receptive emd productive vocabulary 

knowledge: the former type of knowledge refers to our ability 

to recall the meaning of a %i7ord from a cue (sound or 

spelling) as well as our understemding the nature of the word 

(e.g., its frequency and level of register). The latter is 

our £ibility to produce the word by pronouncing or spelling it 

in a grammatically or pragmatically appropriate context. 

Drawing from empirical evidence, he aurgues that our receptive 

knowledge of voceibulary is much larger than its counterpart 

of productive knowledge. 

Melka (1997) adds that recognizing a word is faster them 

producing it because no complete information of the word is 

required. Although opposing the absolute dichotomous view of 

receptive versus productive knowledge, Melka admits a 

distance between the two: The gap bet%reen reception and 

production is a matter of degrees in L2 knowledge. In other 
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words, the learner does not possess two distinctive L2 

lexical memory banks; however, it is likely that some 

features of an L2 %̂ rd have become productive with other 

features still remaining at the receptive stage. Similar to 

Clark euid Nation mentioned eibove, Melka also «a:gues that the 

size of the L2 receptive vocaQ̂ ulary and that of productive 

vocabulary are asymmetrical, thus they should be measured 

sepeurately. 

Levelt (1989) illustrates the procedures involved in a 

certain production task called the naming task. Based on the 

description Levelt provides, one can imagine four steps in 

naming an L2 word in the current study. It is important to 

note that the subjects %̂ re first presented the illustrations 

of the teurget words (the same illustrations used in the CALL 

lessons) and then prcmipted to name each word either by 

pronouncing it (i.e., the pronunciation posttest) or by 

spelling it (i.e., the spelling posttest). Therefore, during 

the production tasks, the learner had to decode visual 

features of the picture first, to figure out what it 

symbolizes conceptually, to seeurch for a proper name for the 

iconic figure, and finally to say it aloud or write it. If a 

strong association between the visual image and the l«ibel is 

already developed in the le«unier's lexical memory, these 

steps can be performed through high-speed lexical access. 

That is because lexical search of strong image-label 

association is swiftly conducted through the established link 

between the semantic representation (i.e., what word the 

picture symbolizes) and lexical representation (how to 
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pronounce or spell the picture). The lexical processing is 

prone to slow down, however, if intervening effects eure 

present. An intervening effect can be the difficulty of 

reproducing the L2 phonological fom or the L2 orthographic 

form. 

Reproducing the phonological or orthographic form 

accurately takes more cognitive skills than simply matching 

meaning with sound or spelling. First of all, as Laufer 

(1997) describes, a word itself has complex elements: 1) form 

(spoken or written, i.e., pronunciation euid spelling), 2) 

word structure (free-morpheme, derivations and inflections), 

3) syntactic pattern (the part of speech) 4) meauiing 

(including referential meaning and connotations), 5) lexical 

relations with other words (e.g., synonymy, antonymy, 

hyponymy), and 6) common collocations (the word's contextual 

relation with other words, e.g., operation is commonly used 

with to perform). Second, Forster (1990) also points out that 

the processes involved in recognizing a word in print differ 

from those in heeiring it, saying it, or writing it. Lexicail 

access is a complex endeavor and differs from task to task 

(e.g., the lexical decision task, which requires receptive 

vocabulary knowledge as opposed to the picture-naming task, 

which requires productive vocabuleury knowledge.). Because 

this CALL experiment taught commonly used Japanese concrete 

nouns, the complexity of word features was not much of em 

issue. Yet, even in the relatively simple task of picture 

naming used in the experiment, the learner was required to 

correctly reconstruct the L2 form, which was heavily taxed 
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for its leamability (i.e., the pronoiinceeibility and 

orthographic conplexity of Japanese words). In the 

recognition tasks, on the other hand, the form was cued by 

the program and the learner had to singly select the picture 

that the form represented semantically. 

Kroll (1993) asserts that the direction in producing a 

word adds another dimension to the difficulty of L2 

production. In her view, there are two distinct routes in L2 

lexical processing: 1) translating from LI to L2, which is 

considered 'conceptually mediated' and 2) translating from L2 

to LI, which is 'lexically mediated.' These two linkages of 

voceibuleiry memory representations are thought to exist 

independent of each other. In her model, the 'conceptual' 

route connects both LI and L2 words with concepts, while the 

'lexical' route that links between LI and L2 lexicon. In her 

revised model (Kroll & Dufour, 1994), it was found that L2 

beginners auoe unable to use the conceptual route efficiently, 

but eure capable of using the lexical route. In other words, 

the lexical link appears to be developed at the early stages 

of second lemguage acquisition, while the conceptual link 

takes more time and experience to be estedslished. The 

production tasks in the current study obviously tapped the 

subjects' use of the lexical route (i.e., translating into 

L2). Being L2 beginners, the subjects might have been 

disadvantaged to conduct the tasks, thus ending up performing 

poorly and feeling overwhelmed. 
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5.5.3 ZapIleatioBS 

The apparent lack of productive vocabulary knowledge 

among the subjects may be due to their proficiency level or 

the nature of language practice designed in this CALL 

software. One might feel ten̂ ted to accept only the 

'proficiency-related' iŝ lication supported by the previous 

psycholinguistic reseeurch. Yet, it is in̂ rtant to stress 

that the subjects' performance on the pronunciation emd 

spelling posttests might have been better, had the CALL 

program offered them the opportunity to practice the 

voceibulary in a productive way. 

CALL, or coô uter-assisted lemguage learning, is a 

relatively new medium to present foreign language learning 

material for both classroom emd individual use. Although 

critics of CALL eurgue that con̂ uterized tutorials have 

limited communicative context and no hiuum interaction emd 

may result in potential loss of motivation, these drawbacks 

can be ccMnpensated by making the coâ uter-driven learning 

tasks as interactive and productive as possible. To make a 

language progreun 'interactive,' the key factor is the 

availcd̂ ility of the tool with which the user can memipulate 

the leauming material. Chiquito et al. (1997) emd Joiner 

(1997) assert that a great degree of interaction becomes 

possible through multimedia applications which enable 

learners to control pace and sequencing (e.g., pausing «md 

rewinding a slide show or playing an audio recording at a 

slower speed). They describe that another way to boost the 

degree of interaction is adding user control over access to 
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subtitles of video or audio presentations in 'a variety of 

forms (e.g., showing key words, brief translation or phonetic 

tremscription). 

Another strength of CALL, which is absent in traditional 

forms (e.g., textbooks), is to integrate different types of 

L2 input in a non-linear way (Ariew, 1991; Ashvrorth, 1996; 

Joiner, 1997; Chiquito et al., 1997). As Joiner (1997) 

stresses, the simultaneous presentation of veu'ious cues 

(e.g., graphics, audio recordings, texts etc.) provides a 

positive iiî >act on leeuming outcomes. Benefits are such as 

the strengthened memory of the L2 material and the inqproved 

comprehension of the material. 

Despite these outstanding capabilities, ''(t)echnologies 

do have limitations" (Ariew, 1991, p.35). One of the 

weaknesses Ariew points out is the lack of effective tools to 

coach speaking in CALL. Pennington and Esling (1996) agree in 

that even the currently available technology of visually 

displaying pronunciation (i.e., the computer screen display 

of pitch and intensity in L2 speech) hais some drawbacks. For 

instance, this computer-generated speech analysis cannot 

judge a learner's pronunciation as correct or wrong, because 

there is no way to set a definite standaurd for how 'deviant' 

is pedagogically acceptable. Limitations in the recent 

pronunciation software designed for self-access made 

Pennington and Esling comment that "users may leam better in 

an intensive interaction in which their teacher, or another 

expexrt, is involved, thus making this type of system not very 

practical for use in a normal teaching situation, i.e., with 
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a class of -thirty students or more" (p. 173). More difficult 

is the machine feedback to an individual user's L2 

pronunciation in a tone language (e.g., Chinese) or a pitch-

accent language (e.g., Japanese), where a tone or pitch 

contour is critical (Okuyama, 1998). Ashworth (1996) 

summarizes the point by stating ''(f)or the productive skills, 

i.e., speeUcing euid writing, in which the computer has to 

judge the well-formedness of the student's input, it is 

necesseury to rely on artificial intelligence (natural 

language processing and speech recognition), which still has 

many weaJcnesses" (p.88). 

The point here is that, as suggested above, the 

currently available language softweure appear to be 

disadvantaged in coaching the learner to use the target 

language productively. There atb still many barriers for CALL 

to offer training for L2 productive skills due to its 

inability to provide accurate judgment of learner output and 

immediate euid individualized feedback. 

5.6 Overall Subject Reactions to CALL 

5.6.1 Findings 

The subjects' overall responses in the questionnaire 

indicated that the subjects were satisfied with the quality 

of the program. For example, most subjects agreed that they 

felt ccxnforteible and enjoyed the CALL instruction (51 out of 

61 subjects). Simileurly, only few reported that they were 

frustrated or confused with the lessons (5 out of 61 

subjects) or were uncomfortable about the use of the con̂ uter 
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(10 out of 61 subjects). 

Extended analyses provided one clear picture of the 

relationship among self-reported anxiety, the medium of 

presentation, and L2 vocabulary achievement. When the 

subjects' responses and their posttest scores were compared, 

it was revealed that those who enjoyed the CALL instruction 

not only felt equally comfortable during the CALL assessment, 

but also scored higher in the posttests. On the other hand, 

those who reported uneasy about using a computer or nervous 

during the assessment did relatively poorly in the posttests. 

Therefore, it probeUsly is safe to say the degree of felt 

emxiety is associated, although not strongly, with the amount 

of L2 voceibulary retention. No subjects, however, strongly 

protested that the CALL content was boring or that the 

program malfunctioned. 

5.6.2 Interpretations 

Previously, the study reported that the learner's 

frequent use of software audio-recordings positively 

influenced word retention in both the sound and kana 

recognition tasks. Now, another factor contributing to L2 

vocabuleuiry le«uming came into light. That is, low emxiety 

positively correlates with CALL vocabuleuiry retention. As the 

finding suggests, those who enjoy on-line lemguage 

instruction to a greater extent are likely to to take on-line 

assessment comfortad̂ ly as well as successfully. It is 

importeuit to point out, however, that statistically speaking, 

the correlation between the self-reported comfortableness and 
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the test scores was not as strong as the one between the use 

of L2 audio and the scores. In other words, the in̂ ct of 

audio use on CALL vocabulary learning still outweighs the 

effects of this affective varied>le. 

Lemguage anxiety has been reported to become an 

affective variable critically influencing the result of L2 

acquisition. In reference to L2 vocabulary learning, 

Maclntyre emd Gardner's (1994) experimental study examined 

how emxiety arousal (i.e., the presence of a video camera as 

the treatment of discomfort) affects the L2 vocabulary 

acquisition of American students enrolled in first-year 

university French courses. The main result of their study was 

a statistically significant difference in the number of 

French words recalled between the control group emd three 

experimental groups, all of which experienced anxiety at 

different stages: the input stage, the processing stage, emd 

the output stage. Another experimental study done by Ely 

(1986) yielded a simileu: result with regeurd to emxiety. In 

his case, the degree of discomfort was found to negatively 

correlate with the amount of classroom oral participation. 

The findings from these experiments support the current 

study's result that high-level emxiety was associated with 

poor vocabulary retention to some extent. 

Confounded, however, is the source(s) of the anxiety 

felt by some subjects. An emswer to where it came from 

remains inconclusive, because the varieUsle of 

unccmfortableness in this study cem be divided into three 

separate constructs: lemguage related anxiety, personality 
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driven anxiety, or technology induced emxiety. The weak 

construct validity of the affective variable stems from the 

statements used in the questionnaire. 

5.6.3 Zaplieationa 

The presence of emxiety itself may not be harmful. The 

issue is the extent to which anxiety is experienced in em L2 

learning setting. As Williams (1991) suggests, a low level of 

anxiety cem be facilitative while a high level of anxiety may 

become debilitating to language learners. Ellis (1994) also 

points out that in̂ lications offered by previous anxiety 

resectrch are often problematic because the studies solely 

rely on self-report questionnaires rather them on physical 

evidence. Yet, in reality, it is hard to employ concrete 

measures, say, checking the leeumer's blood pressure to 

assess the level of discomfort. 

A positive correlation between comfort and effective 

CALL learning found in the current study presents a number of 

importemt implications for those who plan to incorporate CALL 

into their language teaching curriculum. First, CALL learning 

is likely to be more effective when the user of the program 

feels comfortable. One way to increase the level of comfort 

may be to select or create a user-friendly lemguage program 

in the first place. Choosing the program which provides 

constemt and clear feedback may be another way of making the 

CALL user feel at ease during on-line tasks. When CALL 

material is used as a supplement to a certain class activity 

(e.g., a way to reinforce the learners' understanding of the 
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basic hiragana letters), the teacher needs to provide a clear 

guideline and purpose of the exercise or practice that 

students are assigned to con̂ lete; sending students to the 

leib without much instruction may make some CALL users, 

especially technologically inexperienced ones, feel at a 

loss, emd consequently raise the level of learning anxiety, 

reducing the educational value of CALL instruction. Finally, 

it is obvious, yet equally importamt, that the software 

selected for the assignment actually works; a malfunctioning 

program only leaves CALL users frustrated and their learning 

less profitable. 

Ariew (1991) convincingly eurgues that teachers of 

foreign leuiguages should decide on software and evaluate its 

quality based on a certain pedagogical principle. Hellebrandt 

(1996) adds that a variety of multimedia possibly enrich L2 

learning only if teachers apply these media with a clear 

pedagogical goal in mind. The use of technology must be 

pedagogy-based; classroom teachers «md administrators have to 

have a good understauiding of the role of technology in 

foreign lemguage education before jumping on the bandwagon of 

millennium euphoria. It is critically importeuit for language 

professionals to conteiiq>late strengths euid weaknesses of CALL 

and meUce a wise decision about what software activity 

effectively assists what aspect of teaching and learning. 

This is the consideration that needs to be given before 

investing a big sum of money for software purchase or a great 

deal of time for software developing. Finally, software 

manufacturers need to have a better understemding of how L2 
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learners approach language related problem solving on the 

screen. Instead of merely iô roving the outlook of their 

products with more appealing illustrations and animations, 

time is better spent to hire a lemguage expert and discuss 

how to design a useful product according to certain 

educational fits. As Chiquito et al. (1997) cleverly 

mentioned, the 'good' outlook in commercially available 

lemguage softweure is "perhaps the most problematic feature of 

foreign lemguage software products in that visual quality is 

at once very important for motivational and navigational 

reasons but can act as a shroud for poorly conceived 

pedagogical design" (p.50). 

5.7 Limitat;ions of the S^udy 

The primary goal of the current study was to explore the 

role of L2 orthography on beginning-level Japemese voced̂ uleury 

learning. What the study unraveled was strong evidence, not 

for the facilitative effects of Romaji, but for the critical 

role of L2 sound in beginning-level CALL voc«d3uleu:y leeuming. 

The results of the study should, however, be taken into 

account in the light of several limitations. 

5.7.1 Lack of Production Data Analyses 

The current study failed to provide much insight as to 

how the svibjects could develop the productive knowledge of L2 

vocabuleury in the CALL environment. Due to the very small 

pool of responses available from the production posttests, it 

was decided that the full emalyses of the production data 
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will be pursued at a future date. In that prospected project, 

although few in number, all the recordings of the subjects' 

oral responses in the sound production (i.e., speaking) task 

will be reviewed by two independent raters, and the data will 

be rated in the scale of 0 (not correct at all) to 3 (totally 

correct). The evaluation score on each word will be 

determined by evaluating the pronunciation made by the 

subject, as demonstrated by his/her ability to reproduce the 

Japanese target word as closely as possible. The kema 

production (i.e., spelling) data, similarly in small 

quantity, will be transcribed and assessed for the number of 

correctly spelled words by the researcher. The scores will be 

summarized in the form of a profile of the individual's 

voc«Q7ulary production scores. 

5.7.2 Short-Tera vs. Long-Tera Word Retention 

The results from the current study suggest that 

introductory-level students do not benefit from the use of 

Romaji in Japsmese vocadaulary CALL. However, this statement 

applies only to the short-term retention of receptive 

vocabuleiry knowledge. In other words, the findings edx>ut the 

role of Romaji were from the sound and kema recognition tests 

administered immediately after the CALL instruction. The 

implication of no Romaji benefit should be interpreted for 

the short-term memory of L2 lexicon at the receptive stage. 

It would have been possible to determine whether there are 

long-term effects of using Romaji, had the study conducted 

subsequent experiment sessions following the same subjects 
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over a semester or a year. 

The study also reported that the CALL program taught a 

significant amount of L2 vocabulary for immediate effects. 

However, recent research suggests such effects on L2 

vocabulary leeuming eire likely to be short-lived (e.g./ Yeuig, 

1997; Klesius & Searls, 1990): It is often the case that a 

dr£unatic decline in effect size takes place betvreen the 

immediate emd delayed posttests. As Nation (1990) stresses, 

repeated exposure and practice are necessary for the long-

term retention of L2 vocabulary. His assunqption is probably 

correct, whether the setting for vocabulary instruction is 

the classroom or the CALL software. 

5.7.3 Oeneralisabiliby 

The findings traai the study yielded a number of unique 

pedagogical implications in the field of SLA. These 

implications, however, can be reasoneibly applied only to the 

pcurticuleur situation where this experiment of L2 vocabulary 

leeuming took place. It is importeuit to restate that the 

study was an experiment executed in a computer ledx>ratory. 

with other things being equal, one may legitimately compare 

the results from this experiment with findings from classroom 

research. Yet, different factors are usually present in 

different settings of L2 learning. Therefore, the particul«ur 

circumstances of this CALL Japanese vocabulary leeurtiing have 

to be taken into consideration in understanding the 

implications. Moreover, due to the correlational nature of 

this study, the results of the statistical euialyses do not 
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prove a cause-effect relationship bet%ireen any variables. Last 

of all, the subject population of the study represents 

students of a particular kind: students enrolled in Japanese 

101 courses at public universities in the Southwest region of 

the United States. As mentioned in section 5.2.2, students' 

attitudes toweurd learning Japanese in Arizona may be 

characteristically different from how students view Japanese 

study in Hawaii. Therefore, it is unwise to apply the 

implications to a student population whose educational 

setting is something other them that of the subjects involved 

in this study. 

Because of CALL as the tool of this reseeurch, the 

insights from the study will be most profitably applied for 

future development of CALL materials or of CALL vocabulary 

reseeurch. The following section presents suggestions for 

these endeavors. 

5.8 Recoaaie&datioiis for Future Research 

5.8.1 Research on Vocabulary Learning 

According to the October issue of MLA Newsletter (1996), 

there are 44,723 students enrolled in Japemese courses in 

American universities. Although Japanese is categorized as 

one of less commonly taught languages, it is in fact the most 

commonly taught Asian language in the United States. However, 

a great challenge awaits learners of this non-alphabetic 

language: Japanese is ranked as Category 4 in terms of its 

difficulty for American students to acquire. On one hand, 

more college-level course books aure published and many 
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stunning-looking software programs are created. On the other 

hand, many theoretical and pedagogical issues still remain to 

be empirically investigated. Three interrelated issues that 

currently need more attention from SLA researchers are 

voceJsuleury learning, orthographic processing, and acquisition 

of reading skills in Japanese. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, in spite of this growing 

interest in vocabuleury research, there exist some problems 

with our current understimding of L2 vocabulary acquisition. 

Milton and Meara (1995) estimate that advanced learners of 

ESL possibly acquire about 2,500 «rords per year. If this is a 

valid estimate for other foreign languages, successful 

voceibuletry leeuming is not just a theoretical issue but also 

a very important pedagogical agendum. Therefore, we need to 

continue our investigation on how L2 words £u:e learned 

through different tasks, at different levels, as well as for 

different effects (e.g., short-term vs. long-term retention). 

Furthermore, because the orthographic form can be an 

influential factor of L2 vocabulary acqtiisition., more 

studies eure necessary to be conducted on lexical leeuming in 

not only alphedietic, but also non-alphabetic languages. 

To explore the issue of Japanese orthographic learning, 

one can investigate the effects of each of the three scripts, 

katakana, hiragana, and kanji, on different learning tasks 

emd for lesuners of different proficiency levels. If L2 word 

recognition is critical in developing L2 reading aJsility at 

later stages, many insights from research on Japanese 

voc£U3ulary learning can serve as clues and fore-thoughts for 
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L2 reading experts. Reseeurch implications from studies of 

other non-alphabetic languages, such as Chinese, will help 

bring better understanding of how a scriptal difference 

between the learner's LI and L2 inlets his/her L2 

achievonent. 

Although this study failed to yield any positive outcome 

for the use of Romaji, one can still explore beneficial use 

of Romaji in other teaching contexts. An extension in this 

line of thought will be to test the effects of using Romaji 

in explaining three types of Japanese verbs (i.e., u-verbs, 

ru-verbs, emd irreguleur verbs) on le2uniers' acquisition of 

verbs measured in a variety of tasks (e.g., in coô sition, 

conversation, memorization of a verb cheurt, etc.). 

5.8.2 Research on Learning Strategies 

One study conducted by an SLA scholar, Andrew Cohen, 

offers some insight on strategies use in learning Japanese as 

cm L2 (Cohen, 1997). In this case study, he threw himself in 

a beginning Japanese course for a semester and examined his 

learning behaviors through tape-recorded journals emd written 

notes. He reported that he used "a host of language learning 

and language use strategies in a systematic way" emd that 

"other learners (i.e., his classmates) were doing less of 

this" (p. 140). For exan̂ le, he often engaged in em imaginetry 

conversation with himself using the phrases that were just 

covered in class. He also made flash ceirds out of important 

expressions to memorize. As for his L2 vocabulary learning, 

he attempted to draw on mental imagery to test how the newly 
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learned word fits in a Japanese sentence. This is a report 

fr(̂  a linguist who is extremely experienced with L2 learning 

(i.e., Cohen speaks several languages including, French, 

Italiem, Spemish, Hebrew, and Arabic, making Japanese his 

11th foreign lemguage to leam). How do learners of no 

linguistic experiences approach the non-alpheibetic language? 

Studies of self-reported strategies have often been put 

under a rigorous scrutiny. However, as applied in the current 

study, a comparison between what is reported and what is 

actually used by L2 learners can bring an interesting 

perspective on the role of language learning strategies. By 

using this research technique, future research may be eĴ le to 

address importemt pedagogical questions, such as what 

strategy L2 leaumers tend to neglect to use emd thus needs to 

be coached in Japeuiese CALL. 

5.8.3 CALL Research 

A veuriety of foreign language multimedia types now 

exist, vairying from tutorials to simulations to explorations. 

In addition, experts have identified many issues relating to 

CALL, which range from the selection of CD-RCM courseware to 

the authoring of lemguage programs (Bush & Terry, 1997). 

However, less-commonly-taught leuiguages (e.g., Chinese, 

Japanese, and Hebrew) not only have a shortage of currently 

availcOdle CALL programs, but also "present some difficult 

CALL design problems such as displaying ideographs or right-

to-left writing" (Ariew, 1991, p.34). It is not well known 

how sufficiently CALL can assist the learners of such non-
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Wes-tem leuiguages. 

As mentioned above, there is often a discrepancy betiireen 

what strategies L2 learners report and what they actually 

have «nployed in a task of language problem-solving. Here, 

CALL technologies for research cone in handy, since it can be 

programmed to compile inventories of behavioral traits 

displayed by users of language software. The use of 

hypermedia presents intensive interaction between user and 

ccxnputer and executes a variety of tasks, allowing for a rich 

recording of on-line learning strategies in an unobtrusive 

way. What L2 learners do, consciously or subconsciously, 

while working on CALL materials will offer many valuable 

insights for software developers as well as language 

teachers. Furthermore, it is critically necesseury to test how 

learner related variables, such as learners' linguistic 

backgrounds, lamguage beliefs, and familieurity with 

technology, affect the effectiveness of CALL instruction 

designed to teach less commonly taught lemguages. 

Ashworth's (1996) CALL program. The Observer, was 

developed at the University of Hawaii at Memoa. This program 

was designed to store in ccxnputer files "all keyboard 

activity of the user, including mouseclicks and cursor 

movements, as well as keyboard activity in the form of both 

log (text) emd a script when allows the investigator to play 

back and view all actions of the user" (p.91). He suggests 

the possibility of observing other on-line actions, such as 

tremscriptions that the user types in a text field below the 

video slid show of an L2 conversation, or frequency in 
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accessing on-line dictionaries and thesauruses in a reading 

comprehension task. 

CALL is not a pedagogical approach but a 'medium' of 

teaching. It can also be used profited>ly as a research tool, 

as was applied in Ashworth's project and in the current 

study. Although this study implemented the coô uterized data 

collection in an exploratory manner, it has demonstrated that 

such an application of research methodology is feasible, 

showing some premise for others to conduct L2 research in 

this electronic medium. 

5.9 Conclusions 

In spite of the rapid growth of softweure use in foreign 

language education, lemguage-specific problems in computer-

mediated instruction have not been dealt with in detail in 

research. One example is how to deal with L2 orthography in 

CALL when the writing is unfamiliar to the learner. 

It has been pointed out that L2 voceUauleury learning is 

one of the most importemt components at the beginning stage 

of foreign/second language acquisition. When the target 

language is a cognate, alphabetic lemguage, such as Spanish, 

a great deal of voceibuleury may be acquired with emphasis 

being placed on the sound-meaning correspondence. However, 

when the target lemguage is a non-alphcUsetic type, such as 

Japanese, decoding the unfamiliar script becomes em 

additional task in L2 voceUsuleury leeuming. Although the type 

of current Japanese leuiguage software ranges from immersion 

to translation-mediated, the method for script presentation 
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is not spelled out with a clear pedagogical principle. 

Furthermore, due to the lack of en̂ irical evidence, we have 

yet to find out which feature of CALL assists most 

effectively the Japanese beginner's vocabuleiry acquisition. 

The current study attempted to evaluate the in̂ ct of 

using Romaji, or alphabetic spellings of Japanese, on 

beginners' learning of Japanese vocabulary. Major findings 

from this CALL study are 1) contrary to the prediction, the 

aid of Romaji did not facilitate the learner's short-term 

vocabul2u:y retention, 2) the subjects who used the "sound" 

button more frequently recalled more words, and 3) the CALL 

voc£ibulary instruction assisted the learners of beginning-

level Japanese in retaining a majority of the vocabulary 

items for "recognition" posttests but not for "production" 

tests. It is iŝ lied that the orthographic acĉ nmodation in 

CALL is not effective in assisting English-speaking students' 

Japanese vocabuleury leeuming. Regardless of the presence or 

cQssence of Romaji, the intensive use of audio recordings was 

found to play the most crucial role in Japemese beginners' 

short-term vocabulary retention. 

This chapter presented an overview of the significant 

research findings, theoretical interpretations and 

implications of the findings, limitations of the study, and 

finally recommendations for future CALL voceibulary research. 

Although the euiswer to the main research question was 

negative, the current study served a big contribution to the 

SLA research community by challenging the commonly held myth 

of Romaji amd by uncovering issues related to the effective 
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use of CALL. It is hoped that pedagogical iiî lications from 

the study are of practical value to our future professional 

practices. 
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APPBMPIX Ai fgtf PggCgggMq TYPgf 

1) linkinq the L2 sound to the meaninq (recoqnition) 

x \  •  

"de-n-ki" 
W/ 

Sound Learner Meaning 

2) linkinq the L2 spellinq to the meaninq (recoqnition) 

TA/# 

8crip-fc Learner Meaning 

3) linkinq the L2 meaninq to the sound (production) 

"de-n-ki" 

\ 

Meaning Learner Sound 

4) linkinq the L2 meaninq to the spellinq (production) 

Meaning Learner Script 
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APPEMDIX B. Preteat 

Pretest 1 
Name 

Please choose the corresponding meaning of each Japanese word 
from the English expressions in the parentheses, and write 
its alphabet letter on each line below. 

1. ;&̂ fC 2.5̂  3.t»y 

5.<oe> 7. 8. TA/fc< 

9. 10. 

(A. scorpion B. racoon C. sea/ ocean O. Mars 
E. crab F. whale 6. washing machine H. forest 
I. calculator J. owl ) 

Pretest 2 
Name 

You are going to hear 10 words read aloud in Japanese. 
Please write down an alphabet letter on each line by choosing 
the matching English word in the parentheses for each sound 
you hear. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
6 .  

7. 8. 9. 10. 

( A. scorpion B. racoon C. sea/ ocean D. Mars 
E. crab F. whale 6. washing machine H. forest 
I. calculator J. owl ) 
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APPEWDTX C, S«nn1« r« 

Haae 

[Section 1] 

Please answer the following questions by eitber writing 
your answer on eaeb line or choosing tbe response 
which aost accurately describes your background. 
At no time does your response affect your grade. 

1. What is your current enrollment status? (examples: 
Freshman, Masters, Non-degree) 

2. What is your gender? Please eirele one. Male F«nale 

3. How old are you? Years old 

4. Have you lived outside the U.S.? 
Pleaae eirele one. Yes No 

I f  you answered yes above, please write down the of 
the countryra\ in which you lived and how lony you stayed 
there. 

( yeeurs/ months) 

( yeeurs/ months) 

( years/ months) 

5. iiss£ (hcxne stay, taking lessons, etc.) and how long (years 
and moths) have you studied Japanese? 

(way of learning) 

( yeeurs/ months) 

6. Do you speak anv language other than Enoliah and Japanese 
(Chinese, Spanish, etc.)? If so, please write the name(s) of 
the language(s) emd how well do you understand and speeUc the 
language(s). 

Name(s) of the language(s) 
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How well do you use the language? (exan̂ les: "a few «rords 
only," "well in most situations," "enough to get by," "with 
native-like fluency") 

[Section 2] 

Please read the following stateaents regarding how you 
felt and what you did during this computer program. Then 
designate your degree of agreement or disagreement by 
circling the aost appropriate expression among five 
("Strongly agree" "Agree" "Undecided" "Disagree" or "Strongly 
disagree"). At no time does your response affect your grade. 

7. I felt comfortable cmd enjoyed the lessons. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

8. I felt comfortable when talcing the self-tests. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

9. I was overwhelmed by too many words to remember. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

10. The lessons were confusing and frustrating. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

11. The content of the lessons was boring (i.e.. The lessons 
were too easy, or the topics/activities did not appeal to 
me). 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

12. I was nervous eibout how well I would do during the tests, 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

13. The use of a con̂ uter made me uncomforteUale. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

14. The computer program did not function appropriately, 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 
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15. During the lessons, I concentrated very hard on the 
vocabuleury, setting aside other information such as grammar 
euid kana information which might distract me. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

16. During the lessons, I visualized a situation associated 
with each word or related it to my interests and personal 
experiences. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

17. During the lessons, I put similar words together into 
groups or categories to remember. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

18. During the lessons, I sounded out each word by itself or 
in a sentence. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

19. During the lessons, I practiced the spelling of each word 
by itself or as a sentence. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

(Experimental Oroup's Version) 
20. During the lessons, the use of Romaji (e.g. forU$) 
helped me remember Japanese words. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

(Control Group's Version) 
20. I believe that I would have been eUsle to remember more 
Japanese words, had they been written in Romaji (e.g., ahima 
for in the lessons. 

strongly agree. Agree. Undecided. Disagree. Strongly disagree. 

Thank you very auoh for your responses. Z greatly 
appreciate your tiae. 



I Wednesday ·~· Apr-iT2-3~ C997 I 7:02 AM] 

~ 
<••""'"•" ••-.·•···• ,.,,.~ c._, >-'~ 

What is your full name? 

( OK D ( Cancel 

~ IfiLl 
~ mi . . 

Kana Tutor Grammar Help Dict;onary 

1Z1 Opening Music I I 4 

The Original CD-ROM software: Learn to Speak 
Japanese provided by the Learning Company 

w 
0 
0'1 



KANA TUTOR GRAMMAR 

The Original CD-ROM software: Learn to Speak 
Japanese provided by the Learninq Company 

w 
0 
0\ 



APPENDIX F: Samole Kana Game 

Kana Games 

Kana Game 1 

@] Press the konu button to display a Jopanese word in 
·Kono writing box.· Then .. click on the motching picture. 
Repeat this procedure ten times (once for eoch picture.) 

· 1 tttM.> 1 []Ci'l equator 

kana writinl! boa 

seagull 

battery 

The Original CD-ROM software: Learn to Speak 
Japanese provided by the Learninq Company 

w 
0 
-..,] 



APPENDIX G: Samole Soellina Game 
Spellino Games 

Spelling Game 2 
Click on a picture to display kana letters. Then 
write a .Japanese word which names the picture 
by clicking on some kana letters. Press the 
button ·submit answer· when you·re satisfied 
with your answer_ Repeat the same procedure 
for the next word. Name each picture only once_ 

( Erase ) 

I I 

~)--)<~ 
refrigerator 

calculator ~ -f .... t::_ --c .... ~d: 
ijJ:tlh., 

scissors 
next page-~(}] 

The Original CD-ROM software: Learn to Speak 
Japanese provided by the Learninq Company 

w 
0 
co 
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